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ABSTPACT

The Block "'^reacher As Edncetor*: 1707 to 1909

(May 1979)

William C. Larkin, Ed.D., University of Massocbuse tts

r)i re c ted hy r i^ea'^ A’^d^i^snr

f

r!'->ritr*a-»’y to a popular assumption that the "^^rst B’*”''’'

'^ducato^s wpr‘=' ’’oity, this d1 a serta t-’’ identifies the

preach‘=i->^’ as the first Black educator to Blocks, The purpos'*

of this dissertation is to investigate and evaluote a part

of American Educational History that conveys credibly and

concisely the educational contributions of Black prcachoi^s

to Block Americans during the period from 1797 to 1^09,

The year 1 707 is chosen as a beginning date •f'or this

study because it fairly i^epresents the time when the ^lack

church emerged as an independent institution. With the

Black church as a base the Black preacher fulfilled va’^’ious

formal and informal educational roles, such as educational

propagandists, classroom teachers, administrators, founde-r«s

of schools, and instillers of Black pride through four behav-

ioral categories: Millitant, Moderate, Traditionalist, and

Liberal. The yeav 1909 is selected as a terminus because

the national Association fo^ the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP) was in final formation and a Black preacher

made a • s ignif icant cont'^’ibuti on to that development. One of

its ma lor concerns was to correct the abusive treatment

V



suffered by Blacks, which included improving their educational

opportunities

.

This study is significant because the educational

contribution of the Black preacher in this specific period

of Black educational history is not known in any one re-

source, nor anyplace else is this subject known to have been

researched and the data published. other studies have limit-

ed themselves to the development of the Black church and

Black "eeligion. Inevitably they referred to the general

educational contributions of some Black preachers. This

study concentrates directly on the educational contributions

of Black preachers from 178? to 1909.

The focus on educational history made by this study

is the change in the misapprehension that Black preachers

did not become involved in educational development related

to Blacks. Also, this study informs those only familiar

with renown Black lay educators that there were Black

Preacher-Educators who were their forerunners and who made a

significant contribution to Black education.

Chapter T is the introduction to this study and offers

an explanation on the purpose, organization, significance,

definition of terms, background, limitations, boundaries,

method, review of literature, and problems.

Chapter IT discusses Black preachers as formal and

informal educators from 173? to the Civil War in the cate-

gories of Militants, Liberals, Moderates and Traditionalists.

vi



Chepter* JIT is concerned with the formal and informal

educational contributions of only Liberal and Traditional

Black preachers from the Civil War to 1909. The Militants

presented in Chapter II do not appear noticeably after the

Civil War, Although there were Moderates after the Civil

War, more effective results are found in the educational

contribution of the Liberals. Implications of the study,

conclusions, and recommendations for future research are

contained in Chapter IV.

Recommendations of this studv:

1, American educational history could expand its under-

standing of a locus for learning or the process of educating

from the limitations of a controlled educational setting,

such as a school. From this study one may glean that the

Black church is also a learning center. There they learn

how to conduct business and master many meaningful basic

phases of life. Thus a study on the contribution of the

church to the education of Blacks would be helpful.

2, Black women Preacher-Educators are not included in this

study. There were Black females such as Sojourner Truth

and Harriet Tubman who were officially declared preachers

or who fulfilled the role of a Preacher-Educator prior to

the turn of the twentieth century. A study, therefore, of

the educational contribution of Black female preachers would

be a significant addition to Black educational history.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Backfiround

Th 3 study will identify the oeriod when man7

Black preachers were formal and informal educators to

Slacks. They served as educators through four oehavioral

categories Militant , Libe ra

1

, Mode ra te . and Trad Itionallst .

Their incentive to improve the educational conditions of

Blacks developed from their concerns for Blacks as profes-

sional leaders in religion and in the church. Black relicion

started with efforts by Blacks to substitute a Christian

religion of their ov/n for white Christianity. Blacks often

rejected the white religion because it constituted a method

of social control. Thus Black religion may oe defined as

the beliefs about God that Black preachers used to provoke

reverence and to give expression to every phase of life in

the social context of the Black communi ty
.

"* The late

eighteenth century Black preachers created a Black religious

community that strengthened relationships among Blacks. They

often used their coming together for worship as a oasis for

planning change in their slave condition. Religion for these

Black educators was their inspiration to comply with what

they thought was God's will for them in the educational

iGaylaud S. Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Rad

calism (New York: Doubleday, 1972), pp. 32, 37; and Ruby

Johnston, The Development of Negro Religion (New lork:

Philosophical Library, 1954)» P* xvii.

1 -

E



development of Blacks

J

2

The Black church developed from the practice of

religion. As the church emerged, it became the school,

political platform, aocial stage, and musical hell. Although

whites were often present during the early development of

the Black church. Blacks felt freedom and pride by having

their own church, practicing their own religion, supporting

and encouraging their own preachers, and singing their own

songs

.

The social background to this study is that as new-

comers to America, the Black slaves were confronted with a

white oriented and dominated form of life outside of their

experience. Blacks were from a culture that had not prepared

them for survival in a culture where they would be separated

from family and generally treated as animals. They were

also denied the practice of their native culture. While

they provided the labor force behind the expanding American

economy, they did not share equally in its advantages and

resources. Even free Blacks were unable to occupy positions

2
of equality and power in mainstream America.

^Gary T. Marx, Protest and Prejudice (New York!
Harper & Row, Publishers, 19d 7}> pp. 94-, 9b.

2
Herbert Aptheker, Essays in the History of the

American Negro (New York; International Publishers, T^5)>
pp. [|.-70; and Allen Weinstein and Frank Gatell (editors),
American Negro Slavery (New York; Oxford University Press,
l9tB), p. 37.
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Problems and Questiona of the Study

One of the problems to be answered is a common

misapprehension about Black preachers, that they *'did not

seem to know anything about their (Black) present situa-

tion. For example, when a Black preacher was asked to

assist with voter registration, he refused, saying, "All

we preachers is supposed to do is to preach the Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ and Him crucified, and that’s all.^

Contrary to this opinion, E, Franklin Frazier stated that:

The work of the Negro preacher in establishing
schools was especially important since the
southern States provided only a pittance
<^f public funds for the education of Negro
children

.

Thus this study will present some of the major educational

contributions of Black preachers during the period from

1787 to 1909 .

Another problem this study will seek to answer is

that many educators. Black and white, seem to be unaware of

the specific services Black preachers made to the education-

al development of Blacks before 1910. Thus this study will

inform those familiar with Black lay-educators during this

^Carter G. Woodson, The Mis-education of the Negro
(Washington, D.C.: The Associated Publishers, Inc., 1933)»
p. 66.

2
Gunner Ifyrdal, "The Negro Church: Its Weakness,

Trends,, and Outlook," in Hart M. Nelson, et al, editors.
The Black Church in America (New York: Basic Books, Inc.,

Publishers, 1971 )» P* 260.
*3

E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church in America
(New York: Schocken Books, 1964), p. 46 .



period, such as Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. DuBois, and

Mary McLeod Bethune, with the significant inpact of Black

preachers on the educational foundations of Blacks the

same period.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study will be to investigate

and evaluate a part of American educational history that

will convey credibly and concisely the educational contri-

butions of the Black preacher to Black Americans during a

certain span of time. After a careful review of available

documents, the time span from 178? to 1909 was chosen as a

period when the Black preacher was the most influential

professional contributing to the overall educational develop

•1

ment of Black Americans,

Definition of Terms

Education

Education means the "reconstruction or reorganiza-

tion of experience adds to the meaning of experience, and

which increases ability to direct the course of subsequent

experience."^ Black preacher-educators will be seen as

Melvin Drimmer, Black History (Garden City, New

York: Doubleday and Company, 196a), p. 31 Claude H.

Nolen, The Negro's Image in the South (Lexington, Kentucky:

The University of Kentucky Press, 1967)? P- li+O*

^Chris A. DeYoung, Introduction to Ame rican Public

Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19u-2),

p . Li.6 7 .



assessing predominantly white America and making Judgments
for Implementation on the basis of how they thought they
could lead Blacks into a meaningful adjustment to the
white controlled structure. Education, understood through
this background, identifies a deliberate effort by Blacks
within the boundaries of this study to foster a process

towards a worthwhile development of themselves.

InforniBl Education

Informal education means the reconstruction or re-

OT'Sanization of exper>iences to make life more worthwhile.^

With the help of the informal Black preacher-educator,

Blacks learned the necessary skills and techniques for sur-

vival in a hostile world, which included an appreciation

for their own culture and values.

Informal Black preacher-educators were the Mili-

tants and Liberal Abolitionists, who taught self-determi-

nation to Blacks; the Traditionalists, who taught moral

codes to Blacks for human survival; and Liberal and Mod-

erate Propagandists, who believed that if a Black had a

skill and could read and write, he would be able to prove

himself equal to whites, and founders of private schools.

These activities were necessary for the advancement of edu-

cation among Blacks because, until about IP40 , Biacks in

John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York:
Macmillan, 1 92P ) , pp, V7t-17H'; Raymond E. C^llhan, An In -

troduction to Education in America (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf , 1 ^^0 ) ,

p"! 89 ; and DeYoung, ^pp,
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the North and South were excluded from the public tax-

supported schools.^ Prom the Civil War to about 1909,

the informal Black preacher-educators increased in number

as founders of schools and as propagandists.

Formal Education

Formal education is an interaction of a person

with his environment beyond the oral transmission of sur-

vival techniques and skills. Formal education seeks to

make life more meaningful through skills rf writing, test-

ing, and preserving knowledge. Through the investigation

and testing of accumulated data, one can minimize repeti-

tion of ideas, accentuate creativity, and specify and di-

2rect life objectives. In light of this understanding of

formal education, Black preacher-educators helped Blacks

advance and increase their options for a better life,"'

These educators made a valuable contribution to the educa-

tional development of Blacks by serving as teachers and

school administrators from around 1 600 to the end of the

nineteenth century,

A

John Hope Frankldn, From Slavery to Freedom (New

York: Vantage Books, third edition, 1969 ) , p. 113*

^Robert E, Potter, The Stream of American Education
(New York: American Book Company, 196? ) > P» ^30? Callahan

,

pp. 91-93; DeYoung, pp, 467 -I168 ,

^Callahan, p. 173-



Contribution

7

The term contribution means something of value

given to someone who will make his life more meaningful

and worthwhile. The educational roles of the Black pr.each-

er-educators
, therefore, will be observed as contribut in*?o

to the formal and informal educational development of

Blacks during this period.

Preacher

There are at least two ways to determine who is a

preacher, name''y: (1) persona] pronouncement; and (2) min-

isterial recognition given to a person by a religious or-

ganization. Tn the former, a person may overtly declare

himself a preacher or imply this status through the use of

certain rhetoric and behavior. The test to this claim is

made upon an evaluation of the claimant’s servicpt and

followers. If people follow this type of preacher, there

is justification for him to assume this role. Tn the lat-

ter, the acouisition of credentials makes acknowledging

the claim more complex. The candidate for the ministry is

generally inducted into the religious organization by an

examination, such as:

...do they krow God as a pardoning God? Have they
the love of God abiding in them? ...And are they
holy in manner of conversation? Have they gifts
for'thev work? ...Do they apeak Justly, readily,
clearly? ...Are any truly convinced of sin and
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converted to God by their preaching?^

When these questions are answered affirmatively, as re-

quired by the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, or-

dained ministers usually say, "We believe he is called of

God to preach."^

Militant Black Preacher

According to Ronald I,, Johnstone, the Militant

Black preacher led Blacks to action against social and

political injustices, who organized civil rights action
3groups. In this study the militant Black preacher

actively and violently opposed slavery and the educational

barriers which kept Blacks from progressing. In relation

to slavery, they wanted their freedom immediately and were

intolerant with any delays. Regarding their concern for

confirming their self-esteem (an educational emphasis),

they were impatient with the delay of educational progress.

Moderate Black Preacher

Moder»ate Black Preachers were gradualists, peace-

makers, and treaders-down-the-middle-of -the-road . Although

they aware of the educational frustrations of their

1

The Doctrines and Discipline of the Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church (Memphis, Tennessee: C.M.E.
Publishing House, 19^8 Edition), p. 60.

^
Ibid .

^Hart M. Nelson, al (editors). The Black Church
In America (New York: Basic books, Inc,, Publishers, i9VTT>

p. 276.
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people, their educational philosophy was to be concilia-

tory and bring about change without alienating the whites.^

In this study they will be presented as ambivalent Preacher-

Educators. In this role, they maintained a good relation-

ship with whites by gearing their messages to both white

and Black audiences.

Traditional Black Preachers

More passive than the Moderates, Traditional Black

Prea chers did not identify themselves with agressive action

for educational progress. They were generally satisfied

with the status quo. Their main interest was in preaching

the gospel, through which means they performed an educa-

tional task by teaching Blacks hov; to survive in a culture

where they were treated, not as human beings, but as ani-

mals.

Liberal Black Preacher

An additional category to identify preacher-educa-

tors who could not be placed easily into one of the three

above categories, was the Liberals, Unlike the Militants,

e.g., Nat Turner, they demonstrated a fighting attitude

short of violence. Contrary to the Moderates and the Tra-

ditionalists, they were radicals determined to help Blacks

^ Ibid, , pp. 276-277.

^ Ib i d .



achieve quality education.

10

Signjficancp of the Study

This dissertation is significant because the edu-

cational contributions of Black preachers in this specific

period of ^lack educational history is not so well doscuss-

ed and documented in any one resource as in this one, nor

any place else is this general subject known to have been

researched and the data published. Different from this

study, the leading recently published studies of the Black

preacher are more concerned with the Black preachers in the

development of the Black church and Black religion, and

generally with their contributions to the educational de-
1

velopment of Blacks.

Llmi te tions of the Studv™ I k

Since this study is concerned only with the valu-

able contributions of Black preachers to the educational

advancement of Blacks, the unsavory type of Black nreacher

will not be included, Tt is known that there were Black

preachers who exploited Blacks, and who were immoral and

apathetic to improving the social, political, economical

and educational status of Blacks. The following is an

I

.Charles V. Hamilton, The Black Preacher In America
(New York: V/illiam Mo-»’row & CoTJ Inc . , 1 ^ 7^, and Henry H,
Mitchell, Black Preaching (New York: J. B. Lippi ncott Com.-

pany, 1 970TI
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example of this trend of thought and action;

Because the Negr»o church is such a free field and itIS controlled largely by the Negroes themselves, itseems that practically all the incompetents and un-desirables who have been barred from other walks of
Prejudice and economic difficulties haverushed into the ministry for the exploitation of thepeople .

'

Another limitation of this study is concerned with

the contribution of the charitable white and Black laity

in educating the slave and later the freedman, Imnoi^tant

though their work was, this study will not attempt to

deal with contributions of basically white groups, such

as the abolitionist societies, the Preedmen’s Bureau, and

the numerous northern religious and charitable societies

working in the South after the Civil War. Their contri-

butions have been documented elsewhere.

Boundaries of the Study

The date 178? has been chosen to begin this dis-

because it roughly represents the period in which the Black

church emerged as an independent institution. Tn that year*

Richard Allen and his followers, determined to tolerate

social alienation and exploitation no longer, withdrew from

Philadelphia’s St. George Methodist Church. This group of

Blacks later formed the Free African Society, the first

"1

Carter G. Woodson, The Mi s-educa tion of the Neg-^^o

(Washington, D.C.t The Associated Publishers, Tnc . , 193317
p , 68

,
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Black Dndeperdent movement J This is important to Black
educational history in that, in an informal educational

fashion, Allen and other Black ministers took the initia-

tive to change the course of events negatively affecting

the self-esteem of Blacks. In this instance they led

other Blacks to redirect the course of their educational

experiences, an i’^formal educational function.

Also in 1 7 B 7 , the first known petition by a Black

for the equal education of Blacks was presented to the

Massachusetts State Legislature by a nreacher, Prince
2

Hall. At that same time the Northwest Ordinance of the

Confederation Congress stipulated that there should be no

slavery or involuntary servitude, except as punishment for
3

a crime. Finally, 1787 is selected as a beginning date

because in that year slavery in South Carolina and Georgia

v;as upheld, and Black representation and taxation were

partially circumscribed by the Three-Fifths Compromise at

the Philadelphis Constitutional Convention.^

Alain Pogersm "The A.M.E. Church: A Study in Black
Nationalism," The Black Church (Boston: The Black Ecumeni-
cal Commission of Massachusetts, 1972), p. 19.

bert Apth^ker, ^
Pr.opl p -i Hr i ted

^mess
, 1 95^1 ) f p . 19 .

Documentary Histo
State's York:

yy of the
Tb^ Citadel

•'Fpemont P. Wirth, The Development of Am'^^ica
(Nev; York: American Book Company, 1952), pp. 1 yL|.-1 827

^Tbid. . p. 194 .



onai contribution by Prince Hail

stands on its own merit as propanjanda, it is necessa-v to

state that the latt'^r two boundaries to this study repr^e-

sent both positive and negative educational advantages, re-

spectively, for Placks. As the Northwest Ordinance removed

the barriers of slavery in the North and allov/ed Blacks to

pursue their educational development, slavery, with its

dehumanizing and educationally debilitating effect, was be-

coming legalized in the South.

The year 1909 is selected as a terminus because the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP) was in final formation. When the association was

formally organized in 1910, one of its major concerns was

to correct the abusive treatment suffered by Blacks, which

included denial of educational opportunities.

During the forraulative period, in 1909, the NAACP

held a national conference on Black problems. That two

of the four major speakers were Black preachers, is an

indication that preachers were still influential at the

beginning of the twentieth century. As the NAACP became a

major organization in the Black community, clergy power and

leadership began to be shared increasingly with the laity,

white and Black; and unity of people with different back-

grounds -and traditions was engaged for a common purpose,

which included the education of Blacks. Thus a new level



in thp Provisions for the education cf B1

Ik

acks emerged.

Method of the Study

The method used in this dissertation is descriptive.
The study is written, therefore, in narrative style in an

attempt to describe and preserve (1) the reneral and unique

characteristics of the individuals and (2) the forces which
influenced the education of Blacks.

As a descriptive work, the dissertation refers gen-

erally to the broad scope of American educational historv
V

and mo-^e specifically to Black educational history. Utiliz-

ing primary and secondary resources in educational history,

the writer has classified some of the Black preacher's edu-

cational functions as enumerated in the attainable data and

has related them to a definition of education.

Review of Literature

Selected original records of the American Mission-

ary Association and the Preedmen's Aid and Southern Educa-

tional Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church have been

read, and names of preachers who served as pastors, teach-

ers, and educational executives after the Civil War were

compiled. This material describes and specifies some of

the attitudes and major contributions of many of the un-

recogniz.ed founding sponsors of Black educational advance-

ment .
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Most known material dealing with the educational

contributions of Black preachers is secondary. A signifi-
cant portion of detailed information is autobiographical

or biographical. Other sources of information are from

Herbert Aptheker’s special holding on the W.E.B. DuBois

collection and Black educational histories by such noted

writers as Lerone Bennett, Jr., Horace M. Bond, Henry Bui-

lock, Virgil A. Clift, Stanley Elkins, John Hope Franklin,

E. Franklin Frazier, Melville Herskovits, Dwight O.W.

Holmes, Leon Litwack, Benjamin E. Mays, U.B. Phillips,

Benjamin Quarles, and Carter G. Woodson.

Organization of the Study

Tn organizing this study the writer will present

the Black preacher in va^^ious formal and informal educa-

tional roles (school administrators, founders and teachers

of schools, developer's of moral codes for a better life

Black religion, pride, and identity among Blacks, and lib-

erators of equal educational opportunities for Blacks).

Four behavi oral categories: Militant, Moderate, Tradition-

alist, and Liberal will be used (see pages 8-10 for defi-

nition )

.

The source of the first three of the categories

is the "Three Typ'^s of Negro Preachers" discussed by Ron-

aid L. Johnstone in The Black Church Tn America. These

Nelson, pp. 278-205.
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categories were discussed by Johnstone in an attempt to

Identify the different attitudes and behavior of twentie-
th century Black preachers in relation to theirs involve-

ment in political, religious, and social issues. The Lib-
e’-al categor*y has been added by this writer, who has ap-

plied these categories to the overall educational contri-

butions of Black preachers in the listed period to evaluate

more carefully their various contributions.

This study has been organized into two chronologi-

cal periods: from 178? to the Civil War and from the Civi]

War to 1909. The rationale is that Black Americans were

given their freedom as a result of the Civil War and the

Emancipation Proclamation. This freedom produced both

adverse and positive effects upon the educational develop-

ment of Blacks.

Tn the South prior to the Civil War, and more di-

rectly before the insurrections in the 1 820 s and earlv

1 83 O3 , education for Blacks was largely provided by abo-

litionist societies, to instruct the slaves on the value of

liberty and citizenship, and by certain religious organiza-

tions, teaching the slaves, to be docile to their masters

and to seek their reward in heaven. Preedmen in the South

were literally outcasts, hardly able to survive and to pro-

vide but a pittance of education for their children. Tn

the North, between the 178? Northwest Ordinance of the Con-
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f-derat5on Concress and the Civil War, some Blacks attend-

ed schools with whites; others founded independent schools.

After the Civil War, while some educational opportunities

improved, Blacks had to contend with a "Separate by Equal"

mentality and practice. Prom the Civil War to roughly 1909

the Black preacher was the major educator to Blacks.

The discussion of the educational roles of the

Black preacher in these two chronological periods will be

Chapters IT and III, respectively, which constitute the

main body of the study. A conclusion will summarize the

findings of this study and make recommendations.
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CHAPTER IT

"THE BLACK PREACHER AS EDUCATOR: 178? TO THE CIVIL WAR”

Introduction

The period 178? to i860 is the boundary for this

chapter. The American Revolution, the Constitutional

Convention and the Northwest Ordinance in I 787 , and the

invention of the cotton gin in 1793 changed the lives of

Blacks in America. By these acts, slavery was endorsed

and became more inhuman in the South, while in the North,

Blacks were emancipated. The invention of the cotton gin

increased the demand for slave labor in the South.

Although Blacks in the North received freedom during the

Revolutionary period, they still suffered second class

citizenship. Through the Black church, which developed as

a reaction to these conditions. Black ministerial leader-

ship emerged.

In this period the northern Black preacher was

more active as an educator than his southern counterpart.

The southern Black preacher was handicapped by laws and

customs which limited his speech and activities. The

southern slaveholders T-rere troubled by the problem of

what to do about free Blacks, In the minds of some whites,

a free Black was living proof to the slave that freedom
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was possible, Every runaway slave dernons tra ted that self

emancipation was possible. In the North, where the Blacks

were allegedly free, schools were segregated and public

funds inequitably distributed. With their meager education,

freedmen, often led by Black ministers, sought to improve

their economic status, demonstrate their true literary and

scientific abilities, and break down the barriers of dis-

crimination .

This chapter will concentrate on Black preachers

as formal and informal educators from 1 787 to the Civil

War and will describe their militant, liberal, moderate,

and traditional roles. As formal educators, the Black

preachers were teachers and school administrators. As in-

formal educators, the Black preachers were educational p-^op-

agandists, founders of schools, who led Blacks to pursue

self-determination and affirm moral codes fora better life.

The founders of schools will be considered in this

study as informol educators because founding a schoo] can-

not technicalTy denote a person having formal educational

skills and knowledge. The founders of schools provided an

opportunity for Black students to acauire an education.

Their achievement represent the personal fulfillment of

caring enough to improve the education of Blacks,
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Militant Black Preacher-Educator

AS aggressive and restless rebels, the informal
militant Black preacher-educators invited other Blacks to
unite against slavery."' The militant educators influenced
Blacks on plantations and in cities who were already dis-
turbed, unsettled, and excited. Although the Blacks were
already aroused and discontent, they were either too

timid to act or did not know what to do. The militant

educators helped to release and direct their tensions

and the energetic personalities of militant preachers

easily aroused the Blacks to action,

3

Pour Black preachers, Gabriel Prosser, Denmark

Vesey, Nat Turner and Moses Dickson are outstanding

examples of militant educators. They attacked the impo-

sition of slavery on Blacks.^ Their educational

philosophy was opposition and rebellion against the

existing life style. Their opposition indicated that

iNelson, p.276,
O
Alfred McClung Lee and Elizabeth Briant Lee, Social

Problems in America (New York: Henrv Holt And riompnnyA-lW^,
PP* 537-53t5; and Nelson.

3 Ibid ., p. 537.

^Cf . John J, Honigmann, Understanding Culture (New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers ,"

1 9b3 also David Horowit?
et al,, editors, Counter-Culture and Revolution (New York:
Random House, 1 972 ) , ^apters by Michael P.Lerner, "Youth
Culture and Social Revolution," and Tom Hayden, "The New
American Revolution."
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their objectives were to obtain a free life for all Blacks.

While there were slave revolts from 1709 to

Emancipation, the revolts led by Gabriel Prosser, Denmark
Vesey, and Nathaniel Turner between 1 800 and 1 831 are

prominent because they were carefully planned, involved a

large number of Blacks, aroused unprecedented fear of slave

rebellion among the whites, and caused slave laws to

become more severe, 2 Moses Dickson's insurrection was to

have an even more severe impact.

In 1800, Gabriel Prosser, at age 21^. and standing six

feet-two inches tall, a preacher who came from Henrico

County, Virginia, thought of himself as a warrior-preacher

similar to Samson, He even wore his hair long, Prosser,

his wife, his two brothers and many of his followers

frequently met in the home of William Young, a free Blsck,

to plan a strategy against slavery, Prosser used the

Scripture ’’to prove that just as the God of the Jews had

miraculously delivered them from bondage, so he would

strengthen the hands of a few Negroes to overthrovr thousands

of whites

.

^Leonard Reissman, Class in Ame rican Society (Glencoe,
Illinois, Free Press, I960), pp. 7, 10.~

^Leonard L. Haynes, Jr., The Negro Community Within
American. Protestantism I6l9-l81|i; (Boston: The Christopher
Publishing House, 1953), p. 145.

3 Ibid ., p. 147.
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Inspired by the 1790 Tous saint L’Ouverture take-

over of Haiti from slaveholders, on September 1, 1800,

Gabriel Prosser and over 1,000 slaves and freedmen marched

to Richmond, Virginia. Their objective was to "strike

down the whites, and liberate the slaves. Prosser's

plan was also to attack other towns and eventually become

king of Virginia.

2

Because of a storm which flooded the roads and

bridges, making passage impossible, and because two

informers within their ranks told whites of the plot, the

plan failed. Gabriel and thirty-five others were hanged

for their activities.-^

The Blacks led by Prosser had grown angry with the

educational, political, social, and economic disadvantages

they bore, as well as with the physical and mental sufferings

of slavery.^ Prosser instilled in his group an unwilling-

ness to cooperate with the dominant white society any

longer. As an informal educator, Prosser encouraged slave

1

Woodson and Wesley, The Negro in Our History
(Washington, D.C.: The Associated Publishers, Inc., 1922),
p. 177; also Peter M. Bergman, The Chronological History of
the Negro in America (New York: Harper & Row Publishers,

^Bergman, The Negro in America , p. 82.

Woodson and Wesley, p. 178.

^Cf. Theodore Dwight Weld, American Slavery As It
Is (New York: Amo Press, 1969).
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and free Blacks to resist their inhuman and disfranchised
condition, and to seek to establish an alternate way of
life.

Twenty-two years later in Charleston, South
Carolina, Denmark Vesey organized an insurrection. He was
a free Black, well educated, and a respected person in

Charleston. Through extensive travel with his former
master, he had learned several languages.

Vesey arrived in Charleston in 1800 from his native

Haiti. Prom money won in a lottery, Vesey purchased his

freedom from his owner. Captain Vesey, a slave trader. He

settled in Charleston and established himself as a skilled

carpenter.

Prom Haiti, Vesey brought with him a rebellious

spirit, as well as a strategy for emancipating slaves.

As an informal preacher-educator, patterned after Joshua,

Vesey won the confidence of the slaves by teaching them

why they should not wait to die to be free. On an occasion

prior to the revolt, Vesey told his followers:

We^were deprived of our rights and privileges by the
white people... and that it was high time for us to seek
for our rights, and that we were fully able to conquer
the whites, if we were only unanimous and courageous,
as the St. Domingo people were.^

1 1bid . , pp. 178 -179 ; also Bergman, p. 11 8.

^Lerone Bennett, Jr., Before the Mayflower: A History
of the Negro in America : 1 619-1 9614. (Baltimore : Penguin
Books, Revised Edition, 1966j, p. 11 6

.
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Vesey used the Bible as a r-eference to illustrate that as

God had delivered the ohlldren of Israel out of bondage,
he would do the same for Black slaves. Some of the

Scriptures he frequently quoted were: "God helped those
who helped themselves", "It was necessary to strike the

first blow", and "They utterly destroyed all that was in

the city, both man and woman, young and old, and ox and

sheep, and ass, with the edge of the sword,

Vesey and his co-workers, with the support of over

9,000 free and slave Blacks, began meeting in the 3000

member African Methodist Episcopal Church^ in Hampstead,

a suburb of Charleston. As Christmas approached, in 1821,

plans were formed by Vesey ’s group to attack and "kill all

of the whites of the city. "3 Prior to July 16, 1822, the

appointed time of the revolt, a slave who had heard about

the plot told his white owner, who immediately set defense

and retaliatory operations in motion, Vesey and

Bennett, p. III4..

2
‘^Reverend Morris Brown, later a bishop of the

African Methodist Episcopal Church, was Vesey’s pastor,
friend, counselor, and sympathizer. Because of suspicions
of Brown’s involvement in the revolt, following the dis-
closure of the plot, he was secretly assisted out of the
state of South Carolina by General James Hamilton, white.
Brown went to Philadelphia. Cf, Haynes, The Negro
Community , p. I50i Bergman, p. 120; Woodson and V/esley,
pT 1^6; and Singleton, The Romance of African Methodism ,

pp. 25 and 114 .

^Woodson and Wesley, p, I 80 .
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thirty-four others were convicted and hanged, after an
investigation of the plot. As a result of this insurrec-
tion attempt. South Carolina limited the movements and

occupations of free Blacks and enforced more restrictive
laws against the teaching of Blacks

J

The informal educator with the greatest impact was

the thirty year old Nathaniel Turner^ who led a revolt in

1831 . Nat Turner was born to Nancy, a slave and native of

Africa, on October 2, 1 8OO (the day prior to the execution

of Gabriel Prosser), in the Cross Keys community,

Southampton, Virginia. Turner was successively the pro-

perty of three owners, and in 1 830 he was hired out to

Joseph Travis. He had a rudimentary education learned

from the son of one of his masters. By his own initiative

he improved his ability to read, write, and interpret the

Bible and other religious literature.

Recognizing Turner’s skills as a preacher, his

owner and members of the Baptist Church permitted him to

serve as a. local preacher.^ His primary responsibility

was to supervise the spiritual welfare of the slaves.^

Ibid .

^Walker, Walker’s Appeal , p, 95*

3Haynes, p, also Bergman, p,. 8I|..

^Cf , Robert H. deCoy, Cold Black Preach’ (California
Holloway House Publishing Co., 1971), pp. 6^-67 .
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His duties as a local preacher in this predom-
inantly white Baptist Church created in him a desire for
freedom. He subsequently ran away from his owner.
During his days of freedom he decided God had called him
to a great task, which was to liberate all Blacks from
slavery. Turner returned to his owner and soon began
planning his revolt.^

Turner's deliberate development of his own powers
of personality is evident in his statement:

Having soon discovered that to be great, I mustappear so, I studiously avoided mixing in society

fastin^^^nH
mystery, devoting my time tolasting and prayer. ,

His dreams, visions, signs, and fiery speeches convinced

his followers that his strategy for freedom was approved by

God

.

Plans were made for the August 23, 1 831 revolt,

and on the eve of their implementation, Nat Turner stated

the goal:

Friends and brothers, we are about to commence a great
work tonight! Our race is to be delivered from
slavery, and God has appointed us the men to do His
biddings; and let us be worthy of our calling. I am
told to slay all the whites we encounter, without
regard to age or sex. We have no arms or ammunition,
but we will find them in the homes of our oppressors;

Haynes, p. also Bergman, p. 8 I4..

^Bennett, p. 119.
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pvoiStion"an"whILrSe meershoS^d^r^untU
ChpLt?

strong enough to carry war on upon T
robbery!"no”to’sa?i3?foSr''paL?ona-^u"fa

a

^rt^rrce-; o?“:?tT-y^
aLar^rt’„i*rda"

After this speech. Hat Turner and his followers
proceeded to the hone of Joseph Travis. Turner's owner,
and killed him and his family. The group then moved

throughout Southampton County, Virginia, killing fifty-

five whites within thirty-six hours. 2 Turner and his band

were soon caught, and on November 5, Turner was convicted

or his crime, and executed on November 11

Although Gabriel Prosser, Denmark Vesey, and

Nathaniel Turner were unsuccessful in their revolts, never-

theless, their informal educational lessons against slavery

initiated significant reactions by whites. Illustrative of

this is what happened in a white Sabbath School in

Washington, D, C., where Black students were enrolled:

•••immediately upon that terrible occurrence (Nat
Turner’s revolt) the colored children, who had in very
large numbers been received into Sabbath schools in
the white churches, were all turned out of those
schools •^

As a result of these rebellions, slave codes were

Haynes, pp, 1^5 and ^S6,

p•Wilhelmena S, Rob ins on. The International Library of
Negro Life and History (New Yorkl Publishers Company, Inc .

,

p- 1 A.

3woodaon and Wesley, p. l82^

^History of Schools , p . 200

•
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stringently enforced, educational opportunities were

reduced, and manumission was almost completely suspended.

There was also a decline of the American Colonization

Society’s repatriation movement.

A planned insurrection to overthrow white America,

although never implemented, was developed by the Reverend

Moses Dickson, an informal educator. Dickson was born in

Cincinnati, Ohio, in I82I4.. He travelled through the South

for three years recruiting supporters to his idea of

abolishing slavery. From 186? until his death in 1901,

he was an active minister in the African Methodist

Episcopal Church in Missouri. As a resident of the state

of Missouri, he fought for civil rights and helped to

found Lincoln Institute in Jefferson City.^

Dickson and eleven other men met in St. Louis,

Missouri, in August l8i|6, and formed a secret militant and

revolutionary organization called the Twelve Knights of

Tabor (Liberty) for the purpose of "aiding in breaking the

bonds of our slavery"^ The twelve agreed to separate for

Bergman, p. 1i|1.

^ Ibid ., p. 378 .

3Herbert Aptheker, editor, A Documentary History of
the Negro in the United States (New York: The Citadel pWss,

pp. 378 and 379. The name Tabor was their symbol of
courage, because they felt their situation was similar to
the biblical story of the battle between the children of
Israel and Sisera. The Israelites had ten thousand men
assembled in Tabor against twenty times that number of the
army of Sisera. God gave Israel the vistory. See Barak and
Deborah in Judges
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secret societies aimed at the emancipa-
tion of the Black race. After a decade of work, they had In-
creased the membership to Ii7,21i0. Following their first meet-
ing, the organization became active in the Underground Railroad.''

As a secret organization, the policy of the twelve

knights in recruiting members was "Let not your right hand know

what your left hand does; trust no one and test every man before

he is admitted to membership."^ A part of the oath for member-

ship was "We can die, but we can't reveal the name of a member

or make known the organization and its objects,"^

A ^ea th— 3 truggl e ' plan to aid them in reaching their

goal was developed. The leader proposed that the rebels should

meet in July, 1057, in Atlanta, Georgia, and from there "March,

fight and conquer. With a supply of arms and ammunition,

over 150,000 well drilled men were on alert to report in Atlan-

ta and receive instructions on their assignment. Upon careful

evaluation of the political developments in the country over

the slavery issue at that time, the leader of the organization

decided to spare his troops from war. He stated that "it was

plainly demonstrated to him that a higher power was preparing

to take a part in the contest between the North and South...

Although the war itself did not occur, educational

"^Bergman, p. 105; also Aptheker, A Documentary History ,

p. 370.

^Aptheker, A Documentary History , p. 379*

^Ibid.

^Ibid., p. 370*
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principles were applied by the leader, Moses Dickson. He was
Skillful enough to persuade and train eleven men to eventually
amass over 150,000 well trained soldiers, who were on alert to
fight for their cause. Thus Moses D?okson performed an educa-
tional task by providing a sense of Black pride, identity, and

self-determination to a considerable number of Blacks during a

time when Blacks were largely made to feel leas than human.

In like manner an undetermined number of Blacks were
affected by the teachings of Prosser, Vesey, and Tumero While

their educational principles led to rebellion by thousands of

Blacks, and the gruesome death of many Bucks and whites, the

informal educational contribution of these militants helped to

change the course of attitudes and events for both races.

The Liberal Black Preacher-Educator

The liberals favored abolishment of slavery and reform

of debasing conditions suffered by free Blacks. They consti-

tuted the largest number of Black preachers to render formal

and informal educational services during this period. This

group of Black preacher-educators consisted of abolitionists,

teachers, and propagandists. The abolitionists were both

formal and informal educators. As info 2?mal educators, they

used their political skills to bring about suffrage and to pe-

tition authorities for better educational opportunities for

Blacks; and they used their skills and influence to found

schools and effect a change in the attitudes of whites and

Blacks in educationo As formal educators, the abolitionists

were classroom teachers and they used their skills to help stu-

dents think constructively and to raise questions about matters
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they had pi-evioualy taken for granted. Thus they would then be
able to form new goals and attitudes. The educational
propagandists were informal educators. They used their
literary skills to denounce slavery and to keep the Black
and white communities informed of slavery and anti-slavery
activities. They also petitioned the state and local

authorities to improve the educational status of Blacks.

The liberal Black preachers' contribution to Black
education resulted from constant agitation, which enabled

whites to understand clearly both the unfair conditions and

the potential of Blacks. These agitators called attention

to the problems of prejudice, slavery, illiteracy, and

disfranchisement. They pointed out the way in which

Blacks endured inequality, abuse, and injustice without

having previously developed an attitude of resentment.

1

Abolitionists « The Black abolitionists, mostly

preachers and former slaves,^ were influential in most of

the areas in which they took an interest. Although they

were often as different in their contributions and views as

they were in skin color, their common interests were to

free the slaves and improve opportunities for all Blacks.

"^Lee & Lee, pp, 537-538; cf., Henry Allen Bullock,
A History of Negro Education in the bouth from 1619 to t.he
Present .(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970), p, 13 ;

~
Milton Meltzer, editor. In Their Own Words (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell Company, 1964.), p. 99; Litwack, North of Slavery,
P. 113.

2
"^Benjamin Quarles, Black Abolitionists (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1969), pp. 58-59.
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Characteristics that distinguished them were: ( 1 ) They
were fearless and active anti-slavery advocates, and
were convincing in their addresses and writings because
they spoke of the hardships and wickedness of slavery

from their own slave experiences J (2) They were willing
to risk personal perils and sacrifice, and often encoun-

tered treatment different from that experienced by the

white abolitionists. For example, in Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania, in 1 Sli.? , after William L. Garrison, the

Boston white abolitionist spoke, Frederick Douglass

addressed the crowd and was hailed by rotten eggs, brick-

bats, and firecrackers. Garrison was not attacked.^

Black abolitionists ’ meetings were broken up, their homes

searched and robbed, sometimes burned, and their litera-

ture and presses destroyed,

3

The major activities of the Black abolitionists,

especially from 1 83 I to 1853, were the development of

educational plans (manual labor schools) at the national

Black conventions. Many of the abolitionists also taught

school and supported educational goals. Although the

Ibid . , pp. 57 and 61.

^Ibid . , pp. 58 -58 »

^Meltzer, In Their Own Words , p. 80 .
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convention movement started in the North in 1830I with a

meeting arranged by Richard Allen, it was not until 1831
that the Black abolitionists stated through the conventions
a specific interest in education.

^

The 1853 Black convention commissioned Mrs. Harriett
Beecher Stowe, a white woman, to obtain funds abroad to

establish an agricultural and industrial college in a

central location in the nation. For lack of funds, the

school was not established . 3 After this date conventions

were held locally.4 Thereafter, both Black and white

national abolitionists were more involved with politics

and influencing the attitude of the national government

toward the abolishment of slavery.

A

^

Most of the prominent Black leaders in the North
met in ^ Philadelphic to establish a Black power base for
determining whether Blacks in America would progress more
in Canada. Emigration to Canada was approved. See
Aptheker, A Documentary History , pp. 98-107.

o
Without having to state overtly their interest in

education, the 1 83O convention, as well as subsec5^uent ones,
was educating Blacks informally in parliamentary usages and
how to officiate in group discussions. Conventions were
also an educational exercise for improving the ability of
Blacks to determine their social, economic, political, and
religious rights. See Harriet R. Short, "Negro Conventions
Prior to i860" (unpublished Master's thesis, Howard
University, 1936), pp. iib-l;?.

3Frederick Douglass, Life and Times , pp. 290-291;
also cf., s up ra , Short, "Negro Conventions," pp. 51+-55*

^Short, p. 56 ; also cf., Aptheker, pp. 314.1 - 358 .
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There were two issues which occupied the attention
of the abolitionists as the i860 presidential election

approached. First, the 1851+ Kansas-Nebraska Act was passed,

which encouraged rapid settlement in the Mid-West and

repealed the 1820 Missouri Compromise, permitting the

people of each new territory to decide on slavery. The

second issue was the 1 857 Dred Scott v. Sanford Supreme

Court decision, which made the Missouri Compromise uncon-

stitutional ."1 The Missouri Compromise had prohibited

slavery in the Louisiana Purchase Territory north of the

36 30’ line.^

Frederick Douglass became the moat widely

respected and successful of the Black preacher abolition-

ists during this period. As an informal educator, Douglass

advocated an industrial college to teach Blacks several

types of mechanical arts. In expressing this view, he

acknowledged the existence of schools and colleges for

preparing Blacks for professions monopolized by whites,

and stated Blacks had a more fundamental need:

I am for no fancied or artificial elevation, but only
ask for fair play. How shall this be obtained? I
answer, first, not by establishing for our use high
schools and colleges. Such institutions are, in my
judgment, beyond our immediate occasions and are not
adapted to our present most pressing wants. High

Bergman, p. 212.

^
Ibid ., p. 205 .
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progress, but they are the result, as well as
® point of progress which we as a

been ?n
attained. Accustomed as we havebeen to the rougher and harder modes of living and

tn t
we cannot and we oughi nSto hope that in a single leap from our low conditionwe can reach that of min is ters, lawyers, doctors^

^

editors merchants, etc. These will doubtleL be
^ but this will only be when we have

fullv iLr find I may add success-
passed through the intermediategradations of agriculture and the mechanic arts.1

'’Douglass, Life and Times, pp, 28ii-285 . Frederick
slave in February, 1817, in Talbotounty. Eastern Shore, Maryland. He knew nothing of histher, other than that he was a white man, and very littleof his slave mother, Harriet Bailey. After his birth, hismother was soon hired out on a plantation twelve miles away.During his early childhood, Douglass lived with his grand-mother in her dirt floor house, with no windows. WhenDouglass reached age eight, he was sent to Baltimore towork, first as a servant, and later as a shipyard laborer.

Slaves were forbidden an education in Maryland, but through
Miss Sopha, the wife of the slaveholder, Mr. Hugh Auld,
Douglass learned the rudiments of reading and writing.*

On September 3, I838, after several prior atten^ts,
Douglass was successful in fleeing slavery. With the use
of ^free papers he borrowed from a sailor friend, a sailor
suit, and the help of a free black woman, Anna Murray,
Douglass ^ eventually made his way to New Bedford, Massachu-
setts, ^via New York City. Miss Murray joined him’ in New
York City, and they were married by Reverend James W. C.
Pennington.

Upon arriving in New Bedford, Douglass united with the
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, where William
Serrington was the pastor. In I839, Douglass obtained local
preacher license in a quarterly conference. Subsequently,
he delivered many sermons in the church. His experience as
a preacher prepared him, Douglass said, for "the work of
delivering my brethren from bondage."

In l 8if5 > while living in Rochester, New York, Douglass
published Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass . He
spent the next two years lecturing abroad on slavery and
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The purpose of the school Blacks needed would be to provide
students with marketable skills for improving their

economic condition. Douglass thought economic deprivation

was causing Blacks to suffer, because, he said, ’’their

poverty kept them ignorant and their ignorance kept them

degraded

.

Douglass' rationale for stressing the urgency for

the training of Blacks in mechanic arts was that "they

were shut out from all lucrative employments and compelled

to be merely barbers, waiters , coachmen, and the like, at

wages so low that they could lay up little or nothing. "2

earned enough money to purchase his freedom. On December 3,
184.7 , Douglass established a newspaper. The North Star, in
Rochester.

On June 2, 1872, his home in Rochester, and all his
valuables, were burned. Five years later, Douglass moved
his family from Rochester to their new home in V/ashington,
D.C., a nine acre hillside estate, overlooking Anacostia
River. His wife, Anna, died soon after moving. Douglass
later married his white secretary, Mias Helen Pitts, in the
home of Francis Grimke in Washington, D.C., on January 2l\.,

I88I4.. They lived together on the estate until his death in
1895 . Meltzer, In Their Own Words , pp. 59, 198; "A Share in
the Life of Frederick Douglass," Ebony , June, 1972, p. 72;
Bishop J. W. Hood, One Hundred Years of the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church (New York; A.M.E. Zion Book Concern,
1o9^), pp. 541 “54-2; Bergman, p. IO8; also C. G. Woodson,
The Works of Francis J. Grimke (Washington, D. C.: The
Associated Publishers, Inc., 1942, Volumes IV & I).

^ Ibid . , p. 283 ; also C. G. VJoodson, The Education
of the Negro Prior to 1 86 I , pp. 302-303.

^ Ibid , ; also "From Frederick Douglass’ Paper, 1853?
'Learn Trade or Starve ,'" ;Woodson, Education of the Negro ,

pp. 388 -391 .
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What mode this deplorable. Douglass contended, was that
"even these employments are rapidly passing away out of
our hands" and we are "denied the means of learning useful
trades" and are "pressed Into the narrowest limits to

Obtain a livelihood

.

Douglass believed the second-class predicament of

tho Black man could be in^roved if there were a wide

dissemination throughout the country of trained and well

established Blacks in the mechanical arts. In explaining

this view, Douglass said:

We need mechanics as well as ministers. We need
workers in iron, clay, and leather. We have orators,
authors, and other professional men, but these reach
only a certain class, and get respect for our race
in certain select circles* To live here as we ought
we must fasten ourselves to our countrymen through
their everyday, cardinal wants. We must not only be
able to black boots, but to make them. At present,
we are in the northern states, unknown as mechanics.
We give no proof of genius or skill at the county,
state or national fairs. We are unknown at any of
the great exhibitions of the industry of our fellow-
citizens, and being unknown, we are uncons idered

Through vocationally trained Black persons Douglass sought

to disprove the inferiority of the Black race,^

This industrial college proposal was made by

Frederick Douglass in the 1 853 National Negro Convention

^ Ibid , , p. 287.

^ Ibid ., p. 288 .

p. 3014-.

3woodson, Education of the Negro Prior to 1 861 .
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held in Rochester, New York. Although the school did not

materialize, Douglsss articulated the educational needs

or Blacks and initiated an educational philosophy that was

received more favorably after the Civil War.

Douglass’ contribution as an informal educator

included the desegregation of schools in Rochester, New

York. His reaction to the problems of prejudice and

racism in public and private education in Rochester in the

late l8]+0s was personal. Douglass enrolled his daughter

in the privately operated Seward Seminary run by Miss

Tracy, the principal, for young ladies and misses.

Douglass’ daughter’s entrance into the all-white seminary

was an effort to have his "daughter educated like the

daughters of other men."^ After discovering that his

daughter was secluded in a room by herself, and was denied

privileges of the other children, Douglass questioned Miss

Tracy. The school could be closed, she replied, if the

children and their parents objected to his daughter’s

presence. One parent did object and Douglass’ daughter

was unable to continue in the school.

3

Although Frederick Douglass paid property taxes in

"^Litwack, North of Slavery , pp. 133 and 1[|.2-143*

•Douglass, Life and Times , p, 268; also Aptheker,
pp. 274-277.

3lbid.
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the city, his daughter was denied admission to the public

school near their home because it was the school for the

whites. If his daughter was to receive public education,

she would have to go to the other side of town to the

inferior Black school. Not submitting to this alternative,

Douglass had his daughter tutored in their home. Mean-

while, he held a conference with the Board of Education

and agitated through personal contacts and public state-

ments until ’’the public schools were opened and colored

children were permitted to attend them in common with

others

.

In his role as a formal educator, Frederick Douglass

was a teacher. He thought teaching was an opportunity to

be useful. To teach someone what you have learned, he

felt was ’’something worth living for", and in his retire-

ment teaching was an experience he looked back on as the

most satisfying.^ Douglass’ teaching career started when he

was a teenager. When he was less than age sixteen, and

living on the Eastern Shore in Maryland, under Master Thomas

at St. Michaels, he was forbidden to teach or be taught.

Nevertheless, realizing Douglass' skills in reading and writ-

fl young Black named Wilson enticed Douglass into joining

him in secretly teaching "Sabbath-school at the house of

^ Ibld ., p. 269.

^Ibid . , pp. 111 and 1^2.
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a free colored man, named James Mitchell.” Materials used
to teach their twenty pupils consisted of New Testament

Bibles and a dozen spellers. After several meetings, the

school was closed by a mob of whites who objected to

Blacks learning anything.^

An example of the rationale held by whites in

Maryland for disapproving of the education of Blacks was

...'if you give a nigger an inch he will take an ell.Learning will spoil the best nigger in the world. Ifhe learns to read the Bible it will forever unfit himto be a slave. He should know nothing but the will
of his master, and learn to obey it. As to himself,
learning will do him no good, but a great deal of
harm, making him disconsolate and unhappy. If you
teach him to read, he'll want to know how to write,
and this accoir^lished, he'll be running away with
himself.

Blacks caught acting contrary to this practice

were given a minimum punishment of "forty stripes... on

their naked backs.

Douglass had a more successful experience at teach-

ing in 1835 on the Freeland plantation, located three miles

from St. Michaels.^ For a year, he taught about forty

students. Many of them learned to read. On Sundays, he

met his pupils in the home of a free Black man. During

^ Ibid .

^ Ibid ., p. 79 .

3 Ibid ., p. 153.

^Ibid . , p. 1 i+5 . This was one of several planta-
tions Douglass worked on before emancipating himself.
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the week, they met three evenings in the woods behind the
bam or in the shade of trees to read and write. The
materials used in their educational exercise "were mostly
the cast-off books of their young masters or mistresses."''

Another abolitionist-educator who knew "the delight
of living for use—the only real delight God allows to
man. "2 was Jermain Wesley Loguen. In 181+0. after supporting

, Jermain Wesley Loguen, The Rev. J. w. T.oeuen. As «

fg
'hr a Freedman (New YorT:" Negro University PressiVbO,^ originally published by J.w. Loguen in 1859)^ nJemain Wesley Loguen was born in 1 81 3 or I 814 to his ‘slave

white man who owned her, David LogueLoguen s mother was born free in Ohio, but when she was
^

Carnpi
sold to three brothers, David,

o
Manasseth Logue, who lived in a small log houseon lianscoe s Creek about sixteen miles from Nashville,

^ whiskey distillery with slave labor.Loguen, while still young, his mother, and the other slavesbelonging to David, were sold to Manasseth Logue, who hadmoved to a place on the northern borders of Alabama. Ofteninfluenced ^by whiskey, Ilanasseth was cruel to his slaves.
On Christmas eve, in 1 834 , Loguen and another Black

slave, John Famey, fled slavery in Tennessee by night. Thev
"to freedom in Canada. Prom two years of"

labor at the Rochester House in Rochester, N.Y., Loguen
earned enough money to put himself through Oneida Institute.
He later made his residence in Syracuse, N.Y. Prom this
home -base, Loguen became Imown as the "Underground Railroad
King , because he was very active in assisting slaves to
freedom in Canada.

Loguen and Frederick Douglass were friends and fellow
Zionites. Douglass’s son, Lewis v/as married to Loguen ’s
daughter, Amelia. Douglass and Loguen were financially
secure, and they agreed to "give the young people a start
in life."
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himself through Oneiaa Institute, Vihitesboro, New York,
he went to Utica, New York,1 "to leam the conditions of
colored people there, and institute a school for their
children, and assist them to a higher plan of civili-
zation.

The educational, social, political, economic, and

religious situation in Utica was unequal for Blacks and

whites. Black children were excluded from the common

(public) schools, although their parents were taxed for

the schools' support. 3 In light of this disfranchisement

and deprivation, Loguen decided to become a formal educator

and offered to open a school and teach their children. The

^

In iSoij., Jermain Wesley Loguen vjas made a bishop in theAfrican Methodist Episcopal Zion Church. When he learned hewould be given a southern assignment, he resigned. In 1868Loguen was re-elected a bishop of the church and he was
assigned ^the Allegheny and Kentucky Conferences and adja-
cent mission fields, ' After two years, Loguen exchanged
work with Bishop Singleton Thomas Wesley Jones and presided
over the Genessee, Philadelphia, and Baltimore Conferences.
In 1o72, Loguen was assigned to the ’’oversight of mission
work in the Pacific coast, ’ but died before reaching his
work, Loguen, p, 380j Hood, pp, l80-l8lj and Meltzer, In
Their Own Words, p. 158.

—
"•Much of Loguen 's motivation for choosing Utica was

because he had met the woman he wanted to marry while
attending church in the city and a student at Oneida Insti-
tute, He taught Sabbath School at the black church where
he met Caroline Storumn, They were married in l8ij.O. See
P^S© 3^k of his autobiography.

^Loguen, p. 352.

3 Ibid ., p. 353.
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first year his school was open, he had forty students,
and was satisfied with their progress.

As a culminating project, to display the achieve-
ments of their children, the families requested a public
exhibition. Before a large and mixed audience, in a

spacious room secured for that purpose, the students

demonstrated their knowledge and the development of their

intellectual abilities and skills through recitations,

compositions and modeling.^ This unprecedented activity

in the area was highly praised by both Blacks and whites.^

In 1841, Loguen and his wife moved to Syracuse,

New York. The Blacks in Syracuse were educationally under-

privileged as a result of the political battle between the

vjhites. Since the Blacks there were without schools,

churches or social outlet--"deprived of social and mental

culture, ’ Loguen concluded that "their minds were on the

lo;^est natural plan."-^ Loguen disapproved of their con-

dition, and he proceeded to restore their status by

establishing a church and a school, and teaching their

youth to read, write, and cipher. As he did with the

children in Utica, at the close of the school year, Loguen

arranged a culminating project.^ Loguen used the

Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives .

^Loguen, p. 353 .

^Ibid ., p. 372.

4cf . supra , p . 21 .



Congregational Church to exhibit before a Black and white
audience the achievementa of hia atudenta. Thia educa-
tional procedure continued for three years

J

With his home base in Syracuse, Loguen accepted

a call to pastor and teach for three years in Bath, New

York. The church had Black and white members .

2

Although

nothing more is said about his work, a fair assun^jtion

would be that he continued educating on the same principle

as he did with the schools in Utica and Syracuse.

After his tenure in Bath, Loguen became the pastor

of a church in Ithaca for two years. VJhile in Ithaca,

Loguen developed an interest in making anti-slavery lec-

tures. Shifting to lecturing on slavery, also a foimal

educational function, Loguen returned to Syracuse to

pastor, and until he was elected a bishop in the Zion Church

in 18614.,

3

he carried on the two activities.^

Some Black abolitionists founded schools for Blacks.

In the role of founder they were informal educators.

Ibid . , p. 373.

pp. 373 -3714-.

3shaw, p. 78.

^Loguen, p. 38O.
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Theodore S. Wright^ accompanied some Black clergy and
laity in establishing literary societies. in April I 833 ,

Wright was one of the leaders2 of a group of men,

including Christopher Rush, a Black preacher, who or-
ganized the Phoenix (school) Society in New York. 3 Ten
or twelve promising youth were enrolled in the Phoenix

school.^ Wright’s group created wards for the purpose

of contacting and registering all Blacks in each designated

ward, urging them to join the society and to attend school.

Blacks in each ward were also encouraged to attend the

society's circulating library to read anti-slavery liter-

ature, and to subject themselves to free learning

experiences (e.g., lectures). An evening school was held

for adults and a high school provided for youth.

3

Theodore Sedgewick Wright was born in Providence.
Rhode Island, in April, 1797j to free parents. For his
educational preparation, he attended the Free African School
in New York. V/hile there, Wright learned abolition tactics
from Samuel Cornish, pastor of the First Colored Presby-
terian Church, From 1825 to 1 828 Wright attended Princeton
Theological Seminary in Princeton, New Jersey. Upon gradu-
ation he succeeded Cornish as pastor of the church in New
York, Until the Phoenix Society was formed, Wright used
his church as a schoolroom to provide Black youth with an
education. See Quarles, Black Abolitionists, p. 109: also
Sorin, p. 81 ,

2Gerald Sorin, The New York Abolitionists (Connec-
ticut: Greenwood Publishing Corporation, 1971), p. 83 .

^Aptheker, pp. 14.0-11+1.

^+Leslie H. Fishel, Jr. and Benjamin Quarles, The
Negro American (Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company,
1967 ), p. 159 .

^Be rgman, pp. 1 [+8 - 1

1

+9 .
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:

10

Some of the objectives of the Phoenix Society

family in the ward, and make aregister of every colored person in it--thelr

anrcy^her-^®®’ if they read, write
To get the children out to infant '^ohKc.4-v»

attend^^^^^^i
i^^duce the adults also to

^

church on the Sabbath-
circulating libraries, formed ineach ward, for the use of people of color onvery moderate pay-

^-oxor, on

mental feasts, and also lyceums

Tn
lectures on the sciences-To seek out young men of talents and good moralcharacter, that they may be assisted to obtain

a liberal education-
To report to the Board all mechanics who arekillful and capable of conducting their trades

places at trades, and with respectablefarmers, for lads of good moral character--giving
a preference to those who have learned to read,write and cypher.' *

There were a total of eleven objectives, six of which were

concerned with the education of the Blacks. The other five

objectives were concerned with finance, morals, punctuality,

and subscribing to an anti-slavery newspaper.

In 1836, a Phoenix High School was started in New

York, and T. S. V/right was made president. As president

of the school, Wright was a school administrator and can be

considered a formal educator. Samuel Cornish, a Black

preacher, was one of the solicitors.^ In this capacity,

Cornish was an informal educator. In addition to securing

funds for the operation of the school, his responsibility

"^Address to the People of Color in the City of New
York (New York: S ,W . Bened ic t , and Co . , Printers , ld34-)i P«

^Sorin, p, 8i|..
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as a solicitor was to contact and register all Blacks in
each ward, and urge them to join the society and attend
the schoolj

Similar to Douglass, Josiah Henson was both a

formal and an informal educator. ^ In his role as a formal
educator, Henson taught Blacks in Canada how to make a

profit off their farms. Henson had observed that the

Blacks in Canada needed an education, because they were

ignorant, poor, and complacent. In ignorance, many of the

Black farmers made unprofitable bargains. They would:

T
Christian, "Samuel Cornish, Pioneer NegroJournalist (unpublished Master's thesis, Howard University.

Washington, D. C., 1936 ), p. 29.
^

2 Josiah Henson was born in Charles County, Maryland,
1789. When age eighteen, Henson was maimed for

life by one of his master's enemies who beat him with a
stake, breaking his arm and, perhaps, both of his shoulder
blades. At age twenty-two Henson married. To this union
vjere born twelve children. While in slavery, Henson
became a preacher in the Methodist Episcopal Church. After
being deceived by his owner in the purchase of his freedom,
Henson decided to flee to Canada with his family. On
October 28 , I83O, Henson and his family reached freedom in
Canada, He made several trips to Kentucky and led slaves
to Canada. He made several trips to England and Scotland,
vjhere he received support for his school and saw mill in
Dawn. Henson was a respected member of the British and
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. He died in May, I883, An
Autobiography of The Reverend Josiah Henson , pp, v-xxxTv.
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often hire wild land on short terms, and bind th^melves to clear a certain number of acres. But by"
anH

were cleared and fitted for. cultivationand the lease was out, the landlords would tak^
*

They lost also by ’’raising nothing but tobacco, the high

price of which was very tempting, and the cultivation of

which was a monopoly in their hands, and no white man

understood it, or could compete with them at all." Since

they raised only tobacco, they soon created an over supply

of the product. This caused the market price to drop.

The price of wheat rose, which was the product raised by

the whites. Suffering a loss in their crops. Blacks were

forced into debt with the whites.^

Henson reacted to this situation, and he began

teaching the Black farmers about crops, wages, and profits.

Many white farmers attended his lectures. Prior to his

teaching the Black farmers, Henson said they "had not taken

a single step towards" training themselves in business

management and providing an elementary education for their

children, 3

^ Josiah Henson, An Autobiography of the Reverend
Josiah Henson (Massachusetts: Add ison-Wes ley Publishing
Company, 1969, first published in 18 ), p. 89. Canada is
included here because Henson had once been a slave in
America. Before the Civil War, many Blacks fled to Canada
from an insecure freedom in America,

2lbid.

• >3lbid pp. 89-90.
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In his role as an informal educator, Henson worked
with Blacks and whites toward founding a school for Blacks
in Canada. Henson called a meeting in June 1838, of
delegates from all of the lack settlements nearby, as
well as some of his white friends, to receive authority to
establish a manual labor school for Blacks. Since Blacks
were not allowed to attend the white common school, Henson
stated his purpose for the school was to provide a place
whe re

:

children could gain those elements of know-

T
a grammar school,

thp
should be taught, in addition,the practice of some mechanical art, and the girlsshould be instructed in those domestic arts whichare the proper occupation and ornament of their sex;and that such an establishment would not only trainup those who would afterwards instruct others, butthat It would gradually enable us to become indepen-

dent of the white man for our intellectual progress,
as we could be for our physical prosperity.'

In 1842, a manual labor school for Blacks was built in

Dav/n, Canada.^

With plans to build a new and more substantial

school building around I853, the old school buildings in

Dawn were torn down. Through poor management and legal

involvements, the property was later sold. With money

left from paying off debts, Wilberforce University was

established in Chatham, Canada around l 869 . In I873,

^ Ibid . , p. 91 .

^ Ibid ., p. 92.
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many students were sttending the school and it was self-
sustaining. Henson frequently represented the interest
of the Black community and he was influential in each
stage of these developments,^

While some abolitionist-educators were not founders
of schools, teachers, or in charge of schools, they were

strong supporters of the establishment of educational

institutions. The work of Samuel E. Cornish is illustra-

tive of this breed of informal educators,

Cornish, a minister in Philadelphia in 1810 , was

among a group of other free Blacks including John

Gloucester, a Black preacher, who organized the Pennsylvania

Augustine Society. The society was a seminary for the pur-

pose of teaching Black students ’’all the useful and

scientific branches of education, as far as may be found

practicable ... ”2

Ibid . , pp.

2;^ptheker, pp. 72 -73 » Samuel E, Cornish was born
in 1795 in Sussex County, Delaware, He grew up not knowing
his parents. He was the second of three boys. William
and John were both ordained elders in the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, At age twenty, Cornish moved to
Philadelphia, where he received an education from one of
the Free African Schools, Later, Cornish was ordained a
minister in the Presbyterian Church,

In 1822, after residing in New York a year, Cornish
organized the First Colored Presbyterian Church, Upon
serving five years as pastor of the church, he resigned
and became an agent for the Free African Schools, the
Phoenix High School, and the manual labor school. Also,
in 1822, Cornish married a wealthy Black woman of the city.
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ihis idea for a school formed among men who could

not tolerate any longer the disadvantages and the "con-

temptible and degraded situation" Blacla suffered in the

city and in society. Their objectives were to provide

Black children with "a more extensive and useful education

than" they had before and to enable their offsprings to

for • • » the useful walks of society,"^

In 1827 , Cornish began supporting the idea of a

manual labor school for Blacks. Two years later S. S.

Jocelyn, a white abolitionist of New Haven, Connecticut,

suggested New Haven to Cornish as the location of the

school. In a meeting of the First Annual Negro Convention

in Philadelphia on June 6-11, 1 83I , Cornish was instru-

mental in having the idea adopted, Cornish was appointed

chief fund-raiser for the project,^

On September 5> 1 831 > the manual labor school’s

committee wrote a public appeal in a Philadelphia newspaper

and included their objectives:

Some of Cornish’s other accomplishments were editor of
the first black newspaper in America, Freedom’s Journal
(1827 -29 ), editor of Rights of All , editor of Colored
America (1837)# and he served on the board of managers of
the American Anti-Slavery Society, See Quarles, Black
Abolitionists , p. 109; Payne, Recollection , pp, Ij.8-4.9 and
61 ; Christian, "Samuel Cornish, " p, 1 ; Biographical Sketches
A to Z ; and Sorin, p, 93«

Ibid , , p, 73.

2 Ibid,, pp. IIMI 5 and II 8 .
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The

and

P^ae?egrUon1n"tois°city® jSn^?ast"^riivrr"th®‘^

comittee also gave a statement on their financial goal
arrangements

:

amount of money required to erect buildingssecure fl-nr>flT»Q-hnci ov,^ iiiK£>

,

secure apparatus and mechanical instruments, is $20 000*of this sum the colored people intend to cokribGte ar’largely as God has given them the ability, and for theresidue they look to the Christian cormnunityr„to kno«their wants, their oppression and wrongs...
Collected by the principal agent, Hev.Samuel E. Cornish, who is now in this city, and whom

confidence of all to whom he may
suripct

® ‘^®P°sited in the United States Bank,

patiofand friend!?'’
• -their senerous

The committee reported in the Second Annual Negro

Convention, in I 832 , in Philadelphia on June i^-13 , that the

citizens of New Haven had rejected the proposal to establish

the manual labor school in their city. The white abolition-

ists accepted defeat, but the Black convention "expressed

the hope that a new and more favorable location could be

found . "3

In addition to Cornish’s informal educational con-

tribution that was begun in 1827> he served as an agent to

two African Free Schools in New York to solicit funds and

Ibid . , pp. 118 -119 .

^ Ibid .

3lbid., pp. 133 and 135; also Litwack,pp. 123-126.



promote ’‘the ir^terest of parents in sending their children
to the school and developing a constructive attitude of the
parents toward the schools.” Cornish was, therefore,

forerunner of the parent-teacher association idea.”^ in
a board meeting of the school in 1828 the trustees reported
that Cornish's exertion had been "industrious and consid-
erably successful in producing a better attendance

.

In his role as a formal educator, Cornish headed a

library and reading room in 1 833 under the auspices of the

Phoenix Society in New York. The library was opened three

nights a week to stimulate students through reading classes.

Cornish s description of the procedure was

i

There will be a ii, a 6 , and an 8 o'clock class of
readers. These classes may consist of from 25 to 30or more--each class having selected its course of
reading and appointed its reader, whose duty it shall
be to read for one hour. All the class shall note
prominent parts, and then retire into the adjacent
room to converse on the subjects, together with other
occurrences of the day, calculated to cultivate the
mind and improve the heart. 3

Through a letter to the editor of the New York

Observer newspaper, Cornish solicited support for his

library:

Some among us are poor, and ignorant, and vicious,
because we have been neglected. The time has come

^H. N. Christian, "Samuel Cornish", p. 2ij..

^Charles C. Andrews, The History of the New York
African Free-Schools (New York: Mahlon Day, 1830), pp. 69-70

•

3Quarles and Pishel, pp. 159-160.



stop'^to'^find^faSirwith°ou
oo™iunity will not

turn their attentL^^S t°hei°"?JucrtLSr?;i^’tr"

with^all th
°“^.°?'™“"ity”th03e who are blessed*

and relLion enlightened civilization
thf ? 1

* bestow some of these blessings on
and

oppressed, by donations, boLs,
tit Soofe?v"”*d‘'

^ the nasB o?’

best use of’n?i
present Librarian, to make the

I Sll tll0 gifts W6 DlQy P6CGiV6*^

Cornish stated also that the objectives of the

library were for the "general iinprovement " of the Black

population, "the training of our youth to habits of

reading and reflection" and to "lead them to habits of

virtue and usefulness."^

Black Preacher-Teachers . As formal educators,

lack preachers were bold enough to help prepare Black

children for a more meaningful life in times when educat-

ing Blacks was not very popular among the majority of

whites. Yet, these Black teachers risked white abuse to

teach Black children. For some included in this study,

it was through their teaching that they made their major

contribution to Black liberation. For others, teaching

was one among several contributions they made to the Black

struggle for equality. Many served as a pastor of a church

and used it as a base to teach school. The men discussed

in the following paragraphs as teachers reflect these types.

^ Ibid.

^Quarles and Fishel, pp. 159-160.



Daniel Alexander Payne had a passion for education
throughout his life. m 1829, Payne opened a school in
Charleston, South Carolina, for Black children in the hone

Caesar Wright, a free Black. Pa 3rne’s six pupils were
the three free born Wright children and three adult slaves
He taught the Wright children in the day tine. Since the

slaves had to work during the day, he taught them at night
Payne’s fee for teaching was fifty cents per person per
month. The next year, Payne's enrollment increased to

sixty, and he had to locate a larger classroom. A school

for Payne was built by Robert Howard, a free Black, in his

backyard. Payne taught school there until March

.
-^^-Collections

, pp. 19-20; also Coan, p. lii.Daniel Alexander Payne was born on February 2Il, 1 3l 1 inCharleston, South Carolina, to free parents. His father,London *ayne, was born^free in Virginia, but was kidnappedand sold into slavery in South Carolina. London laterpurchased his freedom for a thousand dollars. London soon^rried Martha, ^Daniel's mother, who was a descendant ofthe Catawba Indians. When Daniel was four, his father died.
three years later Martha died. Without parents in

iai9, Daniel was put in the care of lirs . Elizabeth Holloway,
but later he went to say with his aunt, lirs, Sarah Brodeaux.

While in ^ Charles ton, Daniel Payne attended Minor's
Moralist Society School, which was established in 1 803 ty

The school's objectives were to educate andfree blacks
provide for the material needs of black orphans. Under the
tutelage of Thomas Bonneau, a white man, Daniel Payne
learned English, mathematics, Greek, Latin and French. He
learned the skill of carpentry, and for four years be worked
as a carpenter in a shop where his brother-in-law was
foreman.

In 1842 , Payne joined the African Methodist Episcopal
Church, He was appointed Historiographer in 18I}.8, In I 852 ,
Payne was elected a bishop in the A.M.E. Church. In I 863 ,
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Payne's primary curriculum was reading, writing,

spelling, and arithmetic. His secondary courses were

history, English grammar, composition, geography, map-

drawing, botany, zoology, descriptive chemistry,

descriptive astronomy, physical educatior and natural

philosophy. In I 832 , Payne's eyesight was permanently

impaired by an experiment in descriptive astronomy. "I

watched the total eclipse," Payne said, "from its com-

mencement to its con^letion with my naked eye; but I paid

dear for my rash experiment. The immediate result was a

partial loss of sight.

Payne purchased Wilberforce University and served as its
president for thirteen years. Payne died in I 893 , upon
returning to his Ever Green Cottage home at Tawav/a Springs,
Wilberforce, from the World Parliament of Religions in
Chicago. His usual practice was to go to Florida for the
winter, but on the day before his planned departure, he
d ied

.

Payne was married twice. In 1814.7 , he married a widow,
Mrs, Julia A, Parris, She died the next year during child-
birth. Their daughter died within a year. In the summer
of

^

18514-, Payne married Mrs. Eliza J. Clark of Cincinnati,
Ohio, She already had three children by her former husband.

Payne wrote and published extensively. His literary
accoirgjlialiments include books, pair^Dhlets, sermons, addresses
and articles, e.g., Domestic Education , Cincinnati: Cranton
and Stove, 1889; ’’The Church of the Living God, Its Priest-
hood and Mnistry in All Ages"; "Payne's quadrennial sermon
to the General Conference of I 888 ", Washington, D. C,:
Howard University, Moorland Collection; and Repository of
Religion, Literature, Science and Art , Bishop Daniel Payne,
editor from 1 8^8-1 862. See Coan, pp. 9-11 & 97; Bergman,
pp. 96 & 134; Singleton, p. 123; and Payne, Recollections ,

pp. 92, 120 and 135-1 36.

^ Ibid ., pp. 20 -25 .

^Ibid . , p . 22 .
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Much of Payne's success as a teacher was because

he worked and played with his students. In most of their

activities, he "led them in person." Examples of Payne's

personal concern for his students are in accounts of his

zoology and physical education classes:

I used to take my first class of boys into the woodsevery Saturday in search of insects, reptiles, and
plants,,

,

It was also one of my methods in order to interest
my students to erect several gymnastic instruments,
that they might develop their muscular systems and
find amusement to break the monotony of the school-
room, '

Payne was envied by some of the school teachers in

the city, because he taught subjects not included in the

studies at the other four schools in Charleston, His

school was superior and more popular, because he taught

"more of the higher English branches" and zoology.^ Two

of the white teachers from the other schools came to Payne

for instruction in his advanced subjects, and he taught

them,-^ Payne gave private instruction also to three white

ladies. In the six years he taught in Charleston, his

school was the most successful in the city.^

Since Payne was unsuccessful in obtaining zoology

books, he developed his own, "This I did," said Payne,

Ibid . , pp, 23 and 25.

^ Ibid , , p , 36 .

^ Ibid , , p, 25 .

4lbid , , p, 36 ; William J, Simmons, Men of Mark
(Chicago: Johnson Publishing Company, Inc,, 1970J, p, 780;

also Bergman, p, 134*
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killing such insects

fishes, and young sharks

and stuffed those that I

of my school-room.”^

toads, snakes, young alligators,

as I could catch. I then cleaned

could, and hung them upon the walls

In 1835, the prejudice of whites against educated
Slacks had its effect on this popular school. The whites-
fear that education of Blacks was education for insurrec-
tion manifested itself in the December 1 834 law of the
South Carolina Legislature:

If any person shall hereafter teach any slave to

?? s'?-

“

if a
iraprisoned not more than six months; or

exceeding fifty lashes anc fined not exceeding fiftv
P®P^°P color or flfve

^

school Or Other place of instructionor teaching any slave or free person of color to read

liabl’e^+A
free person of color or slave shall besame fine, iit5)risonment, and corporal

Act imposed and inflictedupon free persons of color and slaves for teachingslaves to read or write. ^ «=.i.uxng

V/hen the anti-slavery teaching bill was enforced on

April 1 , 1835, Payne had to close his school in Charleston .

3

Since Payne’s ’’highest aim was to be an educator," and

because he was convinced that God had trained him to be

useful 'as a teacher of children and youth," he left

Ibid . , p. 23.

^Ibid ., pp.27-28.

^Ibid ., p. 27.



Charleston on May 9 . 1835 , for New York, in search of an
opportunity to put his skills to use. He wanted to be
able to teach without "let or hindrance.”! while in New
York, he met Daniel Strobel, a white Lutheran minister.
Who encouraged him to attend the Lutheran Seminary in
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Prom June, I835, to May 12 .

1837, Payne was a student at the seminary .

2

While a student in Gettysburg, Payne opened a

school for all the "colored children in the neighborhood,"
in an old building owned by the seminary. He was assisted
in the conducting of the school by volunteer teachers "from
the village and the Seminary . "3

In June, I837, Payne went to Philadelphia, where he

united with the Franklin Synod of the Lutheran Church, and

was licensed to preach. He accepted a call from the

Presbyterian Church in East Troy, New York, where he served

as pastor for two years. In the winter of I839, Payne

moved to Carlisle, Pennsylvania, where he opened a school

and taught until the summer of 18I|.3,^

Payne's school in Carlisle was one of three secon-

dary schools in the city. The two secondary schools, and

Ib id . , pp, I|.5 & i^.1 ; also Daniel A, Payne, History of
the yrican Methodist Episcopal Church (New York; Johnson
Reprint Corporation, 1 908, Volume I, originally published in
1891, in Nashville, Tenn.)

^ Ibid . , pp. 56-63.

^Ibid . , p. 59 .

^Ibid . , pp. 65-7i|-.
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the two primary schools he found there, were taught by
whites. The first year, Payne started with three students.
The second year, sixty students from the other two secon-
dary schools attended Payne’s school,^

In 1841 , while teaching in Carlisle, Payne united
with the African Methodist Episcopal Church at a Quarterly

Conference at the Bethel Church, in Philadelphia. In I-Iay,

l8i4-3, Payne was ordained an elder, admitted into full con-

nection in the denomination, and appointed pastor of Israel

A.M.E. Church in Washington, D. C., by Bishop Morris Brown.

^

In Payne was appointed to Bethel Church in Baltimore,

Maryland. During his first year there, he tutored the

"elder children" of the wife of a local preacher in the

mornings, V/ithin twelve months, Payne had received about

fifty students into his studio. For five years, Payne

conducted the school from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.^

In his school "all the English Studies," said Payne,

were subjects that were being "taught in the best graded

schools."^ Payne added to his curriculum Greek and Latin.

Regarding discipline in his school, Payne said, his school,

contrary to other schools, seldom needed the use of the

Ibid . , pp. 72 &

^Ibid . , p. 7l\.,

3 Ibid . , pp. 77-79 and 93.

^Ibid ., p. 79.



roa," because "the incorrigible were dismissed, and law
and order reigned supreme."'*

As an educator, and a delegate to the 1 A.M.E.

General Conference in Pittsburgh, Payne introduced a

resolution calling for annual conference studies for

ministers. Although the resolution was defeated when it

was proposed, it received unanimous approval the following

day. The act resulted in Payne being selected chairman

of a committee appointed to propose a course of studies.^

The conference approved of the following course of studies:

I. Exhorters

:

(a) First year
(1 ) The Bible
(2) Smith, English Grammar
( 3 ) Mitchel, Geography
(il) Discipline
(5) VJesley, notes

(b ) Second year
(1 ) Original church of Christ
(2) History of the A.M.E. Church
( 3 ) Watson, Life of Wesley

II. Preachers
(a ) First year

(1 ) Smith, English Grammar
(2) Mitchel, Geography
( 3 ) Parley, Evidences of Divine Revelation
(i|) History of the Bible
( 5 ) Horn, Introduction

(b) Second year
(1 ) Schmucker, Mental Philosophy
(2) Parley, Natural Theology
( 3 ) Schmucker, Natural Theology
([}.) Watson, Institutes

1 1bid.

2coan, pp. 66-68.
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(c) Third year
(1 ) Ecclesiastical History
(2) Goodrich, Church History
(3) Porter, Homiletics

(d) Poui.tS'year^“®’ Refomation

(1) Geography and Chronology of the Bible
(2) Review of the above studies^

To keep his idea of an educated ministry before
the A.M.E. Church, Payne published eight essays on the

"Education of the Ministry." His advice was directed to

the young ministers;

Beloved young brethren, we appeal to you because aglorious career of usefulness lies before you... Putforth every effort, employ every means, embraceevery opportunity to cultivate your minds, and imbuethem with the germs of holy learning. 3e not satisfiedwith little things, lift your standard to the skies,
and your attainments will be great.

^

The year following the general conference, the

Baltimore Annual Conference convened and approved of a

resolution from a committee, headed by Payne, calling for

the "formation of literary institutes and the planning of

other measures that will place the cause of education on a

solid and lasting foundation," and for "a general conven-

tion to be held in Philadelphia on October 30, I84.5" to

develop plans for the institutions.^

Delegates to the convention met as scheduled and

approved of establishing a college and an educational

Ibid . , pp. 68-69.

^Ibid ., p. 79.

^ Ibid ., p. 80.
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association in the East, a college in the West and an

institution of learning in Ohio. Union Seminary was

established in Ohio, first in the basement of Bethel

Church in Columbus, and later in September, 1847, on

one-hundred and seventy two acres of land near Xenia.'*

One-thousand seven hundred and twenty dollars was paid

for the property,^

Reverend John Mufflin Brown, as one of the

principals of the Union Seminary primary school (manual

labor school), 3 did not receive over eighty dollars as an

annual salary. During the time the school operated, it

had a maximum enrollment of sixty-tvjo, and a minimum of

thirty-four students.^ For lack of funds, the school

never reached the prominence its founders expected.^ The

school was sold in 1863 to purchase V/ilberforce Univer-

sity, in Wilberforce, Ohio,^

Ibid . , p. 8l ,

^Singleton, p. 92.

3woodson, Education of the Negro p-nior to 1 861 . n. 27
Payne, History of the A . M. E . Church , p .

37~0 . In 1856, Rev.
Edward Davis was another principal of the school. The
school was not able to operate properly because of a lack
of finance

.

^Singleton, p. 92.

^Payne, Recollections , p. 225.

6 Ibid.
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Like Payne, John Francis Cook, Sr.,^ established
a school called Union Seninary in Washington, D.C., in

1634, and taught ”a hundred scholars in the winter and a

hundred and fifty in the summer.” Cook had not taught a

year when he was forced by the Snow Riot to close his

school

4.V,
Francis Cook, Sr,, was born a slave in 1 81

0

in the District of Columbia. Cook was purchased from sla-very by his mother's sister, Mrs. Alethia Turner. Shepurchased herself for $1,400 in 1 8l 0 and in 1826, she pur-chased her older sister, Laurena Cook, and five of her
children--four boys and one girl. One of the boys was John

1^31 > Cook became an assistant messenger in the Land
Office in Washington, During the year, he enrolled in a
school taught by Blacks, Smothers and Prout. He apparently
was encouraged by the Land Office personnel to continue his
education, because when he was eir^Dloyed "his education was
at most only the ability to stumble along a little primary
reading book. ’ As a result of diligently applying himself
to learning, "he was soon able to write a good hand, and
was employed with his pen in clerical work..."

Cook assisted Rev, John C, Smith in holding church
services and meetings in his school building. These meet-
ings led to the founding of the First Colored Presbyterian
Church of Washington in November, 1 841 . Cook was then a
local preacher in the A.M.E. Church, but on May 3, I842,
he united with the Presbytery of the District of Columbia.
On July 13> 1843# Cook was elected the first pastor of the
Fifteenth Street Colored Presbyterian Church in the city.
He served as pastor of the church -and taught school until
he passed on March 21, l855«

^Histoi^y of Schools for the Colored Population,
p* 201 • The Snovj Riot got its name from Benjamin Snovj, a
-lack restaurant owner in Washington, who was accused of
flirting with some of the white women. The husbands and
friends (many were white mechanics) of the women destroyed
Snow's building, ransacked the "houses of prominent
colored men and women, ostensibly in search of anti-slavery
papers and documents," demolished most of the Black schools
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The rioters wanted to kill Coolc, but he escaped

and went to Columbia, Pennsylvania, to teach in a free

black public school. The following year, he returned to

V/ashington and re-opened his school."* In 181^1, Cook

became pastor of the Fifteenth Street Church in the city

and atteiT^ited to "turn his seminary into a high school"

with not more than thirty of his more advanced students.

The parents of the less advanced students refused to let

him 'shut off the multitude of primary scholars which

were depending upon his school," because there were "so

few good schools in the city for the colored people."

Cook kept the seminary open and maintained an average

attendance of one hundred until his death in 1855.^

Two ministers who devoted some of their earlier

years to teaching, but who later pursued other vocations,

including politics and the ministry, were Benjamin W.

Arnett and Henry Highland Garnet. Benjamin Arnett was

born in Brownsville, Fayette County, Pennsylvania in I838.

and destroyed all of the books and furniture, and destroyed
private homes. The white rioters searched for Snow to kill
him, but friends helped him reach safety in Canada.

The white mechanics were also reacting to an allegation
charging them with stealing copper bolts from the Navy Yard.
They considered the charge as putting them in the class
with blacks. The military was called in to restore order.

'* Ibid .

^Ibid . , pp. 197> 200 and 202.
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He received his teaching certificate in December, 1059.

He taught school from 1059 to 106? in Brownsville. He

moved to Walnut Hills, Ohio, on April 19, 106?, and he

taught in the common school there until May 1^, 1070, He

was the leader of the Pennsylvania State Equal Rights

League, which was responsible for representing and bar-

gaining for the educational and political concerns of

Blacks# Arnett discontinued his teaching career in 1070

and became an active pastor and leader in the A.M.E.

Church

Next, Henry Highland Garnet was a teacher and an

abolitionist,^ After Garnet’s graduation from Oneida

^Simmons, Men of Mark , pp. 003-005. in 1000 Arnett
was made statistician and financial secretary of the A.M.E.
Church, In these positions, he made a valuable contri-
bution. Arnett was active in politics prior to being
elected a bishop in the church. In 1005, he was elected to
the Ohio Legislature from Green County. V/hile there, he
was successful in having the Black Codes repealed. In 1000,
Arnett was elected a bishop of the A.M.E. Church along with
three other persons. Also V/oodson, History of the Negro
Church , pp, 212-213.

^Quarles, Black Abolitionists , pp. 171-172, lOIi.-

105, 216-217 and 225-22c); C. G, V/oodson, editor, Negro
Orators and Their Orations , (Washington, D, C,: Associated
Pub lishe rs , Inc . , 1 9^^ ) , pp . 153-I5i4-J Benjamin E. Mays,
The Negro’s God , pp, I^.5-ij.8. As an abolitionist, Garnett
agitated for equal rights for Blacks and for the anti-
slavery cause. He advocated taking up arms for freedom.
He urged the violent approach to freeing slaves, for he
believed God would smile upon the slaves’ efforts, if they
would strike a blow for freedom. He supported emigration
to Liberia.
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Institute in l81i.O, he taught in a Black school, ^ and was

pastor of a Black Presbyterian congregation in Troy, New

York, In he was licensed to preach in the white

Presbyterian Church.^ Garnet remained ten years as pastor

of the church in Troy.^ Hovj long he remained as teacher

of the Black school is unknown. In the late 1 860s , Garnet

became president of Avery College in Allegheny City,

Pennsylvania

Some formal educators taught school while they

"^Mays, p, 45 j also Sorin, p, 90,

^Bergman, p. 12?.

3Hamilton, p. 66 ; also S. Michelson, ’’Henry H.
Garnet,” Biographical Sketches A to Z (Microfilm), New
York: The Schomburg Collection,

^Sorin, p.90.

^’•foodaon. Education of the Negro Prior to 1861 ,

pp. 270, 271 . Henry Highland Garnet was born a slave on
Decemoer 23, 1815> in Nev; Market, lyiaryland , In 182 )4. Garnet's
slave master. Colonel Spencer, died and left his slaves to
cruel relatives. Garnet, his sister, their parents and
seven kin escaped that year to freedom in New York via a

two year stay in Pennsylvania. Betv/een 1829-30, the poverty
state of the Garnet family forced Garnet to give himself
over to indentured service, VJhile a servant. Garnet in-
jured his leg, which caused him to walk with a liirp the
rest of his life. He died in 1 88 I as a minister resident
in Liberia.

His educational achievements include studying at the
African Free School in Nev/ York City from 1826 to I 828 ; the
High School for Colored Youth in New York City in I 83I;
1835'j Canaan Academy in New Hampshire; and a graduate from
Oneida Institute in 18)

4
.0 . Also Sorin, pp, 89-90; Hamilton,

pp. 66-67; and Simmons, p. 658.
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served as pastors of churches. Examples of this category
of ministers are: James W. C. Pennington, J. Y. B.

Morgan, William H. Hunter, James Shorter, Rev. Anderson,
Benjamine T. Hughes, and Daniel Coker.

James W. C. Pennington taught Black children in

schools at New Town, Long Island and Hartford, Connecti-

cut .

1

Pennington stayed in Hartford several years, and

while he taught school, he served as pastor of a

Presbyterian church,^

In the 1850s, J. Y. B. Morgan succeeded Alexander

Wayman as pastor of the Union Bethel A.M.E. Church in

Washington and resumed the school in the basement of the

church. Mr. Charles Middleton started the school in I852,

but was called to serve the Navy Department in Savannah,

Georgia. Morgan was able to supplement his salary as

pastor with proceeds from the school.^

Like Morgan, William H. Hunter was pastor of, and

conducted a large school in Zion Wesley Church, Georgetovm,

in i860. The size of his teaching load required an

assistant, Elizabeth Smith. Meanwhile, James Shorter con-

ducted a large school in the Israel Bethel Church on

Capitol Hill.^

Simmons, pp. 6 ij.8 -li9 .

^Woodson, The Negro Church , p. 157 ; also Mays, p. i;5 .

3History of Schools , p. 215 *

^Ibid., p. 217.

L
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Another account of a Black preacher teaching Black

students is in the form of a reply by a newspaper editor

to a correspondent who wanted to donate up to twenty

dollars towards the establishment of a school for Blacks

in the city. The correspondent was under the impression

that the Blacks did not have a regular school. The editor

commented

:

Our correspondent above appears to feel a lively
interest in the education of colored children--and
it is certainly a matter of great importance, both
as respects their morals and their usefulness to
society. Until lately, the Reverend Mr. Anderson
(a local Black pastor), has had charge of the
African School; and to encourage which, the Town-
ship appropriated and paid one hundred dollars the
last year. The same sum for this object, was again
voted at the last Town Meeting, If there is now no
colored school in operation, we should say there is
a culpable neglect on the part of the colored people,
many of whom are able, and ought to take a deep
interest in the education of their children. They
are however, very lax on this subject. The school,
to be efficient, ought to be organized and super-
intended by an active and benevolent committee of
white people.^

The letter aroused attention in the city because

the Black school soon reported to the town meeting the

difficulties encountered in managing the school. Reverend

Benjamin T, Hughes, Black, was the teacher and principal

at the school and stated he had an enrollment of forty-

eight students. The advanced students were taught grammar,

geography, writing, arithmetic, spelling, and reading.

"^Sentinel of Freedom (Newark, New Jersey, June 16,

1829), p. 3.
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The primary students were taught the alphabet, spelling
ords of two syllables, and some words of three syllables

The difficulty of the school was in collecting tuition.
Hughes stated he had received "only five of an estimated

thirty-five dollars" from "parents or guardians during
the previous quarter,

The last in this group of ministers was Daniel

Coker. 2 He was the first Black teacher to teach Blacks

in Baltimore, Maryland. Coker established the first

Black school there in the basement of Bethel A.M.E.

Church in ca. 1810. In 1816, Coker founded and taught in

1 Township Papers 1 829-1 83O. The File of the CityClerk, Newark, N. J.
^

2 Isaac Wright, alias Daniel Coker, was born a slave
in Frederick County, Maryland, His mother Susan Coker,
was ^ an English white indentured servant and his father
Daniel, was a Black slave. Later in life, Daniel ran away
from slavery and earned enough money to purchase his free-
dom from^his master, Daniel received an education from
schools in New York, He organized the African Methodist
Church in Maryland. Daniel Coker was elected the first
bishop of the A.M.E, Church, but because of the rivalry
between the larger Philadelphia church and the smaller
Baltimore church, and the prevailing desire of the emerg-
ing denomination to have a bishop with Black skin, Coker
resigned in favor of Richard Allen.

Although disease and disaster killed most of the col-
onists and the agents who went on the 1 8 l 9 trip to Liberia,
Daniel Coker survived. Bishop Henry M, Turner visited
Sierra Leone in 1 89 I and learned from Coker's granddaugh-
ters that Coles r died in I8J4.6. Payne, History of the A.M.E,
Church , pp. Iij.-15 and 28-29; Mays, pp. 39-ij-l; Shaw, p. 3^;
and Singleton, pp. 22-23.
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the Bethel Charity School J His teaching career was

interrupted in 1019 when he went to Liberia to help

establish the colony of Sierra Leone.

^

Educational Propagandists . Many Black liberal

ministers served as informal educators as propagandists

to foster educational opportunities for Blacks. They

wrote and spoke in hopes of changing the minds of those

who believed slavery was right and Blacks should be

inferior, poor, and illiterate. They stressed the need

for Blacks to have a general education, so they could be

more useful to themselves and to society. Many propa-

gandists were active in agitating state and national

authorities for better educational opportunities for

lacks. Some of the chief examples of preacher-educators

in this rank are Prince Hall, Richard Allen, Morris Brov/n,

liays
, p. 39; also Payne, Recollections , p. 22I4..

^V/oodson and V/esley, p. 300; also Shaw, loc . cit

.

,

p. 35» It is possible Coker was running from a scandal when
he accepted the opportunity to go to Liberia. Although the
substance of the scandal is unknown, James Cole brought a

charge against Coker in the 1 8l 8 annual conference in
Baltimore. The charge was substantiated, and Coker was
"expelled from the connection." (p.l5) In 1019, Colror
applied for reinstatement and was "restored to the church...
in full fellowship." (pp. 28-29) After regaining his
status in the church, Coker went to Liberia. See Daniel
A. Payne, History of the African Methodist Episcopal Church ,

pp. and 28-29.
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Edmund Kelly, Jamea Poindexter, Daniel Coker, Samuel
E. Cornish, John B. Pusswurn, Frederick Douglass, and
Charles B, Ray,

The first known petition for for.Tial education
for Blacks in America, by a Black, was made by Prince

Hall. In 1787 , Hall sent a petition to the I'lassachusetts

State Legislature in an attempt to obtain equal education-
al rights for Blacks. Although his petition was not

granted, a movement was set in motion for inproving the

educational situation of free Blacks in Boston. Hall, in

stating his central contention, said:

...we^are of the humble opinion that we have the rightto enjoy the privileges of free n^n. But that we donot will appear in many instances, and we beg leave
to mention one out of many, and that is one of the
education of our children which now receive no benefit
from the free school in the town of Boston, which we
think is a great grievance, as by woeful experience
we noi>r feel the want of common education. We, there-
fore, must fear for our rising offspring to see them
in ignorance in a land of gospel light when there is
provision made for them as well as others and yet
can’t enjoy them, and for no other reason can be
given this they are black...

^

In 1798 , Hall established a school in his Boston

home for Black children.^ Information on the success.

"^Aptheker, A Documentary History , p. 19,

^ Ibid . Prince Hall (also known as Primus Hall) was
born in 1 7Utl in Barbados, came to Boston in 1765, was a
Me thodist preacher, and is chiefly remembered as the founder
of the Negro Masonic Order in the United States,
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failure, curriculum and duration of the school is not

kno\>m

.

Richard Allen was another preacher who was vocal

about the equal aptitudes of Black and white children.

As a bishop and public speaker, Allen's influence was wide,

and he expressed his views often on the need for ir^^roved

education among Blacks. On one occasion, he stated Blacks

had as much mental capacity as whites, if given a chance

to prove it. In an address entitled "To Those VJho Keep

Slaves and Approve the Practice," Allen said:

V/e believe if you would try the experiment of taking
a few black children, and cultivate their minds with
the same care and let them have the same prospect in
viev; as to living in the world, as you would wish
for your o\m children, you would find upon trial,
they were not inferior in mental endowments

Sometimes stress was put on the importance of

education for Blacks by preachers who, themselves, were

not well trained. Bishop Morris Brow^n is illustrative of

this group of preachers.^ Brown was the president of an

African Methodist Episcopal annual conference, where a

lliays, p. 39.

^Singleton, pp. 26 and 31 • Brown vjas born a free
mulatto in Charleston, South Carolina, sometime after the
Revolutionary V/ar. His mother was Black and his father
was a white man of Scotch descent. In 1817, Brow'^n v;as

ordained a deacon in the A.M.E. Church. Morris Brow^n grew
up without receiving an education. After he was elected
the second bishop of the A.M.E. Church in 1028, Daniel A.
Payne served privately as his secretary. While attending
a conference in Canada in l8l+5. Bishop Brown vjas stricken
with paralysis. In May, l850, he died. Also ^ayne.
Recollections, p. 9ii; Hamilton, p. 58? and Bergman,
p. 107'.



resolution was adopted, which required A.M.E. ministers

to encourage the education of Black people.

Resolved, on motion. That, whereas education is one
creating in our minds thosenoble feelings which prompt us to the practice ofpiety, virtue, and ter^je ranee , and is calculated toelevate us above the conditions of brutes, by

assimilating us to the image of our Mailer, we there

-

lore recommend to all our preachers to enjoin
undeviating attention to its promotion, and earnestly
request all our people to neglect no opportunity ofadvancing it, by pledging ourselves to assist them
mu power. Resolved, on motion.
That there be four sermons preached in the year, in
all our churches and congregations, for the purpose
of encouraging the cause of education and Sabbath
schools among our people; and that a collection be
taken up, wliere there are Sabbath schools establish-
ed, at those times, for the special aid of those
schools

A slave preacher who advocated the education of

Blacks was Edmund Kelly. As a slave, Kelly valued

education and taught himself to read and write. With his

knowledge, he helped to educate others. Kelly, born in

1818, in Tennessee and licensed to preach in 1

8

J |? , used

his education to foster knowledge among the slaves in

Tennessee and neighboring states. Kelly established an

organizational structure to accomplish his educational

goal by introducing "missions into the Southern plantations

pby the aid of zealous, humble Christian men and women.

Kelly was creative and enthusiastic about obtaining his

"^Aptheker, pp. 205-206.

^Simmons, Men of Mark, p. l86.
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goal. He wrote "letters on simple gospel themes to be
read to the unconverted for their salvation, and for

encouragement to the converted."^ He wrote also a little
book containing many questions and answers quoted from
the Bible. This catechism was used in Sabbath School and

Bible reading sessions in the Black churches in the

southern states bordering Tennessee.

A comment on Kelly’s method and success was made

by Daniel A. Payne to a congregation in Washington, D.C.:

I have had the happiness of being present at one ofhis exhibitions, and am therefore, prepared to
recommend it to you as one of the best I ever wit-nessed. The cause of our common Christianity andour common humanity will be greatly promoted by
furnishing him with opportunities of demonstrating
the utility and beauty of his method before your
congregations

An influential Baptist minister, who was concerned

about building a quality school for Blacks, and who felt

the necessity for a practical education, was James

Poindexter. Poindexter was born in 181? , in Richmond,

Virginia. As an adult, Poindexter moved from Richmond to

Columbus, Ohio, and established himself as a professional

barber. In this position, Poindexter had personal contact

with the intellectual class of the city. He derived his

educational philosophy from talking to and testing theories

on them. "This sort of education," he once noted,

^ Ibid ., p. 187.

2lbid.
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is often more valuable than colleceone the nract-irini

with others,!

Poindexter served two terms on the Columbus School
Board. He wrote widely and spoke frequently on Civil

Bights, emancipation, enfranchisement, public welfa re , and

the general elevation of the Black race.^

James Poindexter was one of the four leaders of the

January 10-1 3, l8i|9. State Convention of Ohio Negroes held

in Columbus, Ohio. This convention examined the Ohio State

Constitution and found that Blacks were denied elective

franchise and taxed without representation. This convention

also identified a contradiction in the law on education and

the way it was implemented. The law stated:

...no law shall be passed to prevent the poor in the
several counties and townships within this State,
from an equal participation in the schools, academies,
colleges, and universities within this State, which
are endowed, in whole or in part, from the revenue
arising from the donations made by the United States
for the support of schools and colleges...

This Black delegation held that "the actual exclusion of

colored inhabitants from the benefits of the school fund is

a violation" of the law, 3 They contended also that the

! Ibid . , p. 259; also V/oodson, The Negro Church,

p

. 201.

^Ibid.

^Aptheker, pp. 278 , 283 and 285.
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exclusion of Blacks from the benefit of public funds

'encourages ignorance in your communities. To encourage
ignorance is to encourage vice."'' As a reaction to the

educational inequity, the convention entered a demand

against the State of Ohio:

We ask for our school privileges
others, for we pay school taxes
tion.^

in common with
in the same propor-

While the State of Ohio ignored the above petition,

the delegation of Blacks drew up a plan for the education

of Black children:

Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed torecommend ^

a
^ school system which may be used until

school privileges are granted us in this State.
Resolved, That we hereby recommend to our people
throughout the State to give their children mechan-
ical trades, and encourage them to engage in the
agricultural, professional and other elevating
pursuits of the day.^

In a letter to the Oh io State Journal , Poindexter

summed up what he felt to be his major contribution to

education

:

...as pastor of a church it is part of my religion to
inculcate in all the rising generation the duty of
making themselves as familiar with the Constitution
of the United States and laws of their country as
these relate to the rights and duties of the citizens,
as with the Bible.

^

^ Ibid ., pp. 285-286.

^ Ibid ., p. 287.

3 Ibid ., p. 281 .

4Ibid., p. 263.
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Last in this group of ministers was Charles

Bennet RayJ He confronted the state of New York about
equalizing the education of Blacks. Ray was president of
the New York Society for the Promotion of Education Among

•
Charles Bennet Ray was born on December 2 ^ 1 807in Falmouth, Massachusetts. Charles was the first of sevenchildren (four boys and three girls) born to JosephAspinwall Ray and Annis Harrington. Charles' early educationwas in schools and academies in Falmouth. For his^theolo-gical education, Ray attended the Wesleyan Seminary inWilbraham, Massachusetts. In I832, he entered WesleyanUniversity in Middletown, Connecticut. The students pro-tested his presence on campus, and he withdrew.

In 1832 , Ray moved to New York City and established
a very prosperous boot and shoe store. While in the city,he joined the anti-slavery society and helped runaway
slaves. In 183!;, he was ordained a Methodist minister.
For more than thirty years, Ray served as pastor of
churches in the area, including twenty-two years as the
pastor of the Bethesda Congregational Church in New York,

In 1837, Ray was one of the founders of, and served as
an agent for the Colored American newspaper, and from 1 839
to I 8i|.2 he served as its editor. As an editor, he agitated
and crusaded for black liberation.

Charles Ray was married twice. His first wife was
Henrietta Greene, and his second wife was Charlette Augusta
Burrough of Savannah, Georgia. Seven children resulted
from his marriage to Charlette. Three of their five
daughters lived to womanhood and received the best edu-
cation available in New York. Each daughter served as a
teacher with distinction in the training of children in
the city. The second oldest girl mastered the German
language. On August 15 , I886, Charles B. Hay died suddenly
from a heart attack. See Mrs, C. A, B, Ray, Sketches of
the Life of Rev. Charles Bennet Ray (New York: Press of

J. Little and Co., 1 887 ); Wilbun Young, "Charles B.
Hay," Biographical Sketches A to Z (Microfilm), New York:
The Schomburg Collection; and Bergman, p. 89.
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Colored Children, which was successful on Decenber 28,

1857 , in petitioning a special commission appointed by
the governor to investigate the New York City schools.

The society's documented paper to the commission supported

the need for improvements in the education of Black youth

in the city."*

The society made two coir^Dlaints . First, when

considered proportionately, the number of whites and the

number of Blacks who attended public and private schools

were about the same (Black youth in public school: 1,153

out of 3,000; and private: 125. White youth in public

school: 14.3,859 out of 159,000; and private: 1 7,580, ),

The problem vias w^ith the inequity in the spending of public

funds for public facilities to accommodate the Blacks and

the whites. The Board of Education had spent $1,600,000

for sites and buildings for the vjhites and $1 ,000 for sites

and buildings for the lack schools, V/hile the proportion

of Black children to white children attending public

schools was 1 to lj.0, the sum expended on school buildings

and sites for lack and white schools by the Board of

p
Education was 1 to 1,600.

The Black group held their children were "pent up in

The Anglo-African , July, l859. Volume I (The
Schomburg Collection, Microfilm)

.

2lbid.
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filthy neighborhoods, in old and dilapidated buildings."

and were "held down to low associations and gloomy

surroundings. Charles Ray led his group in protesting

this unjust treatment, because:

They believed with the experience of liassachusetts

,

and especially the recent experience of Boston before
them, there is no sound reason why colored children
should be excluded from any of the common schools
supported by taxes levied alike on whites and blacks,
and governed by officers elected by the vote of
colored as well as white voters.

^

The second complaint was on the inequitable use of

taxes. The Black adult population was 9,000. Of that

count, over 3,000 vjere householders and rent-payers. Each

paid taxes. In the renter category, the society held that

owners made taxpayers out of their poor tenants. This

point was illustrated by using the average Black laborer’s

income of $200 per year and contrasting it with the $72

per year paid in rent for a kitchen and bedroom. In pro-

portion to his means, the tenant was ”a larger taxpayer

than the millionaire whose tax rate is thousands of
•3

dollars."-^ The society concluded:

These figures indicate that in proportion to their
numbers, the colored population of this city pay a

fair share of the school taxes, and that they have
been most unjustly dealt with. Their money has been
used to purchase sites and erect and fit up school-

1 Ibid .

^Ibid.

3lbid

.
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children, whilst their own children
miserable edifices in disgracefullocalities. Surely the white population of the city

generous, too just, any longer tosuffer this miserable robbing of their colored
fellow-citizens for the benefit of white children.^

An editorial statement at the end of the story

stated

:

...the School-house in Thomas street has been removed
to the corner of Hudson and Franklin street, one of
the finest locations in the fifth ward; the school-
house in Mulberry street has been taken dovm, to be
replaced immediately by a new and elegant structure,
replete with all the modern furniture and equipments;
and a handsome sum has been appropriated to re-model
the school-house in Laurens street.^

The founders of the first Black owned and operated

newspaper in America were two preachers, John B. Russwum

and Samuel E. Cornish. They were concerned about the

education of Blacks. On March 16, 1827> Russwurn and

Cornish became editors of Freedom' s Journal , and they

used it to inform the public about the in^jortance of

irr^roving Blacks morally, religiously, and educationally.

The newspaper was an educational medium, because it was

the most economical and convenient way to reach the widest

audience with the message of liberation. The newspaper

helped also to increase communications between lacks and

whites. Some whites confessed they were unaviare of the

deplorable conditions of lack slaves and freedmen in

^ Ibid .

^Ibid . ; also Sorin, p. 93»
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American life. The preacher-editors used the paper to

agitate for freedom, equal opportunities, and suffrage

in America. A section of their first issue state why

the newspaper would serve as a channel of communication

for lacks to express themselves to the Amsrican public:

We wish to plead our own cause. Too long have others
spoken for us. Too long has the public been deceived
by misrepresentations, in things which concern us
dearly... In the spirit of candor and humility we
intend by a sin^sle representation of facts to lay our
case before the publick, with a view to arrest the
progress of prejudice, and to shield ourselves against
the consequent evils.'

Russwurn and Cornish considered their nevjspaper a

way to educate the public on the abilities of Blacks, and

the dissatisfaction of Blscks with their subordinate role

in America.

As education is what renders civilized man superior
to the savage, as the dissemination of knowledge is
continually progressing among all classes in the
community--we deem it expedient to establish a paper
and bring into operation all the means with which
our Benevolent Creator has endowed us for the moral,
religious, and literary iuprovement of our injured
race

On September 1l|-, 1827, Cornish resigned as co-

editor with Russv7urn3 under the pretense of illness, but

Freedom's Journal , I'larch 16, 1827, Volume I,

Number I (The Schoraburg Collection, Microfilm).

^ Ibid ., March 30, 1827.

3John B. Russwurn was the second Black to graduate
from college. In late August, 1826, Russwurn was graduated
from Bowdoin College. Two weeks earlier in August, l826,
Edward Jones was graduated from Amherst College. See

Quarles, Black Abolitionists, p. 113.
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actually wanting to devote full time to the ministry. He

decided instead to become an agent for the four page,

newspaper. In 1029, Russwurn gave the responsibility of

publishing the paper back to Cornish, and went to Liberia

to become the Governor of the Colony of Cape Palmas.

Cornish returned as editor and he changed the name of the

newspaper to Rights for All .^

Like Russwurn and Cornish, Frederick Douglass was

editor of a Black newspaper. In the autumn of 18[|.7,

Douglass moved to Rochester, New York, and began publish-

ing The North Star .

Douglass’ newspaper served an educational function,

because he wrote to enlighten the ’’public mind and build

up a public sentiment, which should send slavery to the

grave, and restore to 'liberty and the pursuit of

happiness’ the people with whom I had suffered.’’^

"'h. N. Christian, "Samuel Cornish", pp. 20-22; also
Woodson, Education of the Negro, p. 95 *

^Douglass, Life and Times , pp. 259, 260 and 262-3.
He chose not to publish in Boston, Massachusetts, among his
friends, because he did not want to interfere with
Garrison’s Libera tor (white) newspaper. In I 850 ,

Douglass
changed the name of the newspaper to Frederick Douglass

’

Paper "in order to distinguish it from the many papers with
’ Stars ’ in their titles,"
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The next Black preacher to write and publish

against slavery was Daniel Coker. In l8l0, Coker published

a pamphlet that served as an anti-slavery education for

all who read it. His pamphlet was a dialogue between a

Black preacher and a white slave owner. The slaveholder

stated that slavery was legalized by God, because Abraham

in the Bible "had servants in his house, and bought with

money, they must have served for life, like our negroes."^

The Black preacher agreed that Abraham had slaves, but

added that Abraham obeyed the command from God "to cir-

cumcise all that were born in his house or bought with

money. "2 Circumcision confimed the convenant God made

with Abraham to give him the land of Canaan and certain

benefits. The Black preacher continued his argument by

saying:

These persons bought with money, were no longer
looked upon as uncircumcised and unclean; as aliens
and strangers; but were incorporated with the church
and nation of the Israelites, and became one people
with them; became God’s covenant people. Whence it
appears, that suitable provision was made by the
divine law, that they should be properly educated,
made free and enjoy all the common privileges of
c itizens ,

3

^Daniel Coker, "Dialogue Between a

African Minister," Dorothy Porter, editor.
Pamphlets (New York: Arno Press, 1989), p.

Virginian and an
Nef^ro Protest
T5T

^Ibid . , pp. 18-19.

. , pp. 19-20.3lbid
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The Moderate Black Preacher-Educator

The moderate preacher was concerned more with

preserving the peace than the Militant and The Liberals.

He was a peacemaker, a gradualist, and ambivalent

(treade r-down-the -middle-of -the-road ) , He was aware of

slave conditions, but to not alienate himself from the

white race, he did not resist social customs. His out-

ward manifestations were conciliatory and accommodating.

His objective was .to improve the lot of the Black race

carefully, quietly, and slowly.' He was both a formal

and Informal educator. As a formal educator, the moderate

taught school.

As an informal educator, the moderate Black

preacher founded predominatly Black churches, was a

speaker or pastor to white congregations, and an ambiva-

lent propagandist. Black preachers who spoke to white

congregations during slavery considered it an honor, for

it was rare for whites to sit and listen to Blocks. These

informal educators demonstrated Black initiative and were

an example to Blacks of positions of dignity they could

obtain.^ Since holding such positions were uncommon at

this time, this was one way Blacks proved they could be

as responsible as whites. Their messages were challenging

"^Nelson, pp. 276-77.

^Charles V. Hamilton, The Black Preacher in America

(New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc., 1972), p. 43*
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but not condemning. As am ambivalent propagandist,

while he encouraged Blacks to seek a better life on

earth, he was soft on criticizing whites about unfair

treatment of Blacks.

Some of the popular Black pastors and speakers to

white congregations were Lemuel Haynes, Henry Evans, and

Jacob Bishop. Lemuel Haynes (1 753-1 833 ) was born to a

Connecticut white woman and a Black man,^ As an orator

and theologian to whites, Haynes taught Blacks informally

that they could obtain a position of dignity where whites

would listen to Blacks. His preaching ability, and his

skill at establishing rapport with whites, are illustrated

in a white man’s reaction:

The leading citizen was much displeased and to shovj
his lack of respect for the new incumbent this man
x-'^ent into the church (at Torrington, Connecticut)
and sat with his hat on. He had not preached far,
said the man, ’when I thought I saw the whitest man
I ever knew in that pulpit, and I tossed my hat
under the pevj','^

"^Haynes, p. 67 . Haynes’ mother abandoned him after
birth. He stayed a short while with his father’s family.
Haynes ’ was received later by the David Hose family of
Granville, Massachusetts. This white family provided
Haynes vrith a basic education from neighboring schools and

reputable theologians.
As an adult, Lemuel Haynes was a Revolutionary War

soldier, a famer, and a pastor of white Congregational
churches from I 78O to l833» While pastor of his first
church in Middle 'Granville , Massachusetts, he married
Bessie Baddit, a white woman. They had seven children.

^Ibid. , p. 68; also Hamilton, p. k2.
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Next in the series of Black preachers was Henry

Evans. Evans spent most of his professional life in

Fayetteville, North Carolina, as a shoemaker and pastor

of an integrated church. Although Evans’ ministry in

Fayetteville was at first prohibited by city officials,

through his humble ways and challenging messages he won

the confidence of the whites and was permitted to continue

preaching. Before 1790, Evans served as a preacher to

Blacks, but he soon gained fame as an excellent speaker

and was supported by both lacks and whites. Their

relationship led to the founding of the first integrated

Methodist Church in Fayetteville,^

Evidence of Evans ' effect on the people in the

area is stated by Bishop Capers of the Methodist Church:

He was undoubtedly the best preacher of his time in
that quarter and was so remarkable as to have become
the greatest curiosity of the town insomuch that
distinguished visitors hardly felt that they might
pass a Sunday in Fayetteville without hearing him
preach.

2

Jacob Bishop was another moderate Black minister.

While little information is available about Bishop, it is

known that he preached to a white congregation in

Portsmouth, Virginia, in 1792, Jacob Bishop was considered

a "man of considerable talents."-^

^Woodson and Wesley, p. 1^6; also Joseph B. Earnest,

Jr., The Religious Development of the Negro in Virginia
(Virginia: The Michie Company, Printers, 19II4-), p. 9b.

^Earnest, The Religious Development of the Negro in

Virginia , p. 96.

3 Ibid. , p. 52 .
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There were Black informal educator propagandists
who gave one message to whites and another to Blacks,

They were ambivalent in their conversations. The back-

ground to this dualism was the difference in the message

the white masters wanted the slaves to have and what

they often received. Black and white preachers were hired

by slaveholders to teach the slaves to be more docile,

obedient, and trustworthy. The Black slaves, on the

contrary, wanted to be taught about the Bible and the

requirements and rewards of heaven. Fearful the slaves

might rebel for freedom, slave ow^ners did not want the
A

slav6S to learn anything about heaven.

Some lack ministers spoke secretly to the slaves

about heaven and the Bible. One account states:

A yellow man preached to us. She had him preach how
we was to obey our master and missy if we want to go
to heaven, but when she wasn’t there he came out with
straight preachin’ from the Bible. 2

Another moderate educational propagandist was

Jupiter Hammon, an eighteenth century slave Black poet-

preacher, who spoke to the slaves about the Bible and the

happiness awaiting them in heaven. V/hile he spoke to the

slaves about being obedient, faithful, honest, and diligent,

he spoke to free Blacks about preserving their freedom by

Hamilton, pp. 38-”^9; also Rawick, Vol. I, Part 1,

p. 325.

^Norman R. Yetman, editor, Voices From Slavery
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970), p. 95.
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not being idle, illiterate, lazy, drunk, and stealing.

Since Hainmon was unsure of God's stance on slavery, he

said, 'It is our duty to obey our masters in all their

lawful commands."'’ Although Hammon did not want his own

freedom, he advocated freedom for young Blacks. He

believed freedom was "worth seeking for. "2

Hammon spoke to the slaves about being obedient to

the master and not to consider slavery evil. Hammon

believed happiness could be found in slavery, if the slaves

1

Jupiter Hammon, America's First Ne^ro Poet (New
York: Kennikat Press, 197u), p. 10b. !

» P* Jupiter Hammon (ca 172^-1790 or
1o06) was born ^ a slave in the vicinity of New York City.
He lived and died on the Lloyd estate located on Long
Island's north shore. Hammon was an intelligent slave. How
he received an education is unknown. A school was con-
ducted in the Queen's Village, where the Lloyd family
supplied instruction along with other teachers. It is
possible that, as a house servant, Hammon learned a basic
education from the white children, and advanced himself by
using the library of the Lloyds. As a result of his lit-
erary skills, he antedated the poet Phillis Wheatley by
more than thirteen years. Hammon was the first lack to
write and publish poetry in America, Hammon 's first poem
was written in 1780, and Wheatley's first book of poems
was published in 1773» Jupiter Hammon 's literary works
were "An Address to Miss Phillis Weatley," 1778; "An
Essay on the Ten Virgins," 1779; "A Winter Piece," which
included "A Poem for Children with Thoughts on Death,"
1782 ; "An Evening's Improvement" was published sometime
during the war, and it included "The Kind Master and
Dutiful Servant," and "An Address to the Negroes of the
State of New York," I 787 . Jupiter Hammon, pp. I 3 , Eij. and
26.
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would not rebel and would willingly be kind to their

masters. Hammon was essentially saying that the enslave-

ment of the Black race was God’s purpose for them, and

they had no right to question God.

Here is a plain command of God for us to obey our
masters. It may seem hard for us, if we think our
masters wrong in holding us slaves, to obey in all
things, but who of us dare dispute with God! He has
commanded us to obey, and we ought to do it cheer-
fully and freely. This should be done by us, not
only because God commands, but because our own peace
and comfort depend upon it. As we depend upon our
masters, for what we eat and drink and wear, and for
all our comfortable things in this world, we cannot
be happy, unless we please them. This we cannot do
without obeying them freely, without muttering or
finding fault.'

Hammon advocated education for both the slave and

the freedman. Hammon contended that reading the Bible

enabled one to learn God's will for him. To the slave,

Hammon said:

Those of you who can read, I must beg you to read the
Bible; and whenever you can get time study the Bible;
and if you can get no other time, spare some of your
time from sleep, and learn what the mind and will of
God is. But what shall I say to them who cannot read?
This lay with great weight on my mind, when I thought
of writing to my poor brethren; but I hope that those
who can read will take pity on them, and read what I

have to say to them. In hopes of this, I will beg of
you to spare no pains in trying to learn to read. If

you are once engaged, you may learn. Let all the time

you can get be spent in trying to learn to read. Get
those who can read, to learn you; but remember, that

what you learn for, is to read the Bible, 2

1 Ibid ., p. 108.

., pp. 113 -114 .2 Ibid
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To the freedman Hammon said:

You have more time to read God's holy word, and totake care of the salvation of your souls. Let mebeg of you to spend your time in this way, or itwill be better for you if you had always been slaves.
n

seriously of the matter, you must con-
clude that if you do not use your freedom to promote
the salvation of your souls, it will not be of any
lasting good to you.^

Hammon admonished the freedmen to set examnles of

neatness, thrift, and good behavior so as to increase the

possibility of other slaves gaining their freedom.

...if you are idle, and take to bad courses, you will
hurt those of your brethren who are slaves, and do
all in your power to prevent their being free. One
great reason that is given by some for not freeing us,
I understand, is that we should not know how to take
care of ourselves, and should take to bad courses;
that we should be lazy and idle, and get drunk and
steal. Now all those of you who follow any bad
courses, and who do not take care to get an honest
living by your labour and industry are doing more to
prevent our being free than any body else.2

Another moderate ambivalent propagandist was the

preacher-educator who told stories to Black children which

he did not tell to white children. The objective of the

special story to Black children was to instill Black pride

and identity. This informal teaching met an educational

need, because slavery had withheld from Blacks most

opportunities to develop selfworth.

Illustrative of that breed of informal educators

was Isaiah Moore, a pre-Civil War slave preacher on the

1 Ibid . , p. 117.

^Ibid . , pp. 117-118.
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Brice plantation, located one quarter of a mile north of

Woodward station, near Winnsboro, South Carolina. He

and his wife, Nancy, were parents to thirteen children.

He was a tale and Bible story teller to all the white and

Black children in the community.^

One of his Bible stories stated that Adam, the

first man, was Black, and Eve, his wife, was ginger cake

color, with long Black hair reaching to her ankles.

Adam's hair was kinky, and this was the problem in the

garden that annoyed him. One day the devil saw Eve alone

and worrying about her husband's hair problem, and he said

to her, if she ate of the apple hanging over her head, and

got her husband to do the same, his hair would grow. She

argued that it was forbidden to eat the apple. After some

thought, the devil replied that the apple tree she was

under was not in the midst of the garden. The crabapple

tree is in the middle of the garden, and it is the forbidden

fruit. Convinced of the devil's statement. Eve ate of the

apple and enticed Adam to eat. After Adam ate of the apple,

he remembered God's command and his disobedience, and he

choked. Since then man has had an Adam's apple to remind

him of his disobedience. When the Lord appeared that

evening, Adam turned white and his hair grew long and

"Charity Moore, Ex-Slave 75 Years," George P.

Rawick, The American Slave; A Composite Autobiography
(Connecticut: Greenwood Publishing Company, 1972 * Volume 3 >

Part 3 ), p. 205 .
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straight. As a white man, Adam was more displeased with

himself than when he was Black with kinky hair.^ Black

children learned Black pride from this story because they

were instructed to be grateful for the hair and akin color

God has given them, and not to wish for what others may

have •

John Chavis was a moderate formal educator who

taught Blades the first quarter of the nineteenth century,

Chavis is considered a moderate formal educator because

when the white parents objected to having their children

attend school at the same time with Black children, he

scheduled separate hours for them. Also, when the law

prohibited Black preachers from teaching in the state, he

consented, and did not move to another location where he

could continue teaching.

Chavis lived and taught white and free Black

students for about twenty-five years in Wake County, North

Carolina. Prior to 1808, Chavis atten^^ted to conduct a

day school for Black and white students. Whether a school

session was ever held is unknown. Prom 1808 to I83I,

Chavis conducted a day school for white students and an

evening school for the free Black students.^ This

"l lbid .. pp. 205-207.

^Lavinia Dobler and Edgar A. Toppin, Pioneers and

Patriots, pp. 108-110 and 99-107. John Chavis was born_rreo

near Oxford , Granville County, North Carolina, about 17o3.

He fought in the Revolutionary War. Through the influence

of white friends, Chavis went to Princeton Theological
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segregated arrangement was stated in an advertisement for
Chavis’ school in the Raleigh Register on August 25 and

September 1 , 1 8o8.

John Chavis takes this method of informing hisemployers, and the Citizens of Raleigh in general

tbP ^^b
and the next will commence on

Schol?^fA ??
at the same time open an EveningSchool for the purpose of instructing children ofColour, as he intends, for the accommodation of some01 his eirployers, to exclude all children of Colour

School. The evening school will commenceat an hour by Sun. VJhen the white children leave theHouse, those of Colour will take their places andcontinue until ten o 'clock.

1

As there were separate Black and white classes,

there was also a difference in the amount of tuition

charged the white and Black students.

The terms of teaching the white children will be as
usual, two and a half dollars per quarterj those of
Colour, one dollar and three quarters.

2

Seminary in Princeton, New Jersey, to be tutored by Dr. John
Witherspoon, President, From Princeton, Chavis went to
Lexington, Virginia, where he attended Liberty Hall Academv.
On November 19, 1800, he was licensed to preach in the
Presbyterian Church by the Lexington Presbytery. He was
employed by the presbytery to serve as a missionary to the
Blacks in the area. After serving from 1 801 to 1 805 in
this capacity, Chavis moved to North Carolina, There, he
taught school and preached to white congregations. For a
short while, Chavis served as pastor of Old Providence
Church near Oxford. Woodson, Education of the Negro , p, 116.

1

'Franklin, Free Negroes in North Carolina , p, 171.

^Ibid.
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A statement on the effectiveness of Chavis

'

teaching on the Black student was published in the Haleirrh

Register on April 19 , I83O:

On Friday last we attended an examination of the free
children of color, attached to the school of John
Chavis... and we have seldom received more gratifica-
tion from an exhibition of a similar character. To
vjitness a well regulated school, composed of this
class of person--to see them setting an example both
in behavior and scholarship, which their white
superiors might take pride in imitating, v;as a
cheering spectacle to the philanthropist .1

Chavis discontinued teaching in 1 83I to corrply

with the state law, which prohibited Black preachers from

teaching and preaching to Blacks. ^ After retiring from

teaching and preaching and upon an appeal to the Orange

County Presbytery for welfare, John Chavis received a

meager subsistance from the churches until his death in

1838.3

Chavis ' contribution to the education of Blacks

in North Carolina affected their literacy level. In I85O,

North Carolina reported that "over I4.O percent of the free

Negro adults there vjere literate.’’^

"^Dobler & Toppin, p. 111 .

^ Ibid . , pp. 11 -113 ; and cf. supra , p. 38.

3 Ibid . , p. 113.

14-Ibid., p. 108.
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The Traditionalist

The traditionalists were nonresistant
, Black

informal preacher-educators, who were committed only to

preaching the word of God and administering to the

spiritual needs of slaves and freedmen. They chose not

to be involved in challenging the prevailing social order.

Their passive behavior is explained in one or more ways;

(1 ) some were unfamiliar with details of the slave pro-

blem? (2) some had given up hope of changing prevailing

conditions; and (3) most of them were satisfied with the

system, largely because they were granted special

privileges

Most of the slave Black preachers in the South

during this period advocated the acceptance of the state

of affairs. They were rewarded by the slave owner for

their obedience and success. The duties charged to this

group of preachers included; (1) Expose and reveal the

troublemakers and the disobedient. The preacher gave his

news directly to the master in secret. In exchange for

his loyalty, the preacher was given freedom of movement.

He vxas permitted to visit other settlements and planta-

tions, and travel with the vjhite preachers. He was also

permitted to carry a Bible and wear a collar and tie

(These signified authority, because they were identified

'*Kelsen, p. 277 •
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i-Jith the values of the white race.).
(2 ) To keep peace

among the slaves. The preacher mingled with the workers
to leazn what they were thinking. He settled the minor

disagreements and quarrels among the slaves. AH the

major disturbances he reported to the master or to his

overseer. Since the master used the preacher as a med-

iator between him and the slaves, the preacher, conversely,

represented the slaves in seeking certain privileges or

leniencies, (3) To lead all meetings in song, prayer,

and sermon. One of the preacher's major responsi-

bilities was to supervise the spiritual welfare of the

slaves. He was to convert the sinners and condemn the bad

and disobedient. The message of his sermons was to be

loyal to your ''masters and to endure the pains and pro-

blems of this life and to look forward to better things

to come in the life hereafter." The Black preacher also

spoke at the funeral of all slaves. Illustrative of this

breed of preachers are London Perrill, Dr, Isaac Copper,

and Uncle Jack,

London Perrill was a free Black preacher vjho lived

in Lexington, Kentucky, and had an effective ministry from

1820 to 1850. Por a period of over thirty years, Perrill

increased a Black congregation from a membership of 280

to 1820. A comment on his popularity and influence was

Hamilton, p. I[.6; also Robert H. deCoy, Cold Black
Preach

'

,

pp. 65 * 70 .



made by a white pastor in the state.

He had the manner of authority and command, and wasrespected by the whole population of Lexington andinfluence was more potent to keep order amoncthe blades than the police force of the city .1

Next, Dr. Isaac Copper was a slave preacher on the

Colonel Edward Lloyd plantation in Talbot County, Eastern

Shore of Maryland. He was distinguished by his surname

’Doctor”. Frederick Douglass, born in Maryland in I 817 ,

became acquainted with Dr. Copper when he went to the

Lloyd plantation at an age ’’not old enough to work in the

fields.” Dr. Copper was apparently quite old at that

time, because Douglass called him ”a good old man. ”3

Douglass recalled that Dr. Copper was the most

influential person among the slaves. Dr. Copper gave

Douglass his first religious training. Douglass vividly

remembered one class

:

I was early sent to Doctor Isaac Copper, with twenty
or thirty other children, to learn the Lord’s prayer.
The old man was seated on a huge three-legged oaken
stool, armed with several large hickory switches,
and from the point where he sat, lame as he was, he
could reach every boy in the room. After standing
a while to learn what was expected of us, he com-
manded us to kneel down. This was done, he told us
to say everything he said, ’Our Father' —this we
repeated after him with promptness and uniformity

—

’who art in Heaven’, was less promptly and uniformly

"^Simmons, Men of Mark , pp. 206-207*

^Douglass, Life and Times, pp. 70 and 42.

3lbid . , p. 4-3 *
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repeated, and the old gentleman paused in the prayerto give US a short lecture, and to use his switcheson our backs •«

Last in this series of traditional Black preacher-

educators was Uncle Jack, who was an ordained minister in

the Baptist Church. He was admired and respected by both

the whites and the Black slaves. Uncle Jack was always

welcomed on any plantation. One reason for the respect

others had for him was he kept the slaves docile and

obedient.

A Negro wrongdoer once begged to be punished by his
master rather than be sent to Uncle Jack to be dis-
ciplined .2

Summary to Chapter II

This study covers the period 178? to i860 when the

Black preachers were active as formal and informal educators.

As formal educators, they were school administrators and

teachers. As informal educators, they founded schools, agi-

tated for quality education for Blacks, and provided lacks

with moral codes for better relations among themselves.

’’

ibid .

^Earnest, pp. 96 and 97. Uncle Jack was an African
preacher, who had been kidnapped in Africa at the age of
seven, and brought to Virginia and sold. During the
Revolutionary War he was about forty years old. Uncle Jack
preached in Virginia for forty years after the war. He was
favored by the whites to the extent that they purchased his

freedom and gave him a home. Hamilton, p. l|.7*
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with others, and with their God. As the Black preachers

performed these tasks, some were militant, liberal, moderate,
and traditionalists. This chapter has discussed the Black

preacher as an educator in these categories.

The next chapter will cover the period from the Civil

War to 1909. The Black preacher-educators will be seen there

making formal and informal educational contributions only in

the liberal and traditionalist categories „ The militant and

moderate Black preacher-educators will be excluded because

their presence was scarce and their influence and contribu-

tion were sparse o During this period, the formal educators

will be seen as school administrators, presidents, principals,

and teachers o The informal educators will be seen as founders

of schools and developers of moral codes for better living for

Blacks, and as educational propagandists and philosophers.
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CHAPTER III

THE BLACK PREACHER AS EDUCATOR PROM THE CIVIL V/AR TO 1909’’

Introduction

This part of tho study is concerned with the in-

volvement of Black ministers in the educational development

of Blacks from the end of the Civil War to 1909. The Civil

War and the Emancipation Proclamation are significant

events with which to begin this section because the

Emancipation Proclamation offered the Blacks improved edu-

cational opportunities and a life free from slavery.

Although the Civil War and the Thirteenth Amendment set

the Black slaves free, most of them were totally unprepared

to handle the responsibilities of freedom. The white

south was prostrate as a result of the war. The slaves had

been freed, but they were without protection, clothes, a

home, employment, land, or money. They were turned out

into a country to beg or steal and fend for themselves and

their family as best they could.

In 1910, the National Association for the Advance-

ment of Colored People became organized to legally

represent Blacks in all areas of life where they were

receiving unjust treatment, Reverdy Cassius Ransom, an
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African Methodist Episcopal Black minister, ^ was influ

ential in helping to found the Association. W. E. 3.

DuBois, commented on his contribution and v;rote:

In 1909, Bishop Ransom spoke at Haiper's Perry onJohn Brown. It was the Second Ifeeting of theNiagara Movement and that speech, more than anysingle event, stirred the great meeting. It ledthrough its inspiration and eloquence to the
eventual founding of the National Association forthe Advancement of Colored People and twenty-five
years of work for Negro equality and freedom in
memory of this service and in gratitude to Reverend
Ransom.'^

Ransom's influence on the founding of the Associa-

tion is symbolic of the influence of Black ministers on

the life and vjelfare of Blacks from 176? to 1909. Ransom

also represents hov^ Black minis te 2?s have had to share more

of their leadership with lay Blacks and whites in the

black community since about the beginning of the twentieth

century.

Around 1900 the Black minister's leadership vjas

becoming noticeably more reduced to religious activities.

There was an increase in the number of Black lay

^R. C. Ransom (1861-1959) began his education at
V/ilberforce University in 1 88 l , and later attended Oberlin
College, Ransom served the A.M.E. Church as a pastor,
editor of the A.M.E. Church Revievj (1912-1924), and a bishop
(I 92I4.-I 952 ). R.R. Wright, The Bishops of the African Meth-
odist Episcopal Church (Nashville: The A.M.E. Sunday School
Union, 1963), pp. 287-292.

^Reverdy C. Ransom, The Pilgrimage of Harriet
Ransom's Son (Nashville: A.M.E. Sunday School Union, n.d.),
p. 197.



educational professionals in the areas the Black ministers

had monopolized. In 1900, there x<;ere 21,26? Black teachers

and professors and 15»4^3 preachers,"^ The positions of

educational leadership filled by Black ministers from 178?

to about 1909 were those of teacher, administrator (for

example, principals of schools and presidents of colleges),

and educational propagandist.

V/hen the association began in 1910, it became the

legal defender and protector of the educational, politi-

cal, economical, and social affairs of Blacks in America.

The association’s objectives included: (1) "to end racial

discrimination and segregation in all public aspects of

American life;" and (2) to foster "equal education for

every child and the opening of all public supported insti-

tutions to all who vjished to study. Prior to this time,

there were only a limited number of lay professional

educators and the Black ministers had to represent the

educational interest of Blacks. In addition to other

specialized black intelligence, power, and resources, vjith

the Association blacks had the assistance and resources of

A. Daniel, The Education of Negro Ministers (Nevj

York: George H. Doran Comnanv. 1925).n. Ik; and United"~States

Census, 1900 in Bergman, p. 329. There were about 2,000
blacks with college degrees and four with doctorate degrees

betvjeen 1900 and 1910.

^Langston Hughes, Fight For Freedom , pp. 12 and 1 3»
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powerful whites as allies. Prior to 1909, there had not

been in America as many Blacks and establisliment whites

cooperating together for the civil and equal rights of

lacks as demonstrated in the NAACP."*

Chapter TIT includes the Civil V/ar to 1909 and

focuses on the educational contribution of Black preachers

denominations. It also looks at the controversy

between Black preacher-educators and white administrators

of societies and denominational leaders over increasing

the number of Black teachers in the schools attended by

Black students. Finally, it presents the educational

philosophy of some of the more prominent ^lack preacher-

educators, In this chapter, only the liberal and tradi-

tional ministers will be discussed. The militants seen in

chapter two do not appear after the Civil VJar. Although

there were moderates after the Civil V7ar, more value is

found in the educational contribution of the liberals. In

addition, very little specific information is available on

the educational contribution of the moderates. The liberal

and traditional ministers will be discussed as formal and

informal educators. As formal educators, the liberals were

administrators, presidents, principals of schools, and

teachers. As informal educators, the liberals were

"^ Proceedings of the National Negro Conference 1909
(New York: Arno Press, 1969), PP« 2 and 3,
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educational propagandists and philosophers, and founders

of schools. The traditionalists were informal educators.

They were passive Black preachers who sought to elevate

Blacks socially and morally.

The Need for Black Teachers

;

A Controversial Issue Involving Black Ministers

The ministers involved in this controversy were

educational propagandists and were, therefore, informal

educators. Although they did not teach or serve as admin-

istrators in a school, they were interested in the

education and job opportunities of Blacks. They agitated

for Black teachers to replace white teachers in Black

schools

.

Most of the schools Blacks attended after the Civil

War were organized and operated into the last quarter of

the nineteenth century with a mostly white staff. The

northern white financial backers of the schools felt blacks

were not educationally prepared to assume leadership res-

ponsibilities in the schools. Joseph Crane Hartzell, the

white secretary of the Freedmen's Aid Society, of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, said in l87l|., "The colored

people are yet children, and need to be taught everything.""*

Seventh Annual Report of the Freedmen's Aid Society

of the Methodist Episcopal Church (Cincinnati, 1874-), pp.

8-9. FAS Archives, Atlanta, Ga

.



In 1894 , Thomas J. Morgan, Secretary of the American

Baptist Home Mission Society, spoke against Black admin-

istrators, and said:

Negroes have shown commendable initiative in estab-lishing many small schools on their own., but 'itmust be said... that the management of these schools
IS not in every case what it should be,' Funds havebeen stolen, teachers are unskilled, principals
incompetent. The blacks ., .ha ve not yet acquired theexperience necessary to manage larger schools effec-tively without white assistance. Relinquishment ofcontrol by the Society. . .would 'result in a rapid
retrograde movement, if not the immediate ruin of the
schools .T

Many Blacks, mostly ministers, opposed the practice

of an all white staff teaching Blacks, because whites did

not always understand the common and peculiar behavior of

the Blacks. The Black leaders were asking for more author-

ity in the administration of the schools they considered

their own. Most of the Black ministers were content with

leaving the financial support of the school in the hands

of white administrators,^ The Black leaders would not have

opposed this practice so vehemently, if the white teachers

had shown as much interest in the Black students as the

Black teachers. One Black writer said;

1 James M. McPherson, "White Liberals and Black Power
in Negro Education," American Historical Review (Vol. LXXV,
No, 5> June 1970), p . 1 jfcl,

^ Ibid . , pp. 1359-60; also Thomas Jesse Jones, Direc-
tor, Negro Education (New York: Negro Universities Press,
1969 , originally published in 1917)» p. 207.
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...but in most cases tradition, race hate, seareea-
impossible!.,

imposing some sort of disabilityuponNegroes. Some object to the freedom of inter-marriage as a substitute for concubinage, scoff atthe idea of the enfranchisement of the Negroes
segregation, and justify the economicexploitation of the race. Now if these are the oer-sons to elevate the Negroes, to what point do thevexpect to lift them, and what will the Negroes be"when they get there

Most of the outspoken persons who disapproved of

the patronizing and discriminating attitude of the white

teachers and administrators were Black ministers. Some of

the Black ministers who took a stand on this issue were

Richard Henry Boyd, James Lynch, Francis Cardoza, Frederick

Douglass, W. S. Scarborough, J. R. Crockett, J. V/. Smith,

E. K.Love, Francis Grimk^ , and E.M. Brawley.

Richard Henry Boyd, a Black minister, was one who

spoke in favor of more influence of Blacks operating their

schools. Boyd, born a slave in Mississippi in iBi+S, replied

to a white administrator who believed Blacks were not

qualified to assume leadership, and said:

...the race movement which you so much dread and stig-
matize... is simply a determination of the part of the
Negroes to assume control of their race life and evolve
along such lines and such ways as their spirit and

Carter G. Woodson, Mis -education of the Negro
(Washington D.C.: The Associated Publishers, Inc., 1933 )>

pp. 28 and 127.



genius may dictate and unfold, and not as the Anglo-
Saxon may outline.^

R. H. Boyd stated at the Clifton Conference in 1908 that:

The time has not come when we Baptists are purposing
to give over to any other people. We are not going
to give it over to the white people. We are going
to control our own people.

To the interracial conference Boyd stated why he disapproved

of the way white teachers were training Black students:

I am drawn to believe that in your educational methods
you have made a mistake sometimes. Sometimes you
educate down. You thought you could do a thing and
you educated us away from our own people and then
you got us no nearer the white people.^

James Lynch, a Black minister, born in Baltimore,

Maryland, on January 8, I 839 , wrote to the American

Missionary Association's (AMA) corresponding secretary in

McPherson, loc , cit. , p. 1373* A part of a letter
from Boyd to Thomas J. Morgan, Secretary of the ABHMS, in

1099. On January 1, 1897, Boyd was appointed Secretary,
Treasurer, and General Manager of the National Baptist Pub-

lishing Board and Corresponding Secretary of the Home
Mission Board. Era of Progress , pp. 517-^27; also Pelt,

The Story of the National Baptist , pp. 102-10[|..

^Era of Progress, p. I+S, The Clifton Conference was

a meeting of national black and white leaders, representing

17 states, 37 colleges and schools, 9 missionary organiza-

tions, and 12 denominations, called together by W.H.

Hartshorn, at his Dyke Rock Cottage, Clifton, Mass., August

18 -20 , 1908 . The main objectives of the conference were:

(1) To discover if it was practical for the International

Sunday School Association to furnish instructors to schools

educating blacks, to teach them practical methods in

organizing, conducting, and teaching; and (2) To discover

how the administrators of these schools regarded this plan,

and what they would do to help it be successful.
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1875 and said he had learned local Blacks were dissat-

isfied with AMA work in Macon, Georgia, and that "they

want more control (of the schools) in great measure.""'

Another Black minister, Francis Cardoza, was

principal of the AMA Saxton Normal School in Charleston,

South Carolina, after the Civil War, and he recognized

the temporary need of using northern white teachers to

teach the freedmen, but advocated that the liberation of

Blacks would eventually come through training and

employing Black teachers in the schools. To achieve this

goal, Cardoza used a strategy in his school to up-grade

lack teachers and make them qualified to teach secondary

and higher education subjects:

I think it far better that no colored person would
in this work at all, than to have such as

would only disgrace the cause of their o^^rn people--
and yet apart from the moral fitness of colored
persons for this work, I know there are but few yet
intellectually fitted. That is one reason why they
should be promoted to such positions when found out
to be capable, I have endeavored to prove myself by
such principles and the teachers I have to select
here and in the employment of all the teachers to
their classes, I put the educated and inexperienced
white northern teachers in the highest and most
responsible position, and the colored ones in the
lower and less responsible ones where they may improve
by the superiority of their white laborers and whose
positions afterwards they may be able to occupy,

^

James Lynch to M,E, Striegy, October 26, 1875*
AMA Archives, New Orleans,

^Francis Louis Cardoza to Samuel Hunt, January 13>
1865 . AI'IA Archives, New Orleans, Hunt was the Superin-
tendent of Education in AMA,
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In 1875 , Frederick Douglass was another lack

preacher who believed Blacks should have more control

over their destiny. He spoke to a group of Blacks in

New York on the dishonor of Blacks brought on by their

trust in whites who did not enhance the best interest of

Blacks, and said:

We have been injured more than we have been helpedby men who have professed to be our friends. We muststop these men from begging for us.... We must stop
D®SS^ng ourselves..,. if we have banks, colleges and
papers, do not ask other people to support them. Be
independent . .

.

'

Similar to Douglass, W, S, Scarborough, Greek and

Latin professor at Wilberforce University, and later the

school's president, spoke at the Youth Congress in Atlanta,

in 1 902 , and said

:

To assure the future of any people, there must be a
growth in both thinking and doing. The Negro race
must learn to think for itself, not to let others
think^for it; it must learn to do for itself along
all lines, not to be dependent upon others for such
work.^

Later in the speech Scarborough stated why certain Black

and white teachers were more harmful than good to Black

students. He was not opposed to white teachers, only those

who could not relate to Blacks. He said:

Weak, unprincipled, selfish persons with no race pride,
no race love, no race hope, should not be found at the

New Yo rk Tribune , July 1875- Nev; York Public
Libra ry,

^J. VJ. E, Bowen and I. Garland Penn, editors. The
United Negro: His Problems and His Progress (Atlanta: D. E.

Luther Publishing Co., 1902), p. 3ti9.
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teacher’s desk. Those who teach must be men andwomen in whom frivolity finds no lodgment
, wh^are

of charLterthr?^^^®'’' Possess such force
^ °®" implant in our youth

between right and wrongand resolution to follow light and do the right.
1®

Also at the Youth Congress meeting, J. n. Crockett,

President of Clinton Institute, Rook Hill, South Carolina,

advocated to educate Blacks in Black schools and they

would perform equal to any race. "Nature," Crockett said,

had no color, ” He suggested

:

The individual must be developed, evolutionized andworked up from his own fireside and blood, by hisown teachers, 'under his own vine and fig tree. '2

Although he was the pastor of the A.M.E. Zion Church

in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, in I 896 , J, W. Smith was success-

ful in having all the white teachers removed from the Black

school in the city and replaced by Black teachers. The

white public schools in the city had not wanted to hire

Black teachers, but Smith ’’thought colored teachers ought

to be given to the colored schools,” Convinced that

Black teachers were as good as white teachers, Smith said:

The thousands of black boys and girls of this country
educated in Negro schools by Negro teachers, together
with a host matriculating at white colleges in this
and foreign lands, shovz conclusively the intellectual

^ Ibid . , p. 391 .

^Ibld.. pp. 392-393.
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progress of the Negroes..

J

Next, E, K. Love, bom a slave in Alabama, in

1850, stated in the 1 896 Second National Baptist Conven-

tion at St. Louis his reason for believing Blacks should

control their own destiny:

There is not as bright and glorious a future before
a Negro in a white institution as there is for him
in his own. We can better marshall our forces and
develop our people in enterprises manned by us. V/e
can more thoroughly fill our people with race pride...

pi’csenting to them for their support enterprises
that are wholly ours. The world recognizes men for
the power ^ they have to affect it..., (therefore) the
Negro brain should shape and control Negro thought.^

A Black minister of this group who analyzed the

Black-white teacher problem succinctly was Francis Grimk6

.

Born in I 85O, in Charleston, South Carolina, Grimkd argued

against the claim by many whites that the educational

quality of the Black race would decline, if Black teachers

replaced white teachers too soon in Black classrooms,

Grimk^ then pastor of the Fifteenth Street Presbyterian

Church in Washington, D, C., advocated that race pride was

the greatest educational need of Blacks, In commenting on

"^W, N. Hartshorn, editor, and George W, Penniman,
associate editor. An Era of Progress and Promise: 1863-1910
Boston: The Priscilla Publishing Co., 1910), p. 398, J ,W

,

Smith was born a slave in Fayetteville, North Carolina,
January 27, 1862, He attended the public graded schools
and the State Noimial School, He was ordained an elder in

the A,M,E, Zion Church in 1 882 , In 190ii, he was elected a

bishop in the church,

^Lewis G, Jordan, Negro Baptist History, U,S,A,,

1 750-1 930 (Nashville, 1 93oTrprT2iir:
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his belief that white teachers were perpetuating among

Blacks the same inferiority they were obligated to during

slavery, Grimkd said:

i^'tellects of our young people are being educated
at the expense of their manhood. In the classroom
they see only white professors. (They )... assoc iate
these places and the idea of fitness for them only
with white men. The white professors are failing to
use ^ one of the most effective means in their power,
(which is) of helping on this race."*

E. M. Bravjley, another black minister, 2 stated in

1890 that Blacks should assume more responsibility in the

education of Blacks. Brawley contended that the involve-

ment of Blacks in education should include a personal

interest in Black schools, such as Black denominational

schools, Brawley believed local denominational support was

an instrument in maintaining a relationship between the

educated Blacks and the common Black community.

One denomination in particular uses its schools
expressly for the purpose of promoting its growth.
V/e may then accept the fact that our stability,
and growth, and the integrity of our doctrines,
depend upon our institutions of learning, and hence
we owe a duty to our schools; and this duty is

paramount, and immediate, and personal. For impor-
tant as is the acquisition of property, the training

^McPherson, loc. cit. , p. 1362. Grimkd 's speech
was entitled "Colored Men as Professors in Colored Insti-
tutions," and is printed in the A.M.E. Church Review, II

(October, I 865 ), pp. l42-1IjJ4-.

^Brawley was born on March I 8 , 1851> in Charleston
South Carolina. Beginning in 1882, he served as president

of Selma University, in Selma, Alabama. Simmons, Men of Mark ,

pp. 529 and 908.
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or our ministry, and the elevation of the masses aremore important.^

Separately, whites advocated Black leadershin for

Black schools. Illustrative of this breed of whites was

Thomas Chase, principal of an AM school in Atlanta,

Georgia, in 1878» On March 19» I 878 , Chase wrote a letter

to Michael E, Strieby, AMA’s Secretary, suggesting he give

in to the requests from Blacks for more Black teachers.

It will be well for them to try to manage the school
for they will never be satisfied until they do. If
the board is wise in its selection of teachers I
think they will do well. Certainly we are not the
ones to oppose them, for it is for this work that we
have been educating them.

2

The pressure by Black ministers and others, who

advocated more Black teachers for the Black students, pro-

duced results. AMA records in a comparison show nine

percent of Black teachers, in 1 895 j with the fifty-three

percent, in 1905. By 1905, seven of the twenty-one

principals of secondary schools were Black. ^ In I 888 , the

Presbyterian Church U.S.A. (northern) decided to begin

phasing out its white teachers from the Black schools. By

18914., Biddle University, a Presbyterian school, had a Black

M. Brawley, editor. The Negro Baptist Pulpit,
A Collection of Sermons and Papers on Baptist Doctrine ^d
Missionary and Educational V/ork (Philadelphia : American
Baptist Publication Society, l'890), p. 243. Sermon title:

"Baptist -and General Education".

2aMA Archives

.

3McPherson, American Historical Review, p, 1375*
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president and an all-black faculty. 1 By 1907, the

American Baptist Horae Mission Society, a very conserva-

tive group on the issue of putting administrative

responsibility in the hands of Blacks, placed John Hope,

a Black, in charge of Atlanta Baptist College (name later

changed to Morehouse); and by 1915, half of that faculty

in nine of its colleges were Black,

^

The number of Black teachers and school presidents

began to increase in the l890's. In I89O, there were

15,000 Black teachers, in 1900, 21 ,26?, and in 1910, 29,772.

Between 1900 and 1910, there was a 3OO percent increase in

Black teachers, in private colleges and secondary schools,

attended by Blacks. The decline in the number of white

teachers was 282,^

As the pressure increased by Black preachers for

more control of their school affairs, some white agencies

began a phase out program. Illustrative of this trend vias

the decentralization policy the Methodist Episcopal Church,

North, implemented in 1895, when the Black Methodists were

contributing about fifteen percent to the twenty-two Black

schools. The policy stipulated that the local board of

Ibid . , p. 1374 .

^McPherson, p. 1374.

^Charles S, Johnson, Negro College Graduate (New

York: Negro University Press, 1 969, originally published in

1938 ) pp. 308 and 310 .
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trustees will have power in proportion to the amount of

financial support Slacks give to their schools. The

process would make the schools self supporting and locally

controlled. By 1909, success was being achieved in

increasing the funds beyond the original fifteen percent,

because in 1915, the Blacks were contributing over one-

third of the finance to their schools."*

Black Educators in Black Denominations

The four predominantly Black denominations to

focus on the education of Blacks after the Civil War were

the Baptists, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, the

African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, and the Colored

(changed to Christian in 1954) Methodist Episcopal Church.

These denominations founded schools through the leadership

of Black informal preacher-educators who were concerned

about the educational inprovemeht of Blacks. Many of

these informal educators, mostly liberals, expressed an

educational philosophy as they talked about the educational

needs of Blacks. Also, the educational contribution of

two traditionalist preachers, under the discussion on the

Baptist, will include their educational philosophy.

Some founders of schools were also teachers. The

McPherson, p. 1369; Cf. Jones, Negro Education ,

p. 286.
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teachers and school administrators are considered formal

educators because they were responsible for the educa-

tional advancement of students enrolled in their school.

The Baptists. One of the Rlack denominations to organize

for the education of Blacks was the National Negro Baptist

Convention. The convention was organized on September 28,

1895» in Atlanta, G-eorgia, to represent the three separate

Black Baptist denominations in missionary, Sunday school,

and educational work among Blacks, The educational work

of the independent denominations and the convention vias

given financial assistance and leadership by the white

American Baptist Home Mission Society of New York.'^ In

1906 , the Black Baptists conducted 55 high schools, colleges,

industrial schools, academies, and one university and one

seminary. Within that year, the American Baptist Home

Mission Society held 12 of the colleges in trust, and

operated 19 secondary schools at an expense of $201 , 799 . 66 .

The National Negro Baptist Convention received $80,000 from

the American Baptist in 1906 for the running of 26 schools

owned and operated by the Black Baptists, From 1864 to

1906 , the American Baptist contributed $4,378»74^ "to Black

education through the Black Baptists for salaries of

teachers,' school properties, and equipment,

^

"^ Era of Progress , pp. 263-265; also "Negro Education,

Bulletin , p. T3^»

^Ibid., p. 268,
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In 1907 , A. L. E. Weeks founded the Now Bern

Collegiate Industrial Institute, located on two acres

of land near the center of New Bern, North Carolina.

For over two years Weeks was president of the school.

The framed s chool building and church and land v;ere

valued at $12,000. The school was under the direction

of the American Baptist Home Mission Society (ABHMS),

and, in 1907, received $14.00 from the society on the

$1 , 4.32 total expense for that year. The $1,032 balance

was received from individual contributions. The school
1

x^/as co-educat iona 1

.

A Baptist school that influenced job hiring and

home buying in the white and plack community and was

responsible for maintaining good race relations was

V/aters Normal Institute in Winton, North Carolina, In

1886 , Calvin S, 3rox\m founded, and was for over twenty-

three years president of the school. Although the school

was supported by the Chowan Educational Society, the ABHMS

(contributed $700 in 1907), and others, the Black board of

trustees controlled the school. The canpus conprised one

brick building, which cost $8,000, and five frame buildings.

The $14., 000 campus was maintained in 1908 at an expense

of $3,000. Six teachers taught 242 regular students and

1 Ibid p. 119.
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7 theological students,^

C. S, Brown influenced the life of many placks

in Winton, North Carolina. George Sale, the white

Superintendent of Education of the ABHItS, said:

Dr. Brown preached thrift as a part of his gospel,
the ownership of a home on earth as well as a man-
sion in the skies, and many of these thrifty
farmers owe their possessions to the encouragement
given them by 'Preacher Brown. '2

C. S. Brown was born on March 23, 1859 in

Salisbury, North Carolina. He attended a school soon

after the Civil War in Salisbury, operated by the Freed-

men's Aid Association of Philadelphia, until he was

sixteen years old. His father died during this time, and

he had to assist his mother in raising the other five

children. V/ith $20 a month he earned as a Federal Govern-

ment tallier of soldier bodies and a night-keeper of the

cemetery, he purchased enough land to build a hone for

his family.

After completing his work at the cemetery, Brown

secured a first grade teaching certificate and taught in

the public schools of Stokes County, North Carolina.

Meanwhile, he taught Sunday school at several places that

eventually became churches. From 1 880 to l 386, Brovin

.'^Era of Progress, p. 12i|.

2 Ibid., p. 125.
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attended Shaw University in Raleigh. He received the

A. B. degree, which included college and theological

courses. He was graduated valedictorian of his class.

^

A year prior to graduation. Brown accepted a call

to pastor Pleasant Plain Negro Baptist Church. V/ith

encouragement from Henry Martin Tupper, white president

and founder of Shavj University,^ Brov;n built a school in

VJinton, North Carolina. Horace VJaters of New York, a

vjhite man, interested in Brown’s struggle to educate

-acks, contributed $1 ,500 to the founding of the school.

3

After tvjenty-four years of service as president of

the school, BroV'jn said:

Think of how the Lord has used us ! V/e have sent out
hundreds of teachers who are now doing service in
our public schools, scores of ministers who are novj
preaching the gospel, and dozens of men in other
walks of life. I have been pastor, and am now pastor,
of five country churches, and have baptized two
thousand or more persons.,.. The people own their
farms, live 'in better houses than you find in any
other rural section, and the race feeling is perhaps
better here than anywhere else in the South. V/e

boast of having the only Negro postmaster in the state,
and colored men are holding satisfactorily other
positions of trust where they are brought into personal
touch with the white people.^

A Black preacher who influenced the life of many

lacks as a founder, a school president, and a moderator of

Ibid . , pp. i1.88-i4.89.

^Pelt, Story of the National Baptists , pp. 132 - 1 38

•

3Era of Progress , p. i}.89 .

^Ibid.
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Baptist churches in Georgia x^as C. T. Walker. Born the

youngest of eleven slave children in Richmond County,

Georgia, on January 11 , 1059, Walker was one of the

founders of Walker Baptist Institute in Augusta, Georgia,

in 1092. Walker was president of the school for over

seventeen years. The school was ox^ned by, and received

support from, the Walker Baptist Association. Prom 1092

to 1900, ABHMS contributed $500 annually tox^ard the annual

$ij.,000 expenses. ABHIiS also gave a male and female

graduate, each, a $25 scholarship yearly to attend Atlanta

Baptist College (Morehouse) and Spelman Seminary.

A Black Baptist college that educated Blacks in the

west in the late nineteenth century was the co-educational

Arkansas Baptist College, Little Rock, Arkansas. E. C.

Morris, born a slave on May 7> 1855 j in Murray County,

Georgia, founded the school "almost singlehanded" in

21884 . The school was controlled entirely by the Negro

"^Era of Progress, pp. 130 and 14.95. C. T. Walker
grew up without parents. His father was buried the day
before he was born, and his mother died when he was eight.
V/alker was ordained a minister at age 18 , and he served as
a pastor of churches in New York City and in Augusta,
Georgia, He also wrote several books.

p
Pelt, Story of the National Baptists , p. 95; also

Era of Progress , p. i4.h1 . E. C. Morris received his early
education from a common school in Dalton, Georgia. His
parents died when he was young. In 1 87I

1., Morris became a

member of the Star Baptist Church in Stevenson, Alabama.
He later moved to Arkansas, and in 1882, became the



Baptist Convention of Arkansas. The school received
financial assistance from ABHMS. m 1907, the society
gave $1,100. The approximate annual expense was $20, 000.

^

The property value of the school, 1908, was

$75,000. The school had four buildings in 1909. it also

owned and operated the Griggs Industrial Farm located

about four miles from Little Rock. The 100 acre farm was

purchased with funds provided mostly by Miss Helen M.

Griggs

In 1908, the school had an enrollment of 14.00

students and 12 teachers. Sixteen persons were graduated

in 1908. The president of the school, from 1 889 to 1909,

was Joseph A. Booker, a Black minister.

3

A Baptist school that educated many poor Blacks

in Alabama was Selma University, in Selma. The school

was founded by William H. McAlpine. McAlpine taught

school in Mardisville, Alabama, in I 866 . Around I 873 ,

McAlpine became pastor of a church in Jacksonville,

president of the Arkansas State Baptist Convention. Morris
founded two black newspapers in Arkansas: The Arkansas
Times , a denominational paper, and The People's Friend , a
weekly paper that circulated throughout the south and south-
west. For many years Morris was pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Helena, Arkansas,

' Fra of Progress , p, 13O.

2 lb id.

3lbid.
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Alabama, and taught school in the town for several years.

^

While attending the November I 873 , Colored Baptist

Missionary State Convention in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, William

McA]pine offered a resolution to establish a school for the

^lack oaptist in Alabama ’in which men who proposed to

enter the ministry, and men and women who expected to be

teachers and leaders along other lines, might be educated."^

The convention approved of the resolution and appointed

McAlpine Fund Solicitor for the school. In the 1 877

Baptist Convention, in Eufala, McAlpine presented $1,000

he had collected above expenses. With this and other

funds, the convention purchased the 36 acre Old Fair

Ground in Selma for $3,000. In 1 88 I , when the school had

constructed some buildings, McAlpine was elected the first

president of the Alabama Baptist Normal and Theological

•1

'Simmons, Men of Mark , pp. 525-526; also Era of
Progress

, p, 111. McAlpine was born near Farmersville in
Buckingham County, Virginia, in June, 18^7. McAlpine, his
brother, and his mother were sold into slavery early in
life to Robert McAlpine, a white Presbyterian minister, by
a black slave trader. He was a slave in Alabama until
after the war. From 1 868 to l873» he worked to put him-
self through Talladega College. For lack of sufficient
funds, McAlpine discontinued his studies six months prior
to graduation.

^Era of Progress, p. 111.



He resigned
School (later known as Selma University),

as president in I 883 J

In 1908 , the university had 19 teachers for 836

students, of which 7ii were studying theology, R, T,

Pollard, a Rlack minister, and president of the school

since 1902, stated that the annual expenses of the school

were approximately $25,000. In 190?, ABHMS contributed

$1,100 to the school.^

President Pollard^ said in describing the schools’

_ 'I Simmons, loc, cit, , pp. 526-528; Pelt, loc. cit.,
pp. 13S-140» also Era of Progress, pp, 111-112.

^Era of Progress
, p. 111.

^The following is a list of Baptist preacher-
teachers and school administrators around the end of the
nineteenth century: A. A. Cosey, taught in the public
schools in Louisiana and Mississippi; E. W. D. Isaac
taught music in the public schools and served as a member of
the board of commissioners for the colored teachers in Tylor,
Smith County, Texas; N.H, Pius taught in the public school
in Galveston, Texas, was assistant principal and music
director at Hearne Academy, Hearne, Texas, principal of
Baptist Bible and Normal Institute in Memphis, Tennessee,
and later principal of Leland University in Memphis; M.H.
Gilbert was professor at Florida Institute in Live Oak,
Florida, Colored State College in Orangeburg, South
Carolina, and Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina;
J. A. V/hitted was principal of Shiloh Institute and State
Normal School, both in VJarrenton, North Carolina; Samuel
Comfort taught in public schools in Maryland and in the
Chris tianburg Institute, Cambria, Virginia; Thomas 0.

Fuller taught school in Granville County, North Carolina,
founded the Girl's Training School in Franklinton, and was

principal of Howe Institute; J. L. Dant taught a short
while in the high school in Washington, D. C., and founded

the Charleston Normal and Industrial Institute in 1 89 I4-J

D. V/ebster Davis taught in the Richmond public schools and

at the Hampton Normal Institute,
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curriculum:

indU3 ??!r?”®"Th T; theological and
col^^^r

literary embraces academic andcourses, and the industrial Includes fancy
p an sewing, millinery, and domestic science.

Pollard also commented on the schools' graduates:

institution about fourhundred graduates, who are now filling importantplaces as pastors, home and foreign missionaries,medical doctors, pharmacists, clerks, merchants,
larmers, housekeepers, teachers, and colleee
presidents,'

G. W. Dupee and W. E. Northcross are two documented

traditional and informal preacher-educators who represent

the educational contribution and philosophy of this breed

of Black preachers in this period. Dupee was converted

and started preaching in 1842.^ Although he was "of a

genial, sociable temperament," he was a disciplinarian.

This point is illustrated in an incident that occurred at

the Washington Street Baptist Church in Paducah, Kentucky,

where he was pastor for over twenty-two years, V/hen Dupee

"^

Era of Progress , p, 111, Pollard was born in
Gainesville, Alabama, on October I|.» i860. His family moved
to Meridian, Mississippi, where he attended public school.
In 1884 he was graduated from Selma University, In 1902,
while pastor of the Tabernacle Baptist Church in Selma,
Alabama, he was elected president of the school. Era of
Progress , p, 486 •

^Simmons, Men of Mark , p, 848 . George Washington
Dupee was born a slave on July 24, 1826, in Gallatin County,
Kentucky-, His mother died when he was two weeks old. As a

young adult, he worked at a rope and bagging factory and in
a brickyard. On November I 6 , I 848 , he married Mrs, Matilda
Green of Frankfort, He became the pastor of a church in
Georgetown in 1 85I .
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began his duties as pastor of the church, it is said;

men would smoke cigars in the church, drink whiskeyand curse when they were spoken to. They would curseat him fearfully when he spoke to them, so he pre-pared him a hickory stick, about two inches thick
and three feet long, and took it in the pulpit withhim and showed it to the men and told them what hewould do with it. Well, they believed him and lethim alone.

The church grew to be the largest in the state and a ’’well-

behaved congregation.""'

Dupee made many achievements while pastor of the

church in Kentucky, First, in September, 1867 * he was

responsible for the first Black district Baptist Associa-

tion in the state. In one year one hundred and thirty

churches were members of the association. Second, he

assisted in organizing the General Association of Colored

Baptists of Kentucky in l 867 > and was elected its moderator

in 1871, where he served for ten years. Thirdly, he was

the pastor of twelve churches and received over 12,000

persons in the church, preached over 12,000 funeral sermons,

baptized over 8 , 000 , and married over 13^000 couples.

Fourth, he established and edited a religious newspaper

called the Baptist Herald from 1873 to I878. Fifth, he

was grand senior warden of the Grand Lodge of Kentucky

and for two years was the grand master of the state.^

Ibid . , p, 857.

^Ibid., pp. 857 -S58 *
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Dupee mystified people by the use of divine

power. This served an educational function because

people more readily cort^lied to his moral instructions.

On one occasion, when a slave on a plantation, after

watching the slaves gamble on a box for a while, he asked

them to listen to him sing and pray. This infuriated the

men. They made noise on the box and refused to hear him.

Dupee, nevertheless, sang and prayed,

.,.(he) got up feeling hurt at the treatment he had
received from the boys, thinking that his prayer
should be answered right away. He was not done
thinking before the answer came. The box on which
they were sitting was near a window and all at once
there came a ball of lightening, about nine inches
in diameter, through that window, right about the
centre of the ring, and drew itself back and struck
itself at each man's face, and then passed right
over his own left shoulder out of the same window."'

After that incident, many of the men never played cards

again

.

Next, VJ, E. Northcross considered himself an

organizer of churches, a spiritual advisor to Blacks, and a

placement service for ministers. In telling some of his

achievements, he said:

A few other brethren and myself organized the Muscle

Shoals Baptist Association— one of the oldest and

largest associations in Alabama, I have been

Moderator for four years and its Treasurer for six

years. I built the church at Russellville, Alabama,

and pastored it for four years, and then ordained

Bro. P. Jones and recommended him as pastor...!

have ordained more than twenty preachers to the

"1 Ibid , , pp, 852-953»



gospel ministry, baptized six thousand persons,
united in marriage five thousand couples, and
buried about seven thousand persons,!

Although Northcross did not receive a formal education, he

knew its value and advised young Black boys and girls to

learn all they could.

3oys and girls, grasp these golden opportunities
which are novj extended you from the school room.
'Unlearned and ignorant’ as I was I came along that
way until the present time... So I hope that they
will make good use of their time and make my heart
feel glad to see them setting their marks high and
preparing themselves for the Great Beyond where all
must go.

2

The African Methodist Episcopal Church . The first

organized effort by a Black denomination to educate Blacks

v;as September 21 , 1 8I4J4., when the Ohio Annual Conference of

the A.M.E. Church appointed a committee to select a loca-

tion for a combined labor school and seminary. In 18JL(.7j

land ^^^as found in Xenia, Ohio, and Union Seminary was

erected. On March 10 , I863, with proceeds from selling

Union SeminaT*y, Bishop Daniel A. Payne purchased Uilber-

force University for $10,000 from the Methodist Episcopal

I

George P. Rawick, "Autobiography of Reverend W. E,

Northcross," The American Slave; A Composite Autobiography
(Connecticut : Greenvjood” Publishing Co, , 1 972 )~, Vol, o, p,

303, Northcross was born a slave in I8I4.O, in Colbert
County, Alabama, He was ordained a preacher in I867 and

soon organized the First Baptist Church in Tuscumbia,
Alabama. He started the church with 75 members, but 35
years later he had 900,

^ Ib id . , p . 302

.
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Church, North, for the A.M.E. ChurchJ

On the first Thursday in June, 1071, the Electoral

College (Bishops and general officers of the church) met

in Macon, Georgia, and formed a Committee on Education to

prepare a report for the 1072 general conference. In

criticising Black schools established through the state

of Georgia, the committee on Education said:

the only drawback was the engaging of teachers on
too meager qualifications, but still there was
progrev'^s .2

The committee recommended establishing a theological

seminary within the Georgia Conference so *’our young men

might be properly trained in the ministry." Bishop J. M.

Brown, Chairman of the conference, advised the young

preachers that in getting an education "the work (schools

)

f

of others (denominations) was recommended, and at times,

the common schools were to be recognized as one of

uplifting the people, 3*'

The general opinion at the 1072 general conference

toward establishing and supporting a school aside from

Wilberforce was

:

Payne , History of the A.M.E. Church , pp. 14-22 and

14-28 -
14.30 ,* Era of Progress , p. 279; and Brown, The United

Negro , p , 50I
1
..

•^Wesley J. Gaines, African Methodism, in the South ,

(Chicago: Afro-American Press , 1 969 ) , (originally published
in 1890), p. 33 .

3lbid.
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pi*esent Wilberfoi»ce University offered
required, and that we wer^ not yetgiving the support which a second collegeor institution would demand,^ “

Nevertheless, plans for beginning another A.M.E. school
were made upon a motion "to take steps toward a school,*'

and "that a committee of five select a site for such a

school as desired." Rev. J. A. Wood was made Treasurer

of the school fund and Rev. W.J. Gaines, Secretary.-

On January 8, 1874j the North Georgia Conference

met in Augusta and the conference's Committee on Education

commended the plans of many local public school boards

throughout Georgia "to open more schools for the

colored children. ' Yet the committee moved it was best:

to look^to our own denominational school work in the
south with a critical eye upon what was sorely needed,
as we were pressed for properly qualified ministers
for our increasing fields of labor.

3

The conferences in Georgia acted on the motion to establish

an institution of learning in Georgia that would "be an

honor to our church and to our race." A special convention

to continue the plan for an A.M.E. school in Georgia met

on January 22, l87i|j in Thomasville, Georgia, the first

day of the South Georgia A.M.E. Annual Conference. Bishop

T. M. D. Ward was in charge of the conference and appointed

^ Ibid . , p. 39.

2lbid.

3 Ibid . , p. 5^;.
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fifteen trustees to proceed with the school plan.1

On January 19, 1 881 , the trustees made a progress
report to the South Georgia Annual Conference at St.

Phillip's Church in Savannah. They recommended to the

conference the following:

Brethren--V/e, the undersigned College Trustees ofthe Georgia Annual Conference, have the honor to
College Trustees of theNorth Georgia Annual Conference (or a portion of

sessionthD s day at 1 :30 p.m.
Rev. V/. J. Gaines informed the brethren of theaction of the North Georgia Conference in negotiatingfor the purchase of 60^ acres of land, high and

beautifully situated, in the city limits, with a com-lortable house, having four rooms ready for immediate
use. He asked our concurrence. Rev. C. L. Bradwell
said he was present, and testified to the unanimity of
the brethren and Trustees of the North Georgia Confer-
ence, and heartily endorsed their action; whereupon
it was

Resolved, That we do concur in the action of the
brethren and Trustees of the North Georgia Conference,
and suggest that the amount of six hundred
contributed out of the percentage or other
money to aid in the purchase of the same.

And ^we recommend that the Trustees meet as early
as possible to elect officers and purchase the site,^

dollars be
Conference

as

The conference Committee on Education endorsed the

resolution and said they believed:

...the time is fully ripe for establishing an institu-
tion for higher education, under the charge of the
Georgia Conference, and we urge upon each minister,
member and friend of our church the necessity of

in^., pp. 54-55.

^ Ibid . , p. 115 .



supporting the action of the North Georgia Conferenceand our own looking to the establishment of a Collegeor University in Atlanta, Georgia .

1

ooiiege

Morris Brown College resulted from the foregoing

resolution. The A.M.E. college was located in Atlanta,

Georgia. The school was founded by Wesley John Gaines, an

A.M.E. bishop,^ in 1885, with funds he received from a

contract with the Armstrong Soap Company. The financial

arrangement was that the school’s fund would receive a

percentage of the money from all soap sold during a certain

period. Additional funds to the school came from Black

ministers who gave $25.00 annually towards its erection and

maintenance. On October 15 ? 1885 > the grammar school

opened with 107 students. Bishop Gaines continued expanding

the school until 1891.^

In writing about the history of the college in 1909 ,

Rev. E. .W . Lee, then president of the college for two years,

stated :

For a while the people were inspired by the novelty
of its being the first effort of its kind by Negroes
in the state, and during this period of the newness

^ Ibid ., p. 116.

^W. J. Gaines ( 1 8I4.O-1 91

2

) was born a slave in V/ash-
ington, Wilkes County Georgia. He was licensed to preach
in 1865 in Methodist Episcopal Church. In that same year, he
joined the A.M.E. Church. He led a congregation in Atlanta
in building Bethel Church. Gaines was elected a bishop May,
1888. R.R. Wright, The Bishops of the A.M.E. Church, pp.
I73-I7B.

3Era of Progress , pp, 28[j.-285.
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leaders of the peoole were busy indoc-

thl llhnn^ t f self-help. So the interest inthe school has not lagged, as some feared it woulddo, but, being founded on such a basis, it has prown
cnnt^^h°?^

intensified. Each year larger
supoort, becausf themasses are being educated in this spirit of doing for

rreat^^r^*
Morris Brown College stands af the

nn‘'?h! &

monument of Negro effort for his own educationon the American continent.

1

In 1906, Morris Brown College reported the school

had grown from two teachers and 10? students in 1 885 to 28

teachers and 993 students. The college had an annual

budget of $46,000 with normal, classical, and theological

departments, and nurse -training
, sewing, printing, and

tailoring. In 1908, the Georgia Conference contributed

$13>200 to the school,^

Allen University, another A.M.E. school was founded

by Bishop William Fisher Dickerson in l880, in Columbia,

South Carolina, In 1908, the school owned four acres of

land and eight buildings valued at $110,000, There were

fifteen teachers instructing 576 students, 32 of which

were studying theology. The school was of such excellence

that a degree earned there enabled the graduate "to teach

1 Ibid ,

^ Ibid , , p, 285 . Bishop Joseph Simeon Flipper (I 856 -

1944) president of Morris Brown College from 1904 to
1906 , With an education from Atlanta XTniversity, he became
one of the first black teachers in Georgia, He joined the
A,M,E, Church in 187? and was ordained an elder in I 884 . He
was elected a bishop in the church in 1908, R,R, Wright,
The Bishops of the A,M,E, Church, pp, 164-166,
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in any of the public schools in the state, without exam-

ination, Pev, W, D. Johnson was president of the

university in 1908 .'*

Within seven years after Allen University started

the co-educational A.M.E. Shorter University was founded

(1887 ) by J. P. Howard, a Black minister. The school was

located in Argenta (North Little Rock), Arkansas. The

school was named in honor of Bishop James A. Shorter of

the A.M.E, Church, Most of the school's support was from

the A.M.E. conference in Arkansas. In 1908, Rev. A. H.

Hill was president of the school. Shorter University con-

sisted of three main buildings located on two acres of land.

The value of the school in 1908 was $35,000. The school

then had ten teachers and 3^7 students, of whom 19 were

studying theology.^

Farther west was the Paul Quinn College in Waco,

Texas, founded in 1 88 I by Richard Harvey Cain, a bishop in

the A.M.E. Church, For several years Cain was a formal

educator as he served as president of the college. In

1908 , the school had tvrelve buildings, twenty acres of land,

and was valued at $135»000, The school had seventy-five

students and eleven teachers. The school's annual $10,000

Ibid . , p. 286 .

^Ibid., p. 283 .
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expenses were met by the A.M.E. Church and students. In

1908 , Rev. William J. Laws was president of the college.^

A comment on Cain’s contribution and dedication to

education was made in a January 30> I 887 , resolution

memorializing Cain:

By the death of Bishop (R.H.) Cain (January I 8 ), the
Board of Bishops have lost a wise and honored colleague
...the cause of education a teacher who delighted in
progress and freely gave his time and means for the
instruction of the young...

^

Rev. B. W. Derrick commented on Cain's philosophy

in a eulogy delivered at Bethel A.M.E. Church, in New York

City, on February 17, 1 887 :

In the days when men suffered for even advocating
mission work among the lowly cabins of the Negro, this
brother with fearless love visited his oppressed
brethren in their degradation and novertv. and filled
their scanty houses with the soul reviving truth of the
Gospel, for he believed that the true mission of a

minister was to better humanity and uplift the down-
fallen. 3

Singleton, The Romance of African Methodism , p.

129; Era of ProG:ress, p. 129; and Simmons, Men of Mark , p.

867.

^Simmons, Men of Mark , p. 87 O.

3lbid., pp. 868-869. Cain_was^born in Greensboro^

County, West Virginia, on April 28, l826. As a young adult,

he liWd with his parents in Portsmouth and Cincinnati,

Ohio. In 1 8)|1| ,
he was licensed to preach in the Methodist

Episcopal Church in Hannibal, Missouri . Dissatisfied with

his church relations, he returned to Ohio and united with

the A.M.E. Church. For three years he was a student at

Wilberforce University. As a politician, he was a member of

the Constitutional Convention which revised the Constitution

of South Carolina. Other political capacities he served

while in South Carolina were; two years State Senator from
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An A.M.E. College founded near the end of the
nineteenth century was Campbell College. On January 1]+,

1890, in Bethel Church, Vicksburg, Mississippi, the

ministers and laity of the Mississippi a.M.E. Conference

moved that "an institution be established for the religious,

intellectual, and industrial development of Negro youth."

Bishop Benjamin William Arnett was chairman of the confer-

ence when this action was agreed on. For several years the

college was located in the Bethel Church. The college was

named in honor of Bishop Jabez Campbell who organized the

Mississippi conference in I87I4..I

In 1897* Bishop W. B. Derrick,^ then supervising

Bishop of Mississippi, persuaded the trustees of Cairpbell

College to move the institution from Vicksburg to four

acres of land in Jackson, since Jackson was in the center

of the state. The first building, a two-story frame

the Charleston district, twice Republican Representative
from South Carolina to the Forty-Third Congress, and editor
of a Republican newspaper. Simmons, pp. 866-867; and R. R.
Wright, The Bishops of the A.M.E. Church , pp. 119-122.

John J. Morant, Mississippi Minister (New York:
Vantage Press, 1958), pp . 71-72.

^Derrick (1 8[}.3-1 913 ) was born on the island of
Antigua, V/est Indies, In 1 864, he was licensed to preach in
the A.M.E, Church, In I896, he was elected a bishop in the
church and served from 1396 to 1900 in Arkansas and Mississ-
ippi, R, R. Wright, The Bishops of the A.M.E, Church, pp,
155-157; and Simmons, Men of Mark , pp. bb-96.
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structure, was erected during Derrick's administration

J

The A.M.E, schools cited above are some of the

more popular schools owned and operated by the A.M.E,

church. By 1909, the African Methodist Episcopal Church

was operating sixteen schools. ^ The quadrennial report

for 1896-1900 stated these institutions received $270,988,54

from private donations, bequests, and the Educational

Endovjment Fund of the A.M.E, Church, The general church

treasury disbursed $32,398.05 to the educational fund,

which was included in the total amount reported in the

quadrennial conference. From 1384, when the Department of

Education and the Educational Endowment Fund were organized,

to 1900 , the A.M.E. Church had spent $1 ,285,013.31 for

Black education,-^ The commissioner of the church's

Department of Education reported that 1 89 teachers were

Mo rant, loc , cit. , p. 74.

2
Bowen, The United Negro , pp, 504"506; also Era of

Progress , p. 278 , Payne Institute, Cuthbert, Ba.; Payne
University, Selma, Ala; Shorter College, Argenta, Ark.;
Western University, Quindaro, Kansas; Morris Brown College,
Atlanta, Ga . ; Wayman Institute, Harrodsburg, Ky.; J.P,
Campbell, Jackson, Miss.; Kittrell College, Kittrell, N.C.;
Allen University, Columbia, S.C.; Flegler High School,
Marion, S.C,; Turner Normal and Theological Institute,
Shelbyville, Tenn,; Paul Quinn College, VJaco, Texas; Edward
Waters College, Jacksonville, Fla.; V/ilberfore University,
Wilberforce, Ohiop; Payne Theological Seminary, Wilberfcrce,
Ohio; and Delhi Institute, Alexandria, La.

^Ibid.
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instructing 5,506 students in the 16 schools owned and

operated by the A.M.E. ChurehJ

As informal educators, the following A.M.E. bishops

expressed an educational philosophy. Bishop E. V;. Lampton

believed an educated ministry was the greatest need of

^laclcs because 'no people can rise above their religious

instructors." Furthermore:

The real progress of races can be more clearly traced
to the gospel ministry of the Christian Church,
assisted by good home training and the education
acquired in the schoolroom, than to any other sources.
Every effort should be made to give the Negro an
educated ministry...

Lampton also advocated employing the best teachers in Black

2classrooms

.

Next, Bishop Levi J. Coppin maintained the philoso-

phy that Black students should get an academic training as

well as industrial training. Coppin said:

Industrialism cannot make up for a lack of mental
enlightenment and moral integrity any more than can
these guide youth to success in life who have not
been taught the dignity and importance of work. In
the work of education, none of these essential

"^

Era of Progress , p. 278. List of college presidents
who were preachers: J.M. Henderson at Payne Univ. in Selma,
in 1908 ; Mungo M. Ponton at J.P. Campbell College in 1908;
Bishop Benjamin Franlin Lee at Wilberforce from 1 876 to 1 88I4.;

William S. Scarborough at Wilberforce.

^Era of Progress, p. 392. Edward Wilkinson Lampton

(1857 - 1 910) was born a slave in Kingsville, Kentucky. He

v/as an alumnus of Alcorn College, Campbell College, Shorter

College, and Payne Theological Seminary at Wilberforce. In

1908 , Lanpton was elected a bishop in the A.M.E. Church.



elements should be neglected or dealt with as being
Oj. minor in^ortance. ^

Coppin believed both industrial and academic training could

produce intelligent and moral persons, if the subjects were

taught morally. Without this ’It will be found that one is

tearing dovin while the other is building up.’’^

Bishop William Fisher Dickerson, speaking before

the North Georgia Conference at Wheat Street Church, Atlanta,

in early January, 1 88 l , expressed his educational philoso-

phy:

•••it was not color that made the Negro inferior,
but ignorance and poverty; that education and opulence
(abundant wealth) would break down all barriers in the
future ^2

Bishop Evans Tyree, another A^M^E. educational

philosopher, contended ’’intelligence comes from many sources

and that the avenues of approach should be carefully

Ibid • , p^ 391 • Levi Jenkins Coppin (1 8i|.8-1 92i| ) was
born free~~in Fredericks town, Maryland • He was an alumnus
of the Protestant Episcopal Divinity School in Philadelphia.
In 1900, he was elected a bishop in the A.M.E. Church.

p
Gaines, African Methodism , pp. 107-108, and 128.

V/illiam F. Dickerson was born in Woodbury, New Jersey on
January 19, l841|.. He was graduated from Lincoln University
with an A.B. degree. Pie joined the A.M.E. Church in I 87O.
At age 36 , while pastor of Bethel Church in New York, he
was elected the youngest bishop of the church. He was
assigned to the sixth Episcopal district, which con^^rised
Columbia, South Carolina and Georgia. He died December 19,
1884.. R. R. Wright, The Bishops of the A.M.E. Church ,

pp. 158 -199 .
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guarded," He also stated:

Our people ought to be taught to read the best books,to discover t^ best that conies to the surface in man,oth as to words and deeds, and then make the most ofit by putting it into practice,^

Finally, Bishop V/esley J, Gaines thought industrial

education was essential for Blacks. He believed that

through material gains comes wealth and progress. Since

lacks were going to remain in capitalistic America, to

insure these aspects Gaines said, "We must...make indus-

trial training prominent in our system of education" and

we must deve lop , , , our mechanical and inventive powers,"

Furthermore

:

, , , the time has come for the Negro, as a race, to take
a new departure, to recognize the fact that there is
now an urgent necessity that he become a skilled
laborer and educated artisan, a worker in brass, and
iron, and steel, and electricity. Turn which way you
will and you will find a demand for men who know more
than there is in books,,. The Negro can no longer be
content to hold the place of an unskilled laborer
and receive only the wages which underworkmen receive,^

The African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church contri-

buted to the educational uplift of Blacks by founding and

supporting Black schools and teaching Blacks. The first

school conducted by the church was Petty’s High School,

Ibid . , p. 390. Bishop Evans Tyree (1854.-1921) was
born a slave in Tennessee. He was graduated from the Medical
Department at Central Tennessee College in l894» 1900,
he was elected an A.M.E. bishop.

2 Ibid . , p. 387 . W. J. Gaines (1840-1912) was born

a slave in Georgia, He was elected a bishop in I 888 ,
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founded by Reverend Charles Calvin Petty, in Lancaster,

South Carolina. The school was opened for class on

November 1?, 1879.^

The second effort by the Zion Church to further

the education of Slacks was made at the November 26-

December 3 , 1879. session of the North Carolina Conference.

The Zion V/esley Institute was established the first Monday

in January, 18S0 , in a rented room for $20.00 a year at

the parsonage in Concord, North Carolina. The Reverend

Cicero R. Harris was elected the first principal of the

school and was conroensated by a fee of ISi per month per

scholar. There were over 230 students enrolled in the

school. After seven months of conducting the school,

Harris resigned and placed Professor A. S. Richardson in

2charge of the school at $25.00 salary per month.

Before securing a place where Blacks could receive

an education, formal procedures were implemented in

November, 1877, at the North Carolina Annual Conference, in

Salisbury, North Carolina. The conference adopted a

^ David Henrv Bradley, Sr., A History of the A.M.E.
Church, Part II: 1^72-'! 968 (Nashville : The Fartlienon Press,
1970 ), p. 111 .

^ Ibid . , pp. 108-109 and 335* C. R. Harris was born
in Fayetteville , N.C., on August 25, l8l|-4.. In 1867, he

joined the A.M.E. Zion Church in Fayetteville. He was
ordained an elder in 1875 * '^ss elected a bishop in

the A.M.E. Zion Church in l883. Era of Progress , pp. 1^.00-

I4-OI .
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proposal to erect a Theological and Collegiate Institute.

When the general church met in 1880 , in Montgomery,

Alabama, Mr. Warren C. Coleman, a lack layman, gave a

deed for seven acres of land to the general church for

Zion Wesley Institute to be built upon. Reverend Harris

reported a school building and boarding hall were needed

to accommodate the applicants for admission that had been

received. Harris also requested the donation of books and

newspapers for the library,'*

In 1882 , Zion Wesley Institute was removed to

Salisbury, North Carolina, by action of the North Carolina

Conference. In supporting the relocation of the school,

Harris stated that Salisbury was a more desirable location

for the school, because it would be more accessible to the

western part of the state and to railroad transportation.

He also felt that since there was not a "high school in

the place it offers a fairer prospect of academical

students

,

In 1886 , Zion Wesley Institute (chartered in l885)

was re-named Livingston College in honor of David

Livingston, the white Christian missionary and explorer. 3

1 Ibid . , pp. 110-111 .

.^ Ibid . , p. 110 .

3Era of Progress , p . 292

.



Between 1901+ and 1908, the A.M.E. Zion Annual

Conferences appropriated $11,000 toward the erection of
Hood Seminary building on Livingston College's campus.

In 1909, the building was almost completed and provided

dormitory accomodations for fifty theological students,

a theological library, dean's office, four recitation

1*00103, and an assembly room*

The AaMeE* Zion's report on education In 1908

stated there were ten industrial schools, colleges, and

institutes in operation,^ In these schools, there were

76 teachers in charge of 1,901^ students, at an expense that

year of $79,700. Prom I 879 to 1908, the church spent

$1,100,000 for education.^

The educational philosophy of the church was "not

how much, but how well." With this philosophy in mind,

the church felt, rather than build many weak schools, it

should make "the one college (Livingston College) of the

connection represent the highest efficiency in instruction

^Zion Institute, Mobile, Ala.; Lomax Hannon High
and Industz*lal School, Greenville, Alabama (Pounded 1 898 by
Bishop Thomas H. Lomax, Rev. M. Hannon and Rev. J.W.Alstork)
Atkinson Literary and Industrial College, Madisonville, Ky.
(Pounded in 1892 by Rev. G.B. Walker and others); Livingston
College, Salisbury, N.C.; Eastern N.C. Industrial Academy,
New Bern, N.C.; Edenton Normal and Industrial College,
Edenton, N.C. (Pounded by A.M.E. Zion ministers of the Eden-
ton District); Lancaster Normal and Industrial Institute,
Lancaster, S.C.; Clinton Normal and Industrial Institute,
Rock Hill, S.C.; Greenville Industrial College, Greenville,
Tenn. (Pounded by Rev. B.M. Gudger, in I 889 ); and Dinwiddle
Agricultural and Industrial School, Dinwiddle, Va.

^Era of Progress , pp. 290-292.



and the highest ideal of college work and college organ-

isation, ^ The other nine schools were preparatory and

secondary schools.

An A,M,E, Zion preacher^ who was an Informal

educator because he founded a school and was a formal

educator by serving as president of the schocSU was H, J,

Crockett, Crockett founded, and was for fifteen years

(1892 -1907 ) president of, Clinton Institute, Rock Hill,

South Carolina, In 1908, Crockett became the president

of the Lancaster Normal and Industrial Institute, in

Lancaster, South Carolina,^ The school in Lancaster was

founded in 1879 by C, C, Petty, ^ The school had six

teachers and 1 84 students, including 4 who were studying

theology. The Lancaster schools’ annual expenses of

$4*000 were met by contributions from public and private

appeals

^ Bowen, The Uni’ted Negro , p, 578, In 1908, Rev,
W,H, Qoler, President of Livingston College, stated 300
students were taught by 20 teachers. He said the aim of the
school was to "make good Christians, loyal, industrious,
patriotic citizens," Era of Progress, p, 292,

^Era of Progress , p, 296,

3cf, Supra , p, 110, C, C, Petty was born in
December, 1 849* in Wilkesboro, N,C, In I 886 , he was elected
a bishop in the Zion Church, He served only two years,
because he died on Dec, 8, 1900, Petty attended Biddle
University in Charlotte, N,C, He taught school for many
years. Ho began his ministry and was ordained elder by.

Bishop James W, Hood, Bradley, loc, cit. , p, 385»

^Op, clt .



The following are A.M.E. Zion bishops who ex-

pressed an educational philosophy. J. w. Alatork was a

Zion bishcn who expressed an interest in the quality of

education lacks received. He attributed much of the

problem of poor education received by H lacks to the lack

of interest by teachers. The teachers were not Interested

because they were receiving poor salaries, Alstork said:

We need a longer common school term, with better paid
teachers. We feel that if the teachers received better
pay, they will be more interested in their work.^

J* S, Caldwell was another Zion educational philoso-

pher. He believed no ignorant person could keep pace with

an advancing civilization. The most urgent need for Blacks,

then, stated Caldwell, ”ia education for the masses." He

disapproved of the public education system in the south

that spent tax r-^ney for educating only the race that paid

the tax. Since Blacks did not pay as much tax as whites,

this tax arrangement, said <^aldwell, "means a reduction in

the school term for their (Black) children." Thus Blacks

would not be able to keep pace with white children in edu-

cation and would increasingly lag behind.^

^ Ibid . . p, 1].00, Alstork was bom in Talladega, Ala.,
Septeniber 1, 1o52. He attended Talladega College and taught
school. In 1900, he was elected a bishop in the Zion Church.
Alstork was interested in the moral development of blacks,
and he eii5)hasized the need for industrial education,

^ Ib id . , p, 399. Caldwell was born in Mecklenberg
County, N.C, , in August, 1861. He attended Livingston
College and Union Theological Seminary in New York City, He
was elected a bishop in the church in 19014..
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Similar to Alatork’s point of view, J. w. Smith

advocated an industrial education for Blacks, because

Blacks needed "more practice and less theory," His

educational philosophy was practical in that he thought

Blacks should be able to receive wages that would enable

them to live well and meaningfully. To illustrate his

philosophy, he said;

There are thousands of Negro boys and girls with what
is known as a ’good liberal education, ’ and hundreds
with college education, versed in Latin and Greek,
yet unable to command a position that will pay them
a living salary, ’Book learning’ is splendid as far
as it goes, but if it will not give us a livelihood,
it is no good to us,^

Alexander Walters, another A,M,E, Zion bishop,

advocated racial prejudice could be eliminated in propor-

tion to the number of Americana who would become educated

and Christianized, This philosophy was baaed on his

belief that "the safety of a race or nation is in the en-

2
lightenment of its people,"

Walters also believed in industrial education for

all peoples, because everyone should have regard for "the

dignity of labor," "Honesty and patriotism," he said,

"must be inculcated," These could be achieved by;

Ibid ,, p, 398 ,

• ^Ibid,, p, 396, Walters was born in Bardstown, Ky,,

August 1, lb58. He was graduated from a theological school

in California, Walters was licensed to preach in 1877.

In 1892 , he was elected a Zion bishop.
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/

...more ethical Inatruotlon In th« public aohocla:the establishment of industrial and reform sohooli
in th© districts where there are none, and by thestudy of the Bible, which always teaches honesty
and th© highest type of patriotism, th© ideal
Christian citizenship,

1

Finally, Bishop J, W, Hood maintained a practical

philosophy of education that included all persons with

different skills and abilities. Ho said:

We know that we cannot have a complete man unless his
head, hand, and heart are all trained. W© need pri-
ro®ry» grammar, and industrial schools; also colleges
and universities; but we cannot have anyone doing the
best work unless w© have thoroughly trained teachers
in charge. There is, therefore, plenty of work for
all, and plenty of reasons why each on© should be well
supported in his particular work. Much has been don©
for th© elevation of our people, but toer© is much
more which must be done by ourselves.^

The Colored Methodist Episcopal Church . The edu-

cational work of the C.M.E, Church began in Docenibor, 1869»

when the Colored Methodist were a part of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South. A committee on Education was

established in the special Black conferonco, and L, H.

Holsey was an Influoncial member of the committee, Th©

resolutions of th© coramitto© were read, approved, and

adopted

:

^ Ibid .

^Ibid,, p. 39^. Hood was bom in Chester County,
Pennsylvania, May 30, 1031 . At ago 25* he was licensed to

preach. At on© time ho was Assistant Superintendent of

Public Instruction in N, C* He was elected a bishop in

1072.
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Resolved, that all the preachers in our connection
turn their attention and energies to the education
of our people. First, by securing the aid of our
white friends in all parts of our work. Secondly,
by eiTQ5loylng them, if possible, in our day and Sunday
schools; and thirdly, by insisting upon the parents
the need and importance of instructing their children
thoroughly in the ordinary branches of an English
Education, and not just enough to make them bigots and
enthusiasts, thus accongjlishing very little in
instructing the young of our race.^

After returning from the organizing General Con-

ference of the C.M.E. Church on December 15, I 87O, in

Jackson, Tennessee, the Georgia Colored Conference met

in Augusta, Georgia, on January I4., I 87I, and received a

report from Holsey on Education;

VJhereas, we believe that education is next in
importance to the Christian religion. . .therefore.

Resolved, first that as a means of elevating the
standard of education in our church, we strictly
require our ministers before admission into the
traveling connection, to pass an examination in the
ordinary branches of an English Education.

Resolved, second, that we recommend the erection
of suitable houses as soon as possible in our several
Annual Conferences in which high school privileges may
be obtained and where our ministers can be more
thoroughly educated in the ordinary branches and in
the primary lessons of theology.

^

In the C.M.E. Georgia Annual Conference, in

December, 1872, a report from the Committee on Education

stated why it was necessary for the church to provide an

Ijohn Brother Cade, Holsey - ^e Incomparable (New

York; Pageant Press, Inc., 19h3J» P» ^3*

^Ibid . , pp# 25-26.
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education for Blacks:

We, your Committee on Education, feeling deenly
with the need of a more liberal and geLLldiffusion of education, more especially among theministers of our race, beg leave to submit the
i*eport: First; whereas, in the providence

of God, we are now blessed with the inestimable
privilege of freedom of thinking, working and doing
for ourselves. And second; whereas, we believe we
would be committing a sin before God and man should
we fail to in^Drove the talents with which an all wise
Creator has endowed us, and doubly so, should we
allow ourselves to become teachers to the blind, our-
selves being without sight, and, third; whereas our
youth of both sexes are now drinking freely of the
fount of learning, making it, therefore, almost a
necessity, else we, instead of being an aid and light
on the road to the cross, become, a hindrance and a
stuii4>ling block in their way, therefore, be it:

Resolved, that we urge it as the duty of every
member of this conference to use every available means
in his power for encouraging education in all of its
branches, more especially to those studies recommended
by the Bishops,

Resolved, that we submit to this Annual Conference
the need of a College or an Academy where our youths
can be more properly fitted for usefulness and more
fully perform the service of God,

Resolved, that we instruct our delegates to the
General Conference to take some decided steps in this
direction, believing that in doing so. we are perform-
ing both a service to God and to man,"*

Although little was accomplished toward establishing a

school until 1879, it is evident the C,M,E, leaders in

Georgia created an interest in education in the mind of the

church.

In September, 1673, less than three years after the

church was organized. Bishop William Henry Miles, bom a

^Ibld., pp. 28-29.



slave on December 28, 1828, in Lebanon, Kentucky,

and the first bishop of the C.M.E. Church, made efforts

to establish a church school in Louisville, Kentucky, to

provide young men with ministerial training. After Bishop

Miles made a payment on the $8,500 property in Louisville,

on which he hoped to erect the school, he made a public

appeal for $50,000 to complete his schools plans, A part

of his letter read:

I address this circular to all our friends, both
white and colored, I confidently ask Southern white
people to help us. We look to them as our friends.
We beg that, in view of our wants, of the conser-
vative character of our church (cordial relationship
with whites; but with little financial security), of
the deep interest which all good people must feel” in
our success, and of the glory of God and the pros-
perity of his Church, you will help us,^

In the 18714. General Conference, upon recommendation

by Miles, the C.M.E, Church approved of establishing one

school. Central University, on the Louisville property, and

plana were made to raise funds for the school. Bishop

Miles was made Educational Agent of the church, with the

^ Miles was supposed to have been manumitted in 18514-

by his mistress’ will. The will was contested and he was
not set free until l86l|.. In 1857^ he was licensed to preach
in the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, liHien he moved to

Ohio in l865> he united with the A,M,E, Zion Church and
served as a pastor until I 868 , when he refused a mission
assignment from Bishop Loguen, Miles returned to the M,E,

Church and organized conferences that became a part of

the C.M.E. Church in I 87O. Miles dies November llj., 1892,

C.H, Phillips, The History of the Colored Methodist Epis -

copal Church in America (New York: Amo Press, 197^)*

pp. 13^-130 and 19b-i^0i4..

^Ibid., pp. 77 -78 .
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responsibility to raise funds for constructing the school,

3y 1876 , Bishop Miles was unsuccessful in collecting

enough funds to coir5>lete the payments on the property,

and the land was lost.^

Much of Bishop Miles’ failure was due to over

extending the 000 which he collected while visiting the

New England states in 1875, Contrary to the decision of

the general conference, he began a school in Sardis,

Mississippi, Without enough funds to perpetuate the plans

of both schools at a crucial time, each school failed to

materialize

The next effort to establish a school was in 1879,

when Bishop Isaac Lane, bom a slave near Jackson,

Tennessee, on March 3, 18314.»^ was successful in getting

the Tennessee Annual Conference of the C,M,E, Church to

accept the responsibility of establishing Jackson High

School on four acres of land in East Jackson, Tennessee,

The school opened in November, 1882, with Miss Jennie Lane,

1 1bid , , pp, 97-98 and 106 ,

^Ibid .

^By the age of eighteen, Isaac Lane had learned to

road, write, and figure from listening to the instruction
given white children on the plantation. At age twenty, ho

united with the Methodist Episcopal Chumh, South, In

1866 , Lane becan^ a minister and was ordained a deacon. In

1873 , Lane was elected a bishop in the C,M.E, Church.

Hartshorn, Era of Progress , pp, I|.05-^06; also Phillips,

History of the C,M,E, Ch"^ch , pp, 218-222,
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daughter of Bishop Lane, in charge. In I 883 , Bishop

Lane appointed C. H. Phillips/ a Black minister, as

principal of the school. In l 88i^., Phillips was respon-

3ible for having the name of the school changed to Lane

Institute in honor of its founder. Bishop Isaac Lane.^

In the high school, there were the common branches

of English and Theology. When the name of the school was

changed to Lane Institute, the curriculum of the school

was enlarged to include the Normal Department, the

Intermediate Department, the Theological Department, and

the ^^sic Department. The Noimal Department gave instruc-

tion in the methods of teaching. The Intermediate

Department was for students who had advanced in English.

In 1896 , the College Department was added to the curricu-

lum, and the school was authorized to issue the Bachelor

of Arts and the Bachelor of Science degrees. The classical

course led to the A.B. degree and the scientific course led

to the B.S. degree. The classical courses differed from

“I Phillips was bom in Milledgeville, Ga., on January
17f 1058* He was the tenth of twelve children bom to his
parents. His father, George Washington Phillips, was a

preacher for over fifty years. In 1879, C.H. Phillips went
to Central Tennessee College and, in May, I 88O, graduated
with an A.B. degree. He continued his studies there in
medicine and graduated in l882. He was elected a bishop in
the church, in 1902. Phillips, History of C.M.E. Church ,

pp. 7-9 and 231 -

^ B)id ., p. 121; also Essie Perry, Lane College
Through 7^ Years of Service (Lane College Press, 19^7), P» !•
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the scientific couz*3e3 in the number of hours required

in Greek and natural sciences,^

In 1902, the schools’ curriculum was enlarged:

(1 ) the college Department, (2) College Preparatory,

(3) Normal Department, (ij.) English Department, 6th, 7th,

fie 8th grades, (5) Intermediate Department, i^-th and 5th,

(6) Primary Department, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, (7j Music Depart-

ment, vocal and instrumental, and (8) the Commercial and

Home Economics Departments. The Commercial courses

included bookkeeping, typewriting, shorthand, commerical

arithmetic, spelling, letter writing, and business forms.

In 1902 there were 210 students enrolled in the school.^

In 1908, the C.M.E. Church reported it was opera-

ting six colleges, one seminary, and one academy at a cost

of $85,500.^

In addition to Lane College, Mississippi Industrial

College and Paine College were prominent C.M.E. Schools

and taught Blacks in the beginning of the twentieth century.

^Hartshorn, Era of Progress , p, 297*

^Perry, loc. cit. , p. 2.

^Miles Memorial College, Birmingham, Ala.; Haygood
Seminary, Washington, Ark.; Paine College, Augusta, Ga.;

Holsey Academy, Cordele, Ga.; Homer College, Homer, La.;

Mississippi Industrial College, Holly Springs, Miss.; Lane

College, Jackson, Tenn.; and Phillips College, Tyler, Texas.

Minister College Presidents in 1908 were: J.Albert Bray,

Miles College; George L. Tuns, Haygood Seminary; S. W.

Broome, Phillips College; H. L. Stallworth, Holsey Academy;

and D. C. Potts, Miss. Industrial College. Era of Progress,

pp. 297 and 302-305.



msslaaippi Industrial College. Holly Springs, Hiasissippi
was founded by Elias Cottrell.1 1909. the school had
lJl teachers instructing 500 students, 20 of which were
studying theology. The school offered academic and Indus-
trial training.

The $15,000 annual expenses of the school, up to
1909. were met mostly by public donations. The total value
of the buildings and property was $90,000: 110 acre farm,
$20,000; two brick buildings. $60,000; and other property,
$10,000. Through Bishop Cottrell, Andrew Carnegie, the

white philanthropist, agreed to give the school a building
worth $25,000, Bishop Cottrell managed the business of

the school with the assistance of a 39 member board of
2

control.

A school supported jointly by the White Methodist

Episcopal Church and the C.M.E. Church was Paine College.

Through L. H. Holsey, plana for the school began in

December, 1869, in Macon, Georgia, when Holsey was a member

of the Colored Georgia Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

-I P'7 0 A
S53-19W) was born in Mississippi. In

1073, in a private school, he taught subjects he had learned
on his own. Prom I876 to 1894 he was a pastor, presiding
elder. Book Agent, and Commissioner of Education in the
C.M.E. Church. He was elected a C.M.E. bishop in 189k,
Phillips. CME History , pp. 228-232.

2
Era of Progress , pp. 304-305,



Church, South. Holsey was appointed a member of the

committee on Education and wrote a paper on education

for the committee that was read before the conference.

In the paper, Holsey appealed to the M.E. Church, South,

to:

...establish a school for the training of our colored
preachers and teachers. We especially stressed the
idea of teaching and training the colored ministers
of the gospel who might be sent out by the church to
preach to the colored people as were then called.
We emphasized the point of having our Southern
preachers taught by the white people of the South.
We could not see any reason why the people of color
should not be taught by southern white Christian
people. In the same paper the white people of the
South, especially those of the Southern Methodist
Episcopal Church, were asked to teach in the colored
Sunday schools and establish some method or plan by
which the white Christians could assist in the evan-
gelization of their foreier slaves. They did such
work in the days of slavery, and since there was no
antagonism between the former masters and slave, we
could see no reason why such could not be done by
them in a state of freedom.

'

Although the idea was not accepted then, Holsey kept the

idea before the white Methodists by raising money for the

project among the C.M.E. members in the Georgia Conference.

Regarding this project, Holsey said:

However, in 1 876 and 1877 * I made a feeble effort to
raise money and start the work myself, but it was so
hard to get the people, white and colored, to take
in the idea, that the movement seemed destined to be
a failure. As I had nothing to lose by the effort to

^
Cade, loc. cit., pp. 8O-8I

.



establish the work in view, l brought the matter
before the Colored Georgia Conference and as nearly
as I can remember, we collected about $150.00 tostart the enterprise.'

l^hen the General Conference of the M.E. Church,

South, met in Nashville, in July, 1682, Holsey's proposal

to establish a school for Blacks was accepted, and a grant

was made to start the school. Holsey remembered a private

meeting was held in Atlanta in the fall of 1882 with the

four bishops of the C.M.E. Churchy Bishop George F.

Pierce, Dr. Galloway and other whites to form plans for

beginning the school. Dr. Galloway accepted the presidency

of the school. On January 1, I 883 , the school opened in

Augusta, Georgia, with Holsey’s four children, four youths

accompanied by Dr. Walker, a white teacher, and young

people Holsey had induced to attend the school by paying

2
them 50 {Z^ a day.

In expressing his contribution to the education

of Blacks at Paine, Holsey said:

I served, not only as the first sexton, but I was the
only support it (Paine) had for most of the first year
of its existence, and for five years and more, I had
to carry most of the e^^enses, along; that is, the
current expenses. Often, I had to feed as many as

thirty hungry students a day to keep them from returing
home

^ Ibid ., p. 83 .

^Ibid. , pp. 85-86 .

^Ibid., p. 87 .
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Holaey disagreed with Booker T. Washington’s

philosophy of educating BD.acks and contended, as W, E, B.

DuBois, that industrial education was not the only ineans

of uplifting the Black race educationally, Holsey

advocated

:

The same kind of education for all people as far as
they could receive it regardless of race.,, The great
mistake that is now being made as to the kind of
training that is being allotted to the Afro-Americans
is that half training is better for them than for
other people upon the presun^jtion that such training
will make them better citizens, servants, and laborers
•••It is impossible to make a people true to the
obligations of citizenship without imparting to them
the knowledge to see the reason of it,'

Other C.M.E, Bishops who expressed an educational

philosophy were R. S. Williams, Charles H, Phillips, and

Isaac Lane, Bishop R, S, Williams' educational philosophy

urged that in the training of preachers, teachers, and

Sunday school workers they be "taught the Cardinal virtues

of Christianity and the possibility of exengjlifying them

in his life." V/illiams believed knowledge of the Bible

would prepare one for right living. He was interested in

the religious education of Blacks along the lines of Bible

2
study through the Sunday school.

^ Ibid . , p, 79; Cf. Era of Progress , p. I|.02,

^Era of Progress , p, 1|.03* Williams was born
October 2f, in Louisiana, He was an alumnus of Wiley
University and Howard University* He was licensed to preach
in 1876 * In 189I|., he was elected a bishop in the C.M.E,
Church.
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Charles H. Phillips classified moral development
as secondary to the Intellectual and industrial advance-
ment Of B..acks. He saw this as a way to develop sound
leadership and said;

possess good judgment, large

leadeM
spirit, and high moral ideals;whose conception of honor and dishonor, if

plane^^^
rightousness, are on the highest

Phillips was also interested in the ’’conscience"

and "character" training of youth. The reason for them

to receive an education Phillips said, is;

...there are too many incorrigible, uncontrollable
both sexes who congregate in our

cities and lead lives which add nothing to the assetor the race... Greater attention must be given to

ufn people. They must be saved
While they are young, or they may not be saved when
they are grown.

^

Finally, Isaac Lane’s educational philosophy

expressed a need to develop the productive power, elevate

the ideals, strengthen the moral character, and enlarge

the mental vision of Blacks. He believed Blacks needed

an education that would enable them to discover their

own strength and power for asserting themselves to inde-

pendence in thought and action. To achieve this education.

Lane suggested Blacks needed:

^ Ibid . . p, 4.04.

^ Ibid . . p, 405.
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..•all kindaof education—industrial, academic, pro-leasional, collegiate, moral, technical—are needed.
In ract, the Negro needs and wants every kind of
training enjoyed by other people that develops
greater capacity for accoB5)lishing good and enhances
his usefulness and efficiency as a citizen and a
laborer.

'

Other Black Educators

These ministers were not members of one of the four

predominantly 3Iack churches, but each one was a formal

educator in a 31ack school. Francis Louis Cardoza^ was

founder and principal of a grammar school in Charleston,

South Carolina, from August 1, 1865 to 1868, In June,

1865. Cardoza applied to the American Missionary Associa-

tion (AMA) for support in returning to his home town in

Charleston to found a normal school to teach the newly

emancipated slaves. Upon reaching Charleston, Cardoza:

^ Ibid , , p, 1^.06,

^Francis Cardoza (1837-1903) was born in Charleston,
S,C. His mother was half-Indian and half-Negro and his
father, J.N, Cardoza, was a white Jew, At age 21, Cardoza
went to Glasgow, Scotland, to receive a fomal education,
V/hile abroad, he studied theology three years in Edinburgh,
Germany, and London, England, On August 1, 1864, he was
ordained a Presbyterian and became pastor of the Tenple
Street Congregational Church in New Haven, Conn, In
December, 1864, Cardoza married Catherine Romena Howell of
New Haven, Conn, They were the parents to six children--

4 boys and 2 girls. See Simmons, Men of Mark , pp, 428-430;
and Clifton Johnson, ’’Francis Cardoza; Black Carpetbagger,”
The Crisis (New York; Crisis Publishing Co,, Inc,, Vol, 78,

No , i

,

Septembe r , 1971), PP* 226-228,
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found they (the Blacks) were not prepared to becomepupils of a normal school. I therefore established
83 good a grammar school aa possible and looked
forward to the normal school as more practical within
a year or two.
Thus, since last October we have been carefully

our scholars and about 200 of them are now
prepared to become pupils of a normal school,^

In a written report of the school to Samuel Hunt,

white superintendent of Education, Cardoza said:

The present 18 teachers and about 800 scholars. For
the sake of order and convenience I have divided the
school or graded the school like the grammar schools
north into t^ee departments—grammar, intermediate,
and primary,*^

In an August, 1866, completed Teacher’s Monthly

Report to George Whipple, Corresponding Secretary of AMA,

Cardoza stated that the school was opened for 22 days in

August and 100 pupils were enrolled. The average atten-

dance was 75* The pupils studied reading, spelling.

writing, mental arithmetic, written arithmetic, geography,

and singing,-^

In 1877» Cardoza moved to Washington, D, C, From

1884 to 1903 * Cardoza was principal of the District's

Negro public schools. He was the first Black to introduce

^Francis Cardoza to M,E, Strieby, August 13> 1866,
AMA Archives,

^Francis Cardoza to Samuel Hunt, November 7> 1865*
AMA Archives,

3prancis Cardoza to M,E, Strieby, August, I 866 ,

Teacher's >tonthly Report , AMA Archives,
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business education into Washington schools.

Another formal educator was H. L. McCrorey,

president of Bibble University in 1908. The school was

devoted to the academic and industrial training of

Blacks. Pour areas of study comprised the school’s cur-

riculum: industrial, preparatory, collegiate, and

theological. The schools’ enrollment in 1908 was ll^.

teachers and 196 students, 19 of which were studying

theology. The university was under the auspices of the

Presbyterian Church (North ).^

In expressing his philosophy of education,

McCrorey said that since Blacks had started Inproving

themselves, they ran the risk of doing it the wrong way,

which could reduce them to a worse state of affairs. He

said, ’’The way of wealth alone is unsafe, the way of

politics treacherous, and the way of education apart from

moral training is dangerous. 3 McCrorey ’s philosophy on

a sure way to succeed was to adhere to the Bible. ’’The

Bible is the only safe way,” McCrorey contended, for

living a meaningful and useful life, ’’since it is the

revelation of the character and will of God,” He

^Johnson, "Francis Cardoza,” p. 228,

• ^Era of Progress , p. 202.

3Ibid . , p. 202.
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advocated learning religious education in the formative

period of life so that what is learned will automatically

be a part of ones life and character in adulthood.^

Another school administrator was Charles W. Brooks,

who in 1908 , was principal of St. Mark's Academic and

Industrial School in Birmington, Alabama. The school was

under the auspices of the Episcopal Church. The enroll-

ment was 266 students and 7 teachers. Annual e^qjenses

totaled $3,4.00. The schools’ courses of study were pri-

mary, intermediate, academic, and industrial—cooking,

sewing, and vocal and piano lessons. „ The schools’

objective was:

to bring Christian education within the reach of the
children of the church and all others who may bo
committed to its care; to surround them with all
that tends to the upbuilding and dignifying of
character; to furnish their minds with sound learning;

^ Ibid .. p. 203.

•iHi-Names of some Black administrators of schools
under the auspices of the Southern Presbyterian Church in
1908 were: W. H. Franklin, President of Swift Memorial
College; U.A. Frierson, Principal of Kendall Institute;
and W. J. Rankin, Principal of Sarah Lincoln Academy.
Namss of some black administrators of schools under the
auspices of the Presbyterian Church (North) were: John
Brice, President of Academy of Athens; J. H. Tarter,
Predidont of Cleveland Academy; W. P. Ware, Principal of
Wallace Schools; and C. H. Johnson, Principal of Miller’s
Ferry Normal and Industrial School.



to 30 train them in domestic branches
they may be useful men and women ,1

of life that

The philosophy of the school was to make school life

pleasant for the students by thorough teaching and strict

discipline. The schools' teaching method was biblical

and evangelistic .2

Finally, P, p, Alston founded St, Michael’s

Church and Industrial School in Charlotte, N, C,, in

1882, The school was under the auspices of the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church, In 1908, Alston reported 8

teachers were instructing 265 students. The schools’

curriculum included, industrial, domestic, economy, and

literary studies. The purpose of the training was to

enable students ”to make honest livings for themselves and

have no trouble in procuring employment,"^

Summary To Chapter III

The liberal Black preachers founded schools and

were the administrators, presidents, teachers, and

principals of schools who dared against social pressures,

economic restraints (limited financial resources of Blacks),

and the Black races’ educational retardation (illiteracy

and limited vision of racial prosperity), to establish

^ Ibid ,. p. 255.

^Ibid , , p, 256,

3Ibid,, p, 257
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©ducational institutions and provide resources for

fostering education among Blacks. This group of

educators helped to lead the untutored ex-slaves toward

a new appreciation of self in hopes that they could con-

8ud participate in the American society at

advanced levels. The classroom teachers sought to have

the largely untutored students achieve an education that

would enable them to become better citizens. The tradi-

tional Black preachers were concerned with the moral and

social iii5)i»ovement of Blacks. They believed that many

whites looked with disfavor on the education of Blacks

and that the subordinate educational condition of Blacks

would ii?5)rove when God willed it. Their personal con-

victions were guarded, and they would not complain nor

criticize white control over Black affairs.

The illiteracy of Blacks in the south was reduced

from ninety percent in 1861 to seventy percent in 1880,

through the work of the freedmen’s socieites, denomina-

tional schools, and the Preedmen’s Bureau. These

agencies awakened the ex-slaves to the need for education,

and proved Blacks were capable of higher learning. By

1908, fifty-five percent of Blacks were literate. The

white society and denominational schools provided indus-

trial, academic, and religious education for the social.
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intelloctual, and moral in^srovement of the Blacks,

Although academic subjects were taught by both Black

and white teachers, both groups thought religious and

industrial training were the chief needs of the Blacks.

By 1909 many of the literate Blacks were imbued with moral

instructions and a technical training rather than equipped

to serve in the top decision making centers of power in

America, Nevertheless, many Blacks advanced in education

and rose in social status and wealth along with other

Americans

,



CHAPTER TV

I6I4.

CONCLUSION

This 3tudy used primary and secondary resources

to verify the claim that the Black preacher was an

influential educator, possibly the most significant,

during the period 178? to 1909, when Blacks were seeking

to m*^ke their place in America secure and worthwhile.

The Black preacher became a valuable person in the Black

community as a result of the development of Black religion

and the Black church.

Most Blacks from 1 787 to 1909 did not have access

to the same higher education facilities and personnel as

whites. Before the Civil War Blacks in the north did not

own nor operate any schools for higher education. A small

number of Blacks received admission into, and were

graduated from, white institutions. The formal education

Blacks received from Black preachers was limited to

elementary and secondary education. Occasionally in the

south a white slave owner or vdiite mistress would secretly

teach a favorite slave the fundamentals of education.

Frequently, aggressive and above average Black preachers

taught themselves to read and write. Prom I787 to the

Civil War, in both the north and the south, the formal

and informal Black preacher-educators were militant,

liberal, moderate, and traditional*
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Most of the formal education Blacks received from

the Civil War to near the close of the Reconstruction was

provided by whites. Between 1880 and 1909 many Black

preachers became reputable formal educators. Prom the

"to 1909 the liberal Black preacher-educators

were formal and informal. As formal educators they were

school administrtors and teachers. As informal educators

they were educational philosophers and propagandists and

founders of schools. There were also traditional B lack

preacher-educators, who were informal. As informal

educators they established churches and offered a moral

philosophy to Blacks,

Prom 1787 to 1909 each one of the types of Black

preacher-educators led Blacks through various methods

into cooperating with one another to develop and sustain

their moral values, education, political power, and

economic base. These Black preachers served as educators

to Blacks by providing them with the incentive to ic^jrove

their opportunities for a better life. This educational

goal was achieved through what the Black minister did in

fostering a religious life among his people and through

formal and infoimal teaching. The little education

Blacks received from this system of education inadequately

prepared them for citizenship in mainstream America,

Nevertheless, with the education Blacks received from the
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Black preacher-educators and other sources they began to

improve their economic status, develop their own intelli-

gentsia, free some of their movements and activities from

the effects of discrimination and criminal assaults, and

build a life for themselves.

In the course of writing this study several con-

clusions have been derived. The following are the conclu-

sions that have been reached.

The first conclusion is that the Black preacher-

educators were among the first Blacks to provide a sub-

stantial educational foundation for Blacks, With the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century Blacks were receiving edu

cational instruction from Black teachers, who consisted

mostly of preachers, A contributing factor to Black preach

ers teaching was that they generally had more formal educa-

tional training than the laity. Another reason for the

large number of Black preacher-teachers was the limitations

placed on Blacks for leadershin in other vocations.

The importance of the Black preacher's status in

the Black community has been seen as a clue to his effec-

tiveness, The Black preacher has more authority and in-

fluence among both Blacks and whites than any other Black

persono

Black preacher-educators identified in this study

who had considerable influence with Blacks and whites, and
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who were successful in providing educational opportunities

and an educational foundation for Blacks were John Chavis,

Daniel Coker, Samuel Cornish, Prince Hall, Jupiter Hanimon,

Josiah Henson, C, S, Brown, Frank Quarles, J, W, Loguen,

Frederick Douglass, T. S. Wright, Charles B. Pay, Daniel

Payne, Joseph Charles Price, and L, H, Holsey. Of this

group of preachers, J, W. Loguen, Frederick Douglass, and

C, 3. Ray were the first within their community to be known

to have provided a substantial educational foundation for

Blacks

.

The second finding in this study is that the pur-

poses of the teaching methods used by Black preacher-teach-

ers were to have their students accept their self-worth and

to motivate the students to aspire to their full potential.

The term ‘"method" as applied to this conclusion means the

approach or technique used by the teachers to motivate

their pupils to want to learn and to help them maintain

their interest in learning. With the use of various teach-

ing methodologies, the central concern of the slack teach-

ers was to improve the educational status of Blocks, Four

preacher-teachers included in this study who had specific

methodologies for teaching students were Daniel Payne,

Samuel E, Cornish, Jermain Wesley Loguen, and Joseph

Charles Price,

Finally, an essential part of Chapter HI described

the Bi 0 ck preacher-educator struggling against whites in
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executive and legislative positions to achieve quality edu-

cation for Blacks o A principle reached from this phase of

the study is that two fundamentally different educational

objectives cannot co-exist without stress; the stress van-

ishes when the differences vanisho

This principle was an argument against the ^'Separate

but Equal” problem in education that was in formation prior

to the 1896 Supreme Court decision affirming the separate

but equal status of Blacks* Some Black preacher-educators

observed in this period that most Blacks were unable to

achieve equality and status because whites were controlling

the standards that would grant the Black teachers the priv-

ilege to render certified service. Many of the white edu-

cators exercised a type of paternalism over the Black grad-

uates that caused many Black preacher-educators to rebel.

Associated with this problem was the qualification

standard of Black teachers. Many white teachers were not

fully applying themselves to preparing Blacks to become

eligible to teach Blacks in certified institutions. The

rationale of some whites for this behavior was that the

Black students were slow learners. Some Black preacher-

educators with various responses to these problems were

J, W, Smith, E, K, Love, Francis Grimk6 , and Federick

Douglass

,

It is hoped that this study has improved on the

stature of the Black preacher's tradition and has illus-
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trated the continuous concern of BXack preachers for the

development of Blacks, especially in the area of education.

Therefore, hopefully a new criterion for evaluating the

past, understanding the present, and challenging the future

roles of Black preacher in the educational development of

Blacks in America has been established.

Recommendations of this study:

1 . American educational history could expand its under-

standing of a locus for learning or the process of educat-

ing from the limitations of a controlled educational setting,

such as a school. Prom this study one may glean that the

Black church is also a learning center. There they learn

how to conduct business and master many meaningful basic

phases of life. Thus a study on the contribution of the

church to the education of Blacks would be helpful.

2. Black women Preacher-Educators ^re not included in this

study. There were Black females such as Sojourner Truth

and Harriet Tubman who were officially declared preachers

or who fulfilled the role of a Preacher-Educator prior to

the turn of the twentieth century. A study, therefore, of

the educational contribution of Black female preachers

would be a significant addition to Black educational history.
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